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Chapter 1: Questions 1-20 

1. “Ex-Homophobes of Reddit, What Made You Change 
Your Views?” 

1) Enemy_Within wrote this: 

“I was pretty much an [*]ssh[*]le to everyone growing up. 
Not one group in particular, but I certainly didn’t have much 
sympathy for the gays in general. I remember making fun of 
one of the few very openly gay guys at our school one day, 
to my friend beside me, and the kid overheard him laughing 
at my joke. He turned around and confronted me in a way 
that I had never considered someone would. He asked me 
how did I know that I had a crush on a girl in our class? (Side 
note: I did and probably most of the school knew.) I didn’t 
really know how to answer the question, I mean besides the 
obvious you know I’m into her …. So I sat there thinking 
about it not answering and he continued with ‘Imagine 
tomorrow you woke up and that feeling you have for her, 
that uncontrollable feeling of attraction that you’re 
struggling to describe at this moment, is considered wrong. 
Imagine that the whole world believes that you are weird / 
strange / wrong / unacceptable in some way because of how 
you feel about this person. That every night you go home, 
your parents tell you they can’t believe you would do this to 
them and that it can’t possibly turn out it’s their son doing 
this …. All because of that feeling you have in your heart for 
another person … a feeling you couldn’t even change if you 
tried. Would you live a lie? Would you tell the truth? Tell 
me you would be any different than me and I’ll laugh right 
along at your jokes with you.’ 

“That was one of the first times in my life that I ever felt like 
hiding in a hole. It had gone past the point of my friends 
laughing at me getting ‘owned’. Everyone just kind of felt 
like an [*]ss. I spent a few minutes collecting my thoughts, 
and I apologized to him for anything I had ever said, and I 
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thanked him for opening my eyes in a way I never wished 
they would be. It really helped out in my later years when 
my sister came out as well. She told me plenty of times that 
I was one of the few reasons she didn’t end her life being 
that my parents were some of the worst for a thing like that. 
Anyway, I’ve been a supporter pretty much every day 
since!” 

midlifecrackers commented, “Jesus, that kid had guts. I wish 
I would’ve heard it put like that when I was a brainwashed 
younger person; it took me a long time to come out of the 
evangelical mindset.” 

Ficulinean commented, “That last bit about your sister was 
heart-stopping for a second, thinking about what might have 
happened if you were less supportive. And this is why 
activism is important.” 

2) parthpalta wrote this: 

“When my friend realised he was gay. I was 12-13. I didn’t 
see him become a different person. I just saw him staring at 
men instead of women. What the f[**]k do I care? He’s still 
the same guy. His sexuality did not impact me. 

“And this is in India in a day and age where it’s not at all 
okay. So I’d get called gay for supporting gay people. I’m 
glad to see acceptance for LGBTQ community.” 

Retroverteduterus commented: 

“Similar, but my dad and my sister. He grew up in the rural 
south in the 1950s and had a lot of conservative, Irish 
Catholic views. I remember as a young kid just casually and 
matter-of-factly being told ‘all gays go to hell.’ 

“And then my sister came out. 
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“Over the years it’s progressed from ‘all gays but sister go 
to hell’ to ‘gays can repent’ and finally we’re at ‘God loves 
the sinner, not the sin.’ 

“In his old age he’s dropped a lot of his conservative views. 
I think he just doesn’t have the energy to be hateful. I also 
just think he was never truly a hateful person; he just grew 
up with parents who violently held strong viewpoints, and I 
think that scared and scarred him at such a young age. 

“But I’m happy with where he’s at now. He saw his first man 
in drag over Thanksgiving when he came to see my husband 
and me in Denver, and he couldn’t stop talking about how 
proud he was of them for dressing how they wanted. 
Complete opposite to who he was 25 years ago.” 

3) KentuckyWallChicken wrote, “First time I fell in love. I 
realized how wonderful it was and at the same time realized 
that it was wrong to take that amazing feeling away from 
people.” 

4) IrascibleOcelot wrote, “My son came out. That’s pretty 
much it. I love my son, and he will always be my son, so the 
stupid-[*]ss prejudices I had been taught had to go.”1 

2. “Women Who Have Given Up a Child for Adoption: 
What was That Like, and How Did It Affect You?” 

1) Goldsnafu7 wrote, “I gave my daughter up for adoption 
when I was a teenager and in a very violent relationship. I 
had a light-bulb moment after the ‘father’ tried running me 
over with a vehicle when I was nearly full term. It was the 
first year of open adoption in my country. I got to write a 
brief on what type of parents I would want for my child. I 
chose a couple and we got to meet. They were incredible — 

 
1 Source: MrDamaged, “Ex-Homophobes of Reddit, what made you 
change your views?” Reddit. AskReddit. 4 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/sdzwafq>. 
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we had an instant connection. Not sure what the laws are 
now but back then adoption papers couldn’t be signed until 
the baby was 14 days old. Despite nurses telling me I was 
making it hard on myself, I chose to stay with her, bond, love 
and care for her for those 14 days. Her new parents agreed 
to an open adoption. I said I would stay away for at least a 
year to help them be a family and not have me involved. That 
was 27 years ago and so, so much has happened, but not once 
have I regretted my decision. We stay in contact, I am now 
a grandmother (at a too young age, lol!), and now I have the 
joy of seeing my daughter as a mother. I had a beautiful son 
some years after whom I was able to raise, love, and care for. 
The two are in contact and love having each other as siblings. 
My son adores being an uncle, too. I can honestly say it’s 
one of the greatest and best decisions I have ever made. She 
loves me for my decision, too. I feel I get to look back at a 
violent, turbulent time and see a wonderful, shiny beacon of 
light in what was a living nightmare.” 

elegant–pun commented: 

“I can’t imagine how painful and frightening and difficult it 
must be to have to give up a child — whether the adoption 
is open or closed — but I do know it takes a strong, decisive, 
loving mother to make the hard, hard decision to do what she 
has to in order to make sure her child has a happy and safe 
life. 

“You should be proud of yourself.” 

2) chantelnycolee wrote this: 

“I’m sorry if my comment seems messy or confusing. It’s 
2am where I am. 

“I placed my son for adoption a month after I turned 17. (I’m 
almost 22 now.) The experience felt isolating, long, and not 
long enough at the same time. I had found my son’s parents 
through an adoption agency in my state, and it felt like it was 
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meant to be. Any fear that I had about where my birth son 
would be had disappeared when I met them. I spent the 
whole pregnancy trying not to love the child inside me 
because I was trying to save myself from any more 
heartbreak. But how can you not fall in love with someone 
who is with you 24/7 for nine months? 

“When I was giving birth, I told the doctor and nurses to take 
my son out of the room before I could see him. I wanted his 
parents to have that special moment with him, to be the ones 
to bond with him from the very beginning. The time in the 
hospital felt like an out-of-body experience. I was so 
overwhelmed with emotions but was trying to keep myself 
in check. I cried a lot. The first few months after placing my 
son were the hardest. I didn’t eat, I didn’t shower, and I 
didn’t get out of bed. But slowly, it got easier. I saw my birth 
son and his parents occasionally and those trips felt both 
exciting and depressing. Seeing the kindness and love that 
they radiated made my grief a little bit easier. 

“It’s been almost five years now, and there are still times that 
are hard. I find myself wondering if I will ever have another 
baby because how could I deserve a child after placing one? 
Then, I see the life my birth son lives, and it brings me joy. 
He has already gone to so many places and experienced 
things that I haven’t and he’s not even five years old yet. I 
feel grateful for his parents. I’ll be honest, though. I cried to 
my boyfriend last night about my son. (I am taking my 
boyfriend to meet my son tomorrow afternoon.) I told him I 
was worried that he would want to leave me because he 
would actually see my son and see this whole other part of 
me and my life and decide that he couldn’t be with someone 
who placed a baby. So, I still suffer from some issues when 
it comes to the adoption. But it has gotten better. I know 
there are always going to be dark moments, and I realize I 
have said mostly those. But my son’s adoption has also been 
beautiful and there have been good moments. Like birthdays, 
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dinners, and holidays. Things I never thought I’d get to 
experience.” 

elegant–pun commented: 

“You were a kid yourself …. You made a hard decision to 
give your child a stable, safe, healthy life that you may not 
have been able to give him even though of course that’s what 
you’d have wanted for him. 

“You didn’t do anything wrong in giving him up, and it 
doesn’t mean that you’re undeserving of having another 
child, given that you’re in a much better position to have a 
child now.” 

Milkshake125 wrote this: 

“The fact that you placed your child for adoption with him 
in mind and making a better life for him despite the 
emotional turmoil you knew you’d be going through shows 
you absolutely deserve another child when you are ready. 

“Parenting is, in large part, about making sacrifices for the 
betterment of your child. You have made the ultimate 
sacrifice and have shown you have the selflessness in your 
heart required to make you an amazing parent. 

“My wish for you is that you believe this in yourself and are 
able to create a new story for yourself and your future family 
when the time is right.” 

3) tyann15 wrote, “I put my son up for adoption almost four 
years ago. It’s an open adoption, and I have a great 
relationship with his parents and get lots of visits and 
pictures. I honestly wouldn’t change a single thing! It was 
incredibly painful and a piece of me will always be missing, 
but I don’t regret it because he is happy and healthy and has 
a huge family who loves him! It took me awhile to feel this 
way, and I felt broken for a long time. There’s really no 
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description for the pain I felt when I had to say goodbye to 
him at the hospital: It broke my heart, but I see him now and 
see how happy he is and how he is thriving and know I did 
the right thing. It’s the hardest decision I had to make, but I 
like to think of it as my first and last decision as his mom 
was to make sure he would have the best life possible.” 

4) PatriarchVespa wrote this: 

“It was a really, really difficult decision for me. I got 
pregnant when I was 18 (this is 12 years ago now) and 
growing up in a Christian home/community. I received a lot 
of judgement. But I knew it was the right choice for myself 
and for my son. I was SO young at the time, and I was in a 
relationship with a man who I knew would never be my 
‘forever’. Yah, I loved him at the time, but I also knew that 
he wasn’t the person who I had imagined would be the father 
of my children. 

“But to address your question: Adoption is HARD as a birth-
mama. But in my experience, I am so grateful I made that 
choice. Was it hard as hell during my pregnancy? During 
birth? MANY years after? Yes. Do I regret it? NO. 
Personally, I chose an open-adoption; I carefully selected a 
family that I knew would give my son the life he 
needed/deserved to have; the life I was blessed to also 
experience … the life I knew I wasn’t equipped to give him 
when I was 18 and dating a dud. 

“How has it affected me? I don’t even know how to explain 
that accurately and elaborately enough in a Reddit post. It 
was SO hard at first. I grieved. I felt enormous guilt. But as 
the years passed, I accepted and believed that I made a 
selfless and loving decision and now this little dude is living 
a really great life. And that made things easier as life went 
on. And yeah, I worry about how he may feel if he starts to 
believe that I made this choice out of abandonment or lack 
of love. But overall, I just have to believe that one day he’ll 
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see that it WAS out of love. Or at least that we’ll be able to 
share a relationship where I can help him to understand these 
things.” 

5) KittyClearsight wrote this: 

“I got pregnant at 20 and had my daughter at 21. I have a lot 
of mental health issues and prior to getting pregnant had a 
ton of anger issues made worse by a toxic relationship with 
an abusive ex. Oddly enough after getting pregnant some 
sort of switch flipped in my head and I started to chill out 
with the anger issues as well as realize how awful my ex was. 
Deciding to put my daughter up for adoption was easy but 
sticking with it after she was placed was hard (in my state a 
woman has a month to change her mind). When I was 
pregnant, I didn’t feel any attachment at all; it wasn’t until 
she was born that I felt that attachment. It took a lot to not 
decide to take her back, but there’s no way I could’ve given 
her the life she deserves. I’m still pretty messed up mentally, 
but I’m a lot better than I was. I get to see her every other 
month and my relationship with her parents are great. She’s 
two and a half now, and she’s got quite the personality. 

“So in short, while it was very hard at first, I know I made 
the right decision. Having my daughter saved my life, and 
placing her for adoption made my family even bigger. I 
couldn’t have chosen better parents for her.”2 

3. “What’s a Time You Saw Someone Do Something 
Truly Good And Selfless For Another Person?” 

PostNaGiggles added, “I’m feeling a little ‘the world is 
awful, and people are selfish and evil’ today. Let’s share nice 
stories of people being selfless and good instead :)” 

 
2 Source: _The_Last_Question_, “Women who have given up a child 
for adoption: what was that like, and how did it affect you?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 4 January 2019 <https://tinyurl.com/v3aggke>. 
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1) peppermind wrote this: 

“Just before Christmas, I was in line at the grocery store and 
this very old, frail lady who didn’t seem to have much cash 
was buying two big tubs of cherries. (Cherry cake is a big 
thing here at Christmas). When the cashier rang them in, the 
price was more than the old lady was expecting and she said 
she thought they were much cheaper due to a sale, and the 
cashier told her no. 

“I was next in line and figured I’d offer to pay the difference 
if the woman didn’t have enough, but the cashier told her 
that she’d made a mistake and only charged the lady like 
$2.00 for something that cost $12.00. Now I suspect the 
difference came out of the cashier’s cheque.” 

2) dadadawn wrote, “Last week, my neighbor’s dog got out 
when my neighbor answered the door. I happened to see if 
because I was getting in my car, so I went to help her. We 
live by a busy street. She was running down the street crying 
because her dog wouldn’t come when called. A guy who was 
out jogging literally jumped in the middle of the street to stop 
traffic so the dog, who was scared and running all over the 
place, wouldn’t get hit. A couple of people got out of their 
cars to help, not a single person honked, and finally she had 
her dog back. She has a bad back and couldn’t hold her dog 
and it didn’t have a leash. Another woman who had stopped 
to help and had been walking her own dog gave her own 
dog’s leash to my neighbor so she could get her dog back 
home safely. It was really sweet to see.” 

3) bassbby12 wrote, “I was on the bus and the driver 
stopped, and some guy started saying something to him 
outside the bus. The bus driver says he’ll be right back. I 
look out and see him arm-in-arm with the guy, helping him 
cross two busy streets. It turns out the guy was blind and 
asked for some help crossing. The driver apologized when 
he came back and we were all just like ‘It’s okay!’ It was so 
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nice seeing a man shamelessly help another man who needed 
the help.” 

4) CowboyupHockey wrote, “I’m the only girl in a men’s 
hockey league. Everybody has played their whole lives 
except two of us, and I still have a lot to learn. I felt left out 
and awkward at first, and I get embarrassed at how bad I am 
compared to these guys who have played juniors (juniors is 
the dream for high school players). One is an Olympian and 
world record holder water skier, and another’s brother was 
in the NFL. These guys are legit athletes, and I just got my 
equipment last year. Some players won’t pass to me under 
any circumstances, ever. I don’t even exist to them. But 
every time I play with this one goalie, he prioritizes 
encouraging me as though I’m the most important player in 
the world. When I’m told every game how much I’m 
improving, how great it is that I’m pursuing this, 
compliments that I can actually believe I deserve … I can 
feel comfortable and enjoy myself. It was my dream to find 
a place to play against others, and I am able to enjoy it 
despite the few who don’t want me there because of this 
goalie and others who simply give me a pass or a pointer on 
how to get better. Just asking someone’s name instead of 
ignoring them can be powerful.” 

5) bugrug wrote, “I worked as a manager for a restaurant. A 
younger couple in their 20s were dining in, and they saw an 
elderly woman dining by herself across the restaurant. They 
asked their server if it’s okay with us if they invite the 
woman to sit with them (they don’t know each other). I OK 
it and the woman is happy to accept. The younger couple 
paid for the woman’s food and all three of them leave 
together, happily chatting, while I’m left feeling all fuzzy.” 

6) living_my_life_ wrote, “Not for someone else, but once 
my boyfriend and I went for dinner at a local socialhouse [a 
place where people eat and socialize]. We were just eating 
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like regular people and when we were done, we asked the 
waitress for the bill. She said the people sitting on the table 
beside us had already paid our bill. We couldn’t thank them 
because they had already left, and we had no idea who they 
were because they didn’t talk to us at all. It was a really nice 
thing and still sticks with me.” 

7) livedonrails wrote, “When my dad died, a frequent 
customer at my mom’s job rushed home and gave us $5,000 
to help with our living expenses when she found out. I felt 
like everyone was being really fake and just going through 
the motions when he passed, but that’s something that really 
stuck out to me.” 

8) car184 wrote this: 

“I ended up going to an emergency room yesterday feeling 
like absolute sh[*]t. I got #93, and the ticker was at #51, 
clearly going nowhere. 

“I must have looked like absolute death because the absolute 
angel of a lady beside me offered me #53. In the moment, I 
felt so helpless all I could say was thank you. It turns out I 
had a fever of 103, so I was admitted immediately, and now 
I am stuck in bed with pneumonia. 

“I certainly will be paying this one forward once I recover!”3 

4. “Lawyers with Clients Who You Knew were Guilty of 
Violent Crimes (Murder / Rape / Etc.), How Did You 
Cope Morally with Helping Them?” 

1) MeowSchwitzInThere wrote this: 

 
3 Source: PostNaGiggles, “What’s a time you saw someone do 
something truly good and selfless for another person?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 6 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/yz98vkrs>. 
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“The US justice system believes in adversarial legal 
proceedings. (Explain Like I’m 5: We think you get the best 
results when lawyers fight for their clients.) 

“If you are an attorney in the US defending a ‘bad guy,’ you 
simultaneously can believe three things: 

“First, I am trying my best (as an imperfect human with 
imperfect information) to find Justice in this case. 

“Second, my imaginary client is a ‘bad guy’ who committed 
a violent crime with no valid excuse, and society would 
benefit if they were incarcerated. 

“Third, I will fight as hard as possible for my client 
because if I don’t the result will by definition not be Justice. 

“It also helps to remember that public opinion often looks 
like (and frequently endorses) vigilante justice. That type of 
thinking results in the wrong people being accused of terrible 
things. If that someone actually committed a crime, lawyers 
are there on both sides to try to make sure whatever happens 
can be called Justice. If that someone didn’t do it, you really 
want lawyers there to make sure (worst case) we don’t 
execute an innocent person.” 

2) keyboard_armadillo wrote this: 

“Ok, I should preface this by saying that I’m not a lawyer, 
but while in school I spent some time doing an internship at 
a law firm, and I asked one of the lawyers. I’ll try to recreate 
his answer as well as I can remember, but it was something 
along these lines: 

“See, the thing is lawyers rarely get a client who comes up 
to you and says, ‘I did it’, and unless they say that, then the 
principle of innocent until proven guilty must hold. It is one 
of the foundations of our society for a reason. As a lawyer, 
you’ll just do your job and trust that the judge and jury will 
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decide correctly. Besides, how would you cope morally with 
building a sloppy defense on purpose, get him convicted, and 
then find out he was actually innocent? You are just as likely 
to be mistaken as the jury is, if not even more so. 

“And what if he admits to the crime right off the bat? Well, 
again, you’ll do your job. The truth is rarely black and white. 
They may have murdered someone, but why? Should the 
wife who after years of violent abuse stabbed her husband 
get the same sentence as the contract killer? What about 
someone who was arguing with a friend, pushed him (stupid 
thing to do, but with no inherent murderous intention) only 
to see him slip, hit the back of the head hard, and die? Again, 
is this the same as being a cartel hitman? 

“The defense’s job is merely to explain how things went, or 
at the very least how they think they went. There’s nothing 
amoral or wrong in that. Quite the contrary, it’s a necessary 
and noble job.” 

3) sumelar wrote this: 

“Everyone deserves fair representation, and everyone is 
innocent until proven guilty. 

“It’s the prosecution’s job to prove the person is guilty. It’s 
the defender’s job to make sure the prosecution’s case is 
ironclad by poking holes in every flimsy piece of evidence, 
and ensuring the rights of the U.S. citizen being defended 
were not violated. 

“Anything else would be tyranny, not justice.”4 

 
4 Source: mortalsuffering, “Lawyers with clients who you knew were 
guilty of violent crimes (murder/rape/etc) how did you cope morally 
with helping them?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yhuk7w8r>. 
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5. “What’s the Nicest Thing You’ve Ever Done for a 
Stranger?” 

1) Bellamy1715 wrote, “I read about a guy who, when he 
went from poor to very rich made a habit of passing out $100 
bills, no questions asked, just in areas where folks might 
need $100 (payday loan places, Laundromats, etc.) So every 
Christmas I give someone $100. This year it was a woman 
working in a truck stop on Christmas day; the year before it 
was a skinny guy ringing a bell for the Salvation Army.” 

2) PrimalDirectory wrote this: 

“He wasn’t a stranger, but I was being bullied by this kid for 
reasons I won’t get into here. He stole a notebook of mine 
and drew and wrote some really awful stuff in it, and a 
teacher found it and recognized the original drawings as 
mine and asked who vandalized it. I knew how bad it could 
have been for him, and I chose to not reveal it. Word got 
around, and he asked me why I didn’t turn him in, and I told 
him flatly that he never actually hurt me in any way; and that 
everyone deserves a chance for redemption. He was floored, 
and I gave him a hug and told him I forgave him. He 
admitted it was him to the teacher, and told them I lied, and 
got detention for the next month on top of what his parents 
did. 

“He later replaced that notebook with a new identical one, 
and we became friends. 

“Tldr [Too Long; Didn’t Read]: I was bullied and showed 
compassion, and it actually worked out.” 

Asked whether PrimalDirectory was a girl, PrimalDirectory 
answered, “Nope, and to clarify, it was not physical 
bullying.” 

3) Drafter74 wrote this: 
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“A long time ago I decided the best way to learn to manage 
money was to live off cash (it’s really easy to slide a card for 
a few $100, but when you start counting out cash it’s 
different) so I always had quite a bit on me. 

“Anyways at a gas station near the interstate late at night, 
there’s a country lady with a small-[*]ss U-Haul, with three 
small kids sitting in the front looking all worn out and ratty 
and bitching about being hungry, etc. She’s standing at the 
pump and you can see her eyes welling up with tears. I asked 
her if she was ok and all she said was ‘I can’t make it’ and 
the tears really started. I don’t know where she was coming 
from or where she was going, but she had reached the point 
that she couldn’t pay for the gas to get there, let alone feed 
her kids or stay the night somewhere etc. I probably had 
$500-700 in my pocket, just handed it to her, smiled, and 
left.” 

4) HruntingBlade wrote this: 

“I was at a Dunkin Donuts one morning. This guy who was 
maybe a year or two older than me was with his toddler 
behind me, and the kiddo was super fussy and just not 
cooperating. The guy looked like he was at his wits’ end. 

“I got to the register, ordered my usual, and bought breakfast 
for the guy and his kid, whatever they wanted. Something as 
simple as a few donuts and coffee made that guy smile, and 
that was good enough for me. I also got a high five from the 
kiddo, so it was a good morning.” 

MasteringTheFlames commented: 

“This past summer, I was traveling a lot, riding my bicycle 
across the country. For whatever reason, this brings out the 
absolute best in everyone I meet. Whether it’s the people 
who welcomed me into their home for the night, providing 
me a warm bed, hot shower, and most importantly, their 
wonderful company over a delicious dinner, to the drivers 
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who saw me stopped on the side of the road and offered a 
bottle of water, everyone wanted to be a positive part of my 
story. I tried to pay it back directly as much as I could, but 
often I felt like it wasn’t enough. 

“One day, I stopped in a diner for breakfast. When it came 
time to pay my bill, my server came by and said it was 
already covered. Another patron of the restaurant had seen 
me pull up on my bike, all loaded with camping gear, and 
picked up my bill for me. He never said a word to me, and 
was gone by the time my waitress told me, so I never had a 
chance to even say thank you. 

“A few weeks later, I once again found myself in a restaurant 
for breakfast and was keeping an eye out for someone to pay 
it forward to. Not long after I sat down, an older man sat 
down in a nearby booth with a little girl, maybe his 
granddaughter? Right away, I thought maybe he was my 
guy, if for no other reason than to let the little girl know that 
the world is overall a kind one, despite what others may say. 
As they waited for their meal, I noticed how much fun they 
were having together. He was constantly making the girl 
laugh, and she looked to genuinely be having as much fun 
with it as she was. 

The bill for the both of them only ended up being about $20, 
and it was so worth it to see the look on his face when our 
server told him the meal was on me.” 

5) bodhiBill wrote, “My aunt and noticed that a car near her 
place that was frequently used had been parked due to a flat 
tire for an extended time. We figured the person didn’t have 
the money to fix it, so we jacked up the car, took the tire for 
repair, and then put it back on. We didn’t leave a note but 
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just did it out of kindness. The next day the car was being 
used as before.”5 

6. “What Takes More Courage Than People Realize?” 

1) AquaticDudlol wrote, “Intervening in a situation. Ninety-
nine percent of people ignore fights, people getting hurt, or 
any situation where someone needs to stand up.” 

EllwyndYumi commented, “This had nothing to do with a 
fight, but I still feel bad about it to this day. My friends and 
I were on vacation in Tokyo, and we were on the train and 
there was a boy sitting across from us head down, blood on 
his arms and pants, etc. First thing that came to mind was to 
be scared … maybe he was in a fight? Second thought was 
… does he need help? What do we do? We don’t know the 
language, so can we help? Luckily a sweet lady sitting beside 
him took the initiative and asked him if he was okay (I 
think!). Turns out the poor guy just had a bloody nose and 
had nothing to stop it with. Once we realized the situation, 
we offered our water and Kleenex. But I feel guilty that our 
first thought was ‘This guy is bad news’ and not ‘What can 
we do to help?’ I wish we had the courage to just take the 
initiative in the first place … instead of shying away.” 

Mors_ad_mods commented: 

“I’ve stopped a couple of assaults, I’ve helped a lost kid (as 
an adult male, walking around with a small child without 
their parent is asking to be a suspected pedophile), I’ve 
stopped to help at a couple of vehicular accidents. 

“I can’t speak for anyone else, but for me it’s not courage — 
it’s a sense of duty. Rather than overcoming some emotional 

 
5 Source: thelosermonster, “What’s the nicest thing you’ve ever done 
for a stranger?” Reddit. AskReddit. 9 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/uzwkmz2>. 
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impediment to helping, it’s more like sighing before I accept 
that I have to do it and start rolling up my sleeves. 

“Maybe I’m just an [*]ssh[*]le who has been trained to act 
like a nice person.” 

2) tianepteen wrote, “Just earlier I paused on my way home 
and waited to see if a guy shouting and running after a 
woman who seemingly wanted nothing to do with him 
would get violent. I don’t know what else I would have been 
able to do but call the cops, though. I don’t look particularly 
intimidating and have never been in a real fight. It’s also a 
tricky situation because confronting the guy too early could 
easily escalate the situation. I pretended to be doing 
something on my phone while keeping an eye on them.” 

LadyXavaraH commented: 

“I once got extremely upset at my husband and stormed out 
of the bar. I was wearing heels, so I took them off and was 
walking home barefoot. He followed me out of the bar and 
was walking quickly behind me. He is 6’4” and 280lbs, and 
I am 5’0” and 115lbs. So a giant following a tiny girl. 

“A truck happened to drive by, saw what was happening, and 
pulled over to confront my husband. The men got out and 
were asking questions. I came back and explained that I love 
him, and he is just an idiot. 

“I was so, so thankful they stopped, though, because if I was 
just a girl, being followed by a huge dude … things could 
have gone awry. 

“I am happy to know those people exist.” 

3) sofaturtles wrote, “Leaving a job that treats you unfairly.” 

Happy_Fun_Ball wrote this: 
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“It took me four years (the first nine were great, and I’m still 
friends with the boss I had during those years). 

“And what finally did it was standing up for my daughter 
being treated unfairly at her dance school, having been there 
for five years and being turned down for dance team in favor 
of girls who weren’t as good as she was, including one who 
wasn’t even old enough to try out. I finally said ‘enough’ and 
brought her to a more competitive (and unfortunately 
expensive) school where she is a valued member of the 
dance team, and I realized that it was easy for me to help her 
because I was on the outside of the situation and knew she 
deserved to be on that team. Had she sucked I would have 
accepted it and helped her get better or find something she 
was better suited for, but I did consult with her dance teacher 
— who had no say in the dance team — just in case I was 
too biased, and she confirmed that she was just as deserving 
as the kids who made it. 

“So I decided to step back and look at my situation from the 
outside, having as much confidence in myself as I did in my 
kid (while also consulting with my former boss just in case I 
was in the wrong) and say, ‘She can do better.’ and within 
two months I began a job that was less stressful, making 
almost $20k more than my base salary at the job I had been 
working at for thirteen years. Even my former employees say 
that I look much more relaxed and happier. And because of 
that dance school, which is further away, I have very little 
free time, yet I’m still happier. I didn’t ever do things for 
myself because I was too scared, but teaching my child how 
to change things that she finds unacceptable made me a 
better advocate for myself.”6 

 
6 Source: notouchmypeterson, “What takes more courage than people 
realize?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/qkz2jl4>. 
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7. “What’s the One Non-Sexual Act Your SO [Significant 
Other] Does to Make You Feel Immensely Loved?” 

1) Green_Eyes25 wrote, “He works nights, and when he 
comes in every morning, the first thing he does is check on 
me and he kisses either my forehead or cheek while I’m 
asleep, tells me he loves me, and then goes about whatever 
it is he planned to do like get food or such. It’s just so pure 
and selfless.” 

2) queenfeen wrote, “When we’re out and about, he’ll hold 
his hand out to me and go ‘hand, please’ to have me hold his 
hand and it’s just the cutest thing ever. I also love when he 
puts a hand on my thigh or knee when we’re sitting next to 
each other.” 

3) fresh-cucumbers wrote, “The other day, he was annoyed 
at me / wasn’t feeling good, but he still walked inside, came 
up to me, and went to the kitchen, grabbed an ice cube, and 
came back and put it in my iced latte (which was getting 
warm) WHILE he was making unintelligible rambling 
‘conversation.’” 

4) kziv wrote, “Aside from him leaving his job and family to 
move to another state to be with me, one of my favorite ways 
he shows me he loves me is the way he’ll reach out for me 
in his sleep to touch me.” 

5) mangopepperjelly wrote, “He’ll walk up to me when I’m 
washing dishes or cooking and hold me for a minute, and 
then he will go back to what he’s doing.” 

6) nobiglie wrote, “I tend to adhere to a very weird sleeping 
schedule on weekends and my days off, so I go to bed at 
times when he’s not sleepy. He always cuddles up to as if we 
were both going to bed, waits until I’m asleep, and then goes 
to do whatever he needs / wants to do.” 
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7) nichtsotiefruediger wrote, “When we’re in the car and one 
of us is dropping the other off somewhere, he’ll tap his cheek 
and say some weirdly worded version of ‘gimme a kiss’. He 
won’t get up or drive off until he gets it. It’s adorable.”7 

8. “When Did You Realise Your Best Friend was a Real 
One?” 

1) Musicalfrost wrote this: 

“When I realized how supportive and caring she is. I have a 
vivid memory of realizing this, not for the first time. My 
parents and I were always fighting. We had a bad argument 
right before I had to walk to my church for a youth activity. 
I walked out of my house, trying to keep all the frustration 
and anger and other negative emotions in, and my friend 
(who’s my next-door neighbor) walks out at the same time. 
I remember walking toward her, and her seeing my face and 
instantly knowing something was wrong despite me trying 
to keep a blank face. She walked forward and hugged me, 
and I just started bawling. She just held me and rubbed my 
back until I was able to pull myself together, and I can’t tell 
you how grateful I was then, and am today, to have a friend 
like her. 

“Sorry if that’s oversharing. It’s just a very important 
memory for me. 

“TL:DR: My friend is very supportive and caring, and I love 
her for it.” 

2) purplechicken17 wrote this: 

“We weren’t allowed to share lockers at my school. One day 
they did a locker search and found some contraband in her 

 
7 Source: Typical_Blueberry, “What’s the one non-sexual act your SO 
does to make you feel immensely loved?” Reddit. AskWomen. 11 
January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/vm5zhkt>. 
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locker (that we shared); they also found some of my things, 
like folders and stuff. 

“When it came down to it, she didn’t snitch on me and she 
said that I forgot my stuff at her house, and she was just 
holding it for me until the last period of the day. My girl went 
through two weeks of detention for me.” 

3) mjh766423 wrote, “When the person I thought was my 
best friend stole Adderall from my sister in high school and 
started selling it on campus, got caught, and told the police I 
gave it to her and that she was giving me all the profits (none 
of which was true), my real best friend stood by my side and 
supported me the whole time, even when my ex-best friend 
started telling all of our friends the lies she told the school 
admin and police. He stayed up late at night with me, 
reassuring me that everything was going to be fine and that 
I shouldn’t worry about things out of my control and even 
volunteered to go to court with me if it came to that. When I 
thought my life was crumbling apart, he made sure that I was 
never going through it alone. He has been there for me 
countless other times through losses and stressful times and 
there’s nothing I wouldn’t do for him.” 

4) Alldressedwarmpotato wrote, “When she showed up to 
see me in the ICU [Intensive Care Unit] and helped support 
my parents after a really bad accident that almost left me 
dead, although we didn’t talk for a few months before 
because I slept with her little brother and broke his heart. She 
stuck with me through my worst and when I was going 
through the darkest time of my life.”8 

 
8 Source: coolj_, “When did you realise your best friend was a real 
one?” Reddit. AskWomen. 12 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/rbk7ypj>. 
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9. “What is the Weirdest Secret You Found Out About 
Your Significant Other?” 

1) GreyWesson wrote, “My husband went to a college party 
once at like a frat house (he’s white) with a black friend from 
our hometown. The frat brothers told my husband he could 
enter but his friend could not. It was evident that they were 
racist or whatever. So he went in, and sh[*]t in their bathtub. 
Then he came back out to reunite with his friend and tell him 
he got them back for being garbage humans. Never would I 
expect anyone to exact revenge that way, especially not my 
husband.” 

2) Geeseinfection wrote, “He is OBSESSED with 
orangutans! Somehow the topic of spirit animals came up, 
and he started going on about how his is an orangutan. He 
started telling me all about them and how ‘orangutan’ is 
Indonesia for ‘man of the forest’. He claims he looks like a 
female orangutan, but not a male one because they have 
puffed-up heads. He was acting like a four-year-old talking 
about dinosaurs. Now whenever he’s not feeling well, I send 
him pictures of baby orangutans to cheer him up.”9 

10. “What’s the Nicest Thing an Internet Stranger has 
Done for You?” 

1) zagreusfromhell wrote, “Left a detailed comment on a 
story I wrote and how I made them happy, how I wrote the 
characters perfectly, etc. It really filled me with joy since I 
was so convinced nobody was going to read it anyway. I was 
just writing for myself.” 

 
9 Source: mozzstix89, “What is the weirdest secret you found out about 
your significant other?” Reddit. AskWomen. 14 January 2020 
https://tinyurl.com/tpdhd3a>. 
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SableyeFan commented, “Man, I feel this. Just getting 
someone to say anything about writing is a task in and of 
itself.” 

Lennsden commented: 

“I love doing this for people. When I find something, be it 
art or writing, I can talk about how I like it for hours. I love 
sending people long messages or comments detailing exactly 
what I like about their work. 

“Once, a person who wrote a pretty big thing on r/nosleep [a 
subreddit] and a few other pieces I really loved even let me 
see some unpublished works. 

“It makes me very happy to make other creators happy.” 

2) cdskip wrote this: 

“A number of years ago, I had lost my job, and my girlfriend 
really wanted the latest Civilization game. I wanted to get it 
for her, but it wasn’t responsible to spend the money on it. 

“I mentioned something about the situation on a forum 
where I posted regularly, and one of the guys there happened 
to have won a copy recently and didn’t care for that kind of 
game. A few days later, she had a brand-new copy of the 
game.” 

3) effjaycee wrote this: 

“Back in 2002, when I was in school, they had cool 
Windows XP machines there. At home, we just had a crappy 
Windows 95 and we didn’t really have the money to invest 
into something as silly as a Windows update. 

“As a joke with my friends, I wrote exactly that to Steve 
Ballmer’s corporate Microsoft email address that I somehow 
found online. Of course, I slightly exaggerated: I’m a poor 
boy from Germany, all my friends have Windows computers 
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and can do cool stuff with them, I am stuck with Linux 
because we can’t afford anything else. 

“I never thought anything would ever come out of that. A 
few days later, however, I receive an email from someone 
claiming to be his assistant, saying they’ve received my 
email and would like to help me out and asking for my 
address. I gave it to them, again, expecting nothing, and three 
weeks later, I had a brand-new Windows XP Pro box waiting 
for me at the post office.” 

4) billbapapa wrote this: 

“A very long time ago, I was super depressed and was doing 
the equivalent of sh[*]t posting in a chat room / forum kinda 
thing — I think it was on Battlenet. Anyways, I was absent 
for like a couple of weeks because life got busy. 

“Well, this girl PMed me to ask if I was okay. I didn’t even 
know who she was, but she recognized I was missing, said 
she sort of read between the lines about the stuff I wrote, and 
said she hoped I was okay. 

“It was just a little thing, but it really meant a lot to me that 
she noticed me, and cared enough to just check in. I was 
honestly in a really dark place, and that simple act really 
lifted my spirits.” 

5) Lezzylace wrote this: 

“A long time ago, when I was 15 or so, I was living with my 
sister because of a bad home situation. She was only 18 and 
barely making it as it is, so we frequently didn’t have 
anything to eat. My mom lived 15 minutes away and made 
250k a year but wouldn’t help us. I was talking to a random 
person on AIM about what was going on in my life and he 
brought me like 100 [USD?] worth of groceries. He brought 
it to the outside of our complex (it was gated and locked) and 
said things will get better someday and left, never to be heard 
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from again. Looking back I realize it was stupid to give an 
internet stranger my home address, but I was starving. The 
sweetest thing was he threw in a candy bar because 
‘everyone deserves a treat once in a while.’” 

6) MasteringTheFlames wrote this: 

“Last August [2019], I loaded some camping gear onto the 
back of my bicycle and left my home with the vague goal of 
riding to Seattle and down the Pacific coast. 

“A month later, I was crossing into southwestern Montana 
and I was faced with a bit of a predicament. It was going to 
snow, and even many of the nights where snow wasn’t 
expected, it would be too cold for be to camp. Normally, that 
wouldn’t be much of a problem; I’d just put myself up in a 
cheap motel for the night, but this cold weather was 
supposed to last for weeks, so that would get expensive. 

“I did a similar trip — though on a much smaller scale — 
the previous year, and ahead of that trip, I created an account 
on WarmShowers.org, a website for couch surfing that’s 
specifically for long-distance cyclists. It helps those of us on 
the road find locals who are willing to put us up in their 
homes for a night. But despite creating the account, I hadn’t 
used it on that last trip. But when I was passing through 
Yellowstone National Park, I met some other cross-country 
cyclists who had nothing but good things to say about it. 

“So when I found myself facing snow and sub-freezing 
temperatures in Montana, I decided to revisit 
WarmShowers.org. Now, I wouldn’t say they’re total 
strangers — they have their real names as their account 
names, they write little biographies about their travels and 
hope they host, and previous guests (or in my case, hosts) 
can leave reviews — but even so, I’d obviously never met 
them before. Of the 14 nights I spent in Montana, seven of 
them were in the homes of five wonderful people. My very 
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first host, a PhD student in the large town of Bozeman, left 
her front door unlocked for me while she was out all day. 
Bring my very first host, I had no reviews on my account 
from previous hosts, so I was blown away by how trusting 
she was not only to host me for the night but to let me in 
while she was out. Another allowed what was planned to just 
be an overnight stay to turn into a rest day with an extra night 
when we woke up to the sight of snow on the roads my first 
morning there. 

“Biking across the country has been an absolutely incredible 
experience. From hiking in early Autumn in the Grand 
Tetons, to watching an orca swimming 500 feet below me as 
I cycled the cliffs of the Oregon coast, I have constantly been 
blown away by the natural beauty of our world. But more 
importantly than that, I’ve learned that the world we share is 
an overwhelmingly kind one, despite what many people may 
say. From those who welcomed me into their home, 
providing me a hot shower, a warm bed, and their wonderful 
company over dinner, to the kind drivers who saw me 
stopped on the desolate Wyoming roads and offered me an 
extra bottle of water, every single person I’ve met along the 
way wanted to be a positive part of my story. And to me, that 
was far more beautiful than the mountains of Montana or 
forests of the Olympic peninsula.” 

7) PokemonPat wrote this: 

“I once accidentally paid a stranger in Venmo. 

“I messaged them saying that it was a mistake, all the while 
assuming they would keep the money and block me or 
whatever. A few minutes later they sent my money back to 
me! It was only like $10, but it made my entire week to know 
that some people aren’t complete sh[*]t lords.” 

8) penhuinator18 wrote, “Years ago I was struggling without 
food. A fellow Redditor who lived in my city came by and 
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filled my fridge. I’ve also had people give me flea 
medication for a dog or ordered a pizza, etc. Don’t worry, 
I’m self-sufficient now, and this is my first post on Reddit in 
YEARS.” 

9) Juno2018 wrote this: 

“Okay, time for me to nerd out, but this really did mean a lot 
to me … 

“I’m on a ‘Wizard of Oz’ collectors group on Facebook, and 
last year, someone posed the question, ‘What one collectible 
would you give up all of your others to have?’ 

“For me, the question was simple. In the summer of 1975 
when I was 11, my dad was attempting to make the little 
guest room at his house look more like ‘my room’ for when 
I’d stay with him over the summer (my folks were divorced). 
He got me a smallish (about 16”x20”) poster of the Tin Man 
(it was an illustration, not from the movie) with the quote 
from the book: ‘But once I had brains, and a heart also; and 
so, having tried them both, I should much rather have a 
heart.’ 

“Over the years, through moves and such and growing up, I 
lost the poster, and have no idea what became of it. Easy, I 
thought — I’m sure I could find it again on eBay. Nope — 
no such luck. I literally searched for that poster for 10 years, 
and never found it anywhere. There were dozens of Tin Man 
posters, but never that specific one. 

“So when the person posed that question in the group, I told 
the story and described the poster. I said, ‘Dad’s gone now, 
and that poster was one of the things that was a symbol of 
staying with him over the summer, and all the good times we 
had together. If I had to, I’d give up any of my Oz 
collectibles to have that poster again.’ 
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“Within 10 minutes, I kid you not — TEN minutes — one 
of the other group members responded to me with a picture 
of the poster — the same one. This was last year, and I was 
55 years old — I hadn’t seen it for 44 years, and I sat there 
on my sofa and sobbed like a kid. We couldn’t GET the 
poster — it had been sold in some online auction, but he 
remembered it from my description, and was able to locate 
it somehow. So it was just a JPEG taken from some online 
seller, but it meant the world to me.” 

10) PotatoPIxie90210 wrote this: 

“I write fanfic. I had a moment of madness and took down 
all of my work for two reasons. 

“One — to tweak them for relocation to a new site. 

“And two — I was caught in depression and was going 
through that wonderful [sarcasm] ‘EVERYTHING I DO IS 
SH[*]T’ phase. 

“I was browsing Reddit and in the fanfic thread for the 
fandom I write about, I saw my pen-name mentioned. 

“Three people were asking where my work had gone. One 
was worried because I hadn’t responded to any messages on 
the site. One in particular was saying how much they loved 
the detail in my story and that they’d like me to review some 
of their work sometime. 

“That meant the world to me. 

“I don’t know if they know I saw it, but they inadvertently 
made me feel like something silly that I wrote, meant 
something to them.”10 

 
10 Source: TheGingerGlasses, “What’s the nicest thing an internet 
stranger has done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/t3axj5c>. 
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11. “What is the Most Wholesome Red Flag You’ve Ever 
Encountered?” 

lucid-delight wrote, “I don’t know if this counts, but I’ll give 
it a shot. My then partner went to get a shower and let me sit 
by his computer to play a game. A chat notification comes 
up (we had ICQ [Internet Chat Query: cross-platform instant 
messaging] back then) and some woman is telling him ‘talk 
to you later, love you’. I kept it cool and asked about it 
casually. Turns out it’s his mom, only she had this weird 
nickname, so it wasn’t apparent right away.”11 

12. “What Serious Secret is Actually Okay to Hide from 
Your Spouse?” 

1) Danielmp006 wrote this: 

“I actually have a really ‘bad’ secret that I will be taking to 
the grave. 

“I was the one who saw our little girl’s first tooth. 

“Let me explain, we tried for years for a baby and it finally 
happened, my wife is very maternal and wants to be there for 
the ‘firsts’, at this current point in time she was away on a 
long weekend away with her sister (sisters’ hen-do); my little 
girl’s first tooth popped through. 

“I didn’t say anything and waited for her return, she didn’t 
notice on the first day but the next morning changing her she 
noticed the little tooth poking out, and she was so excited. 
She didn’t miss one of the ‘firsts’.” 

billbapapa commented, “Apparently, and I didn’t know this 
but should have realized, if your kid is in daycare many of 

 
11 Source: rupertofly, “What is the most wholesome red flag you’ve 
ever encountered?” Reddit. AskWomen. 16 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/stq7o8k>. 
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their first will be discovered by the people taking care of 
them, and they just keep it quiet for our benefits.” 

2) Sixesand7s wrote this: 

“My phone’s storage was full, so I went and found an SD 
card in the office to pop in to use as an extra hard drive — I 
popped the SD card in the phone and some pictures popped 
up — my wife with her wedding dress on (our wedding was 
still 3-4 months away) and she was ADAMANT that I don’t 
even see the bag the wedding dress was in — she made us 
hide it in my parents’ closet. 

“I saw her in it — I was super anxious that she would find 
out — but I never said a word and when she walked down 
the aisle she was so beautiful that I never even remembered 
until a few weeks after the wedding when she asked, ‘Were 
you surprised what kind of dress I got?’ I was — but I 
wasn’t. 

“I’m taking that one to the grave.”12 

13. “Cops of Reddit, What was the Funniest Thing 
You’ve Seen Someone Do Because They Noticed You?” 

1) brittkay13 wrote, “My nephew when he was like seven 
used to always drop to his shoes and quickly tie them 
whenever he saw me. Apparently, my sister-in-law told him 
that it’s illegal to have your shoes untied.” 

2) m31td0wn wrote, “This question reminds me of an 
experience I had as a kid. My friend (who was black, which 
probably plays a role into how things panned out) was 
interested in becoming a DJ so he invested a lot of money 
into amps, turntables, subwoofers, etc. He used the same 

 
12 Source: AnAverageFreak, “[SERIOUS] What serious secret is 
actually okay to hide from your spouse?” Reddit. AskReddit. 17 
January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/rfoo9xb>. 
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equipment in his car as he did with his turntables, and just 
powered them off a 12v power supply when using them 
outside his car. Well, we’re sitting in his back yard, and he’s 
messing around with the turntables, when a cop car just pulls 
up all slow. The back yard was separated from the alley by 
just a chain link fence. The cop in a suspicious voice says, 
‘Hey, do you have a receipt for all that equipment?’ and 
without missing a beat my friend claps back with ‘Do you 
have a receipt for those shoes you’re wearing?’ And the cop 
just kind of nods as if to say, ‘fair enough,’ and gets back in 
the car and leaves.” 

midlifecrackers commented, “Man, I wouldn’t have come up 
with that answer until the following week. Smart.”13 

14. “What’s the Nicest Thing a Stranger has Done for 
You?” 

1) butisitok wrote this: 

“My dog died a few weeks ago and I’m pretty much ok but 
it hits me every once in a while that he’s just … gone. Last 
week I was in the Taco Bell drive-through and I got a wave 
of nostalgia and sadness. He loved little pieces of Taco Bell 
meat. But all this Taco Bell meat was just going to be mine. 

“I started crying and when I got to the payment window the 
woman looks at me and says, ‘Baby, that sadness! Wow! 
How many sauces you want? I got the sauce for you, honey.’ 
She gave me an entire bag of various sauces. I know TB 
employees can get in trouble for that, and it meant so much 
to me.” 

2) Lemongrass29 wrote, “I had no bus fare once, and I 
missed three buses. The shop owner behind the bus station 

 
13 Source: boiledcarrot, “Cops of Reddit, what was the funniest thing 
you’ve seen someone do because they noticed you?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 18 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/whtxjnm>. 
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asked me how much I needed, gave it to me, and I was able 
to get home.” 

Fabricator29 commented, “A little act of kindness can go a 
long way. Good for the shop owner.” 

3) Hydralancer wrote, “When I was homeless (long story, 
don’t ask), I got mugged and was lying on the street 
penniless. An old man came and gave me his wallet, which 
contained enough money for me to last like two weeks. I still 
use his wallet to this day, and it has been six years since that 
day. I never saw that old man again. I want to thank him, but 
I fear I may be too late.” 

4) MoonBasic wrote this: 

“One day when I was young and just started driving, I was 
really pushing it with my gas tank (foolishly thought I could 
drop a friend off downtown and get back when the tank was 
at E). 

“All of a sudden as I’m pulling into the gas station, my car 
starts beeping and my dash is blinking. I was so close, yet so 
far. 

“I realize that now I have to push my car the rest of the way 
(which thankfully was only about 200 feet). 

“Out of the blue, as I’m struggling to get my car going, a car 
speeds over and parks. 

“This complete stranger sprints out of his car and 
immediately gets behind my car with me and helps me push 
with all his strength. 

“He says, ‘It takes a little bit of force to get it rolling but once 
it’s rolling, it gets easier’. 
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“Random guy helped me guide my car all the way to the 
pump. I offer to pay for his gas, but he assures me he’s all 
good and he gets back in his car and drives away. 

“The fact that a stranger would take the time and energy out 
of their day to help a dumb kid push his car … really left an 
impact on me to pay things forward.” 

mach1mustagechic commented, “This reminded me of the 
time when I had just gotten my first car, I didn’t know it at 
the time, but it had a bad clamp on the fuel line and regularly 
would come lose, causing instant engine failure. The first 
time it happened I was literally in the middle of an 
intersection making a left-hand turn while it was rush hour. 
I’m 16 and female, and my car is a rock in the middle of this 
intersection. So of course I’m slamming my foot down on 
the gas thinking that will make it go. It managed to creep 
along just enough that I got through the light and landed in 
the far-right lane, where I proceeded to sit and cry out of fear 
and embarrassment. Suddenly a man appears at my window. 
telling me to put it in neutral and he then pushes my car up 
an inclined entrance to the mall parking lot. I was so shocked 
and embarrassed I barely squeaked out a thank you.” 

White_Wolf_Dreamer commented, “I started driving at 18, 
and barely a year later, I was taking college classes at a sort 
of outreach center in my town. An older woman (maybe 
mid- to late 30’s) in a different class came up to me one day 
and told me one of my tires was low. I mentioned that I 
wasn’t sure how to air a tire (You’d think they’d have taught 
that in driver’s ed, but they didn’t), and she told me to come 
with her to the gas station next door between classes and 
she’d show me how. Now I can check and air my tires with 
no problems. It’s nice when strangers help people out like 
that.” 

5) JustAFluffyTail wrote this: 
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“I was keeping my best friend company in A&E [Accident 
and Emergency] while she waited for them to look at her 
broken foot. It was shortly before Christmas, and we were 
having a conversation about all sorts of topics. At some point 
Christmas decorations and plans came up and I made some 
dismissive throw-away comment that I wouldn’t be 
decorating this year as I had nothing to celebrate. 

“We went off to the x-ray department 5-10 minutes later and 
shortly after we got there a man walked up to me. He smiled 
apologetically and handed me a massive box of chocolates 
with the words ‘Sorry, I overheard you earlier in the waiting 
room … no one should have nothing to celebrate at 
Christmas. You need these. Try and have a good holiday, 
love,’ and then he walked off before I could say more than a 
shocked ‘thank you.’” 

fabricator123 commented, “Wow, he sounds like a good 
dude. A little Christmas present to brighten your day. 
Hopefully you had a good holiday.” 

6) raven_darkseid wrote, “When my son was three, I was 
insanely poor. I could barely afford food. I put some 
Christmas gifts on layaway for him and was slowly paying 
it down. I had my last $100 left on it before it was paid off. 
It was my food money for the next month, but d[*]mnit, I 
was going to give my kid a good Christmas, even if it meant 
I was not going to eat. When I went to pay it off, my total 
was under a dollar. A stranger had paid off the layaway. I 
stood in the middle of the store and cried. Thank you to that 
kind stranger. You gave my kid a normal Christmas and took 
so much stress away from me. I have paid it forward multiple 
times since finding myself in a much better financial state.” 

7) eggwithrice wrote this: 

“When I was 14, my friends and I (about eight of us) went 
out to eat. We all got dressed up and went to a restaurant. We 
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were probably really loud and annoying … you know how 
teenage girls can be. 

“An old couple sitting near us told us as they were leaving 
that we ‘all look like a group of lovely young ladies,’ and 
advised us to enjoy our time while we’re young. They didn’t 
say anything else. When we went to go pay, the old couple 
had paid for our whole meal. It was the sweetest thing ever. 
I hope I can do the same for a group of young people in the 
future when I’m older.” 

8) ExpensiveSyrup wrote, “I was really struggling 
financially as a newly single mom. I went to the Halloween 
store about a week before Halloween with my little boy and 
let him pick out a costume, which was one he was SO 
EXCITED about. I thought I had enough in my account but 
when I was at the checkout, my card was declined. I held my 
head up, cheeks flaming and slightly dying of 
embarrassment inside and apologized to the cashier and told 
my son that we’d come back in a day or two to buy it. We 
walked out to the car, me still explaining to my boy why he 
couldn’t have his costume today, and a teenage girl came 
running up to us with a bag. She and her dad were behind us 
in line and saw the whole thing happen. He paid for my son’s 
costume and sent his daughter out to find us before we left. 
I hope this guy is on Reddit and sees this and knows how 
much that meant to me. I must have cried for days every time 
I remembered his kindness. Hell, I am still tearing up seven 
years later. We’re now way better off financially, and I make 
a point of always trying to pay his kindness forward and 
instilling that value in my son.” 

9) MiddleCoconut7 wrote, “I was in labor, in my Camero 
racing to the hospital, first pregnancy, I was having massive 
pain, I later died from the complications and was brought 
back. There was a red light and I had my flashers on and was 
honking the horn, but the person in front of me flipped me 
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off. The Mexican in the car next to me saw me holding my 
stomach and screaming, and immediately he knew what was 
up. He roared his truck in front of that car, got out and stood 
there while I backed up and went around, then he followed 
me to the hospital. The hospital was under construction and 
the entrance to the ER [Emergency Room] was up a steep 
ramp. He got out, hollered in Spanish to the Mexican 
workers outside. Two ran over to me and helped me out, two 
others ran and got a wheelchair and they ran me into the ER. 
I was alone, single, and scared to death. All those men, who 
didn’t speak a lick of English waiting with me, breathed with 
me, held my hands, and rubbed my back until they got me 
into a room. They wouldn’t leave until my parents got there. 
I never got to thank them properly, and that’s a big regret I 
still have. Those men were my angels. And may God bless 
their lives.” 

10) strawberry36 wrote this: 

“Back when I worked retail, I was just having a stressful shift 
with some grouchy customers. This elderly man in a cowboy 
hat walked in and wandered about for a while. Dude could 
hardly speak English, but I saw him look my way a couple 
times. As he left the store, he pressed two $1 bills into my 
hand and in broken English told me to go buy myself a soda. 

“That was one of the best sodas I have ever had.” 

11) Volfong wrote, “My friends and I held a door open for 
an old lady and gentleman and let them be seated first. We 
didn’t think about it, we were just being polite. Anyways, 
there were three of us and we were taking a long time to eat 
but when we went up to pay, the gentleman stopped me in 
front of the cash register and paid for our meal. There were 
three of us, so it was like a $30 bill!” 

12) wdnsdaymydudes wrote, “I was living in Poland a 
couple months ago. During my first weeks there, I was out 
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with friends at night and around midnight they were heading 
to a club; it’s not really my scene so I decided to go back 
home. I had looked up my tram [trolley car = a form of public 
transportation] stop for my place but didn’t notice my phone 
had almost no battery. Mind you, I don’t speak Polish and I 
was a woman alone at approximately 1 a.m. walking the 
street. To be fair, Krakow is more crowded at night during 
the weekend, so I wasn’t scared. So I go to the tram stop and 
hop in and a couple of stops in I start to get paranoid as I 
don’t recognize the area (duh, it’s dark and you’ve been 
living here for only two seconds … ugh). Anyway, I go to 
check out my phone in case I had taken the opposite 
direction, but the stupid phone is dead. I finally make an 
executive decision to hop off and go check out one of the 
maps at the stop … not much help there at this point because 
it’s even later and the area is less crowded and I’m weighing 
my options when two girls and a guy stand next to me 
waiting for their own tram, so I go over to ask them to pull 
up the main Polish app to verify my stop when the girl’s tram 
shows up and they apologize and leave. Now it’s just me and 
this Ukrainian guy who is the entire Slavic stereotype, 
doesn’t speak English, and doesn’t even have a phone 
… F*ck me! So we stand there trying to understand each 
other, and I really can’t find a way to show him where I live 
so I ask where I can get a cab and he shows me the station 
that’s very close. We walk there (in retrospect I kinda think 
that could have gone much worse). We get to the taxi stop, 
and there are no cabs at the moment so we wait a bit and then 
he explains to me that he lived really close and that if I 
waited there just a bit he could go and bring his phone. Kinda 
sketchy, but I let him go since I was waiting for the cab 
anyway. I kid you not the guy takes off running towards his 
neighborhood, takes about five minutes and comes back 
running with a phone in his hand and gives it to me to look 
for directions. Meanwhile, a cab pulls up next to me, and I 
tell him the name of my street. I was so touched by how 
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helpful that guy was and how he didn’t leave me just alone 
to fend for myself in the street … it was adorable. I wrote his 
name on the pizza box I had, but it seems like I got it wrong 
so I couldn’t even find him the next day (yes, I had a pizza 
box with me the entire time). So yeah … never thought 
Ukrainian guys were this nice. PS: I’m Muslim and wear a 
headscarf!”14 

15. “What is the Nicest Thing Any Stranger has Done for 
You?” 

1) TheOtherDagger wrote this: 

“Found my wallet and gave it back to me. 

“This happened a while ago. I was in another city on the bus, 
getting back to a relative’s flat. I had been getting some 
things out of my pocket when my wallet fell out without me 
noticing. “Turns out this lovely man had seen me, and he had 
tried to find me on the bus, but I had already left. Jump 
forward like an hour, and I get a call from the police telling 
me that I need to go to the station to take my wallet back. I 
got the first bus, and when I got there an hour later, it turned 
out that the man who found my wallet had been waiting for 
me the whole time. He gave me my wallet back with literally 
nothing missing. 

“Bless that man.” 

fart_fig_newton commented: 

“I had a similar situation where I lost my wallet and a 
stranger found it and contacted me. I met them the next day 
and they gave it back. I was so relieved that it was found by 
a decent person and not some opportunistic [*]ssh[*]le. 

 
14 Source: fabricator123, “[Serious] What’s the nicest thing a stranger 
has done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/rz6byye>. 
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“I was fortunate enough to be able to pay it forward years 
later. While working on a commercial roof, I found $20 in 
the parking lot. I looked around, but I didn’t see anyone. So 
I put it on my passenger seat and went to the roof. While up 
there, I saw a woman kneeling next to her car like she was 
frantically searching under her seat for something. I ran 
down and asked her what she was looking for; she said the 
$20 bill she dropped. It felt so good to be able to help her out 
and return her lost money to her, it really made my day.” 

2) kestrelrogue wrote this: 

“I (24-year-old female at the time) was living paycheck to 
paycheck and generally packed my lunch for work to save 
money. However, one day I wasn’t able to pack it for 
whatever reason, so I went to the grocery store and decided 
to splurge on a pack of sushi that was like $8. I was actually 
pretty torn up about it, though, and was thinking it was dumb 
to splurge. Maybe the man (probably in his 70s) in front of 
me at the register saw that in my eyes, because he went, 
‘That’s the only thing you’re getting? Let me just get that.’ 

“The cashier seemed uncomfortable with it and I felt a little 
weird. but I also wasn’t in a position to turn him down. so I 
let him. 

“I just feel like he KNEW that $8 was a big deal to me and 
it made my week and restored my faith in humanity and all 
that. He left without another word, so I know it was a 
genuine gesture without any agenda. That was almost 10 
years ago but it stuck with me.” 

3) Back2Bach wrote this: 

“It started pouring rain as I was walking along a downtown 
street. 
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“Out of nowhere, a man with a large umbrella started 
walking alongside me, sharing half of his umbrella to keep 
me dry as we walked together. 

“When we reached my destination, I thanked him. He simply 
said, ‘Pleased to be of service,’ and kept on walking.” 

4) drinqr wrote, “Does internet stranger count? I talked about 
how my shoes have holes at the heels and I had to tiptoe 
every time it rains. Three Redditors offered to buy me a new 
pair. I almost teared up.” 

5) jbrown3152 

“Bought me food. This had happened a couple of times, but 
one particular time sticks out. 

“I walked into Quiznos when I was in college. Somehow. I 
managed to eat out all of the time even though I was broke. 
The guy ahead of me started asking me questions (i.e. do you 
go to school here? What are you majoring in?) I obliged him 
in conversation, but my guard was up. It shocked me when I 
got to the end of the line and he told the cashier, ’I’m going 
to pay for this young man’s meal.’ He encouraged me to 
finish school and told me to keep doing a good job. 

“Looking back on it that man made me check my biases. He 
was a random white guy, and I’m used to being profiled by 
random white folks in my area. He changed my thought 
process and made me look at me.” 

6) pdlmng wrote, “I was rushing home from a trip abroad 
because I found out my dad was dying in the hospital. I was 
like 18, and so I was very scared and alone. I had a layover 
in Chicago and had to wait like four hours. A stranger I met 
on the flight to Chicago got me talking, and it was really nice 
to confide in someone. At the Chicago airport, he ended up 
coming to the gate with me and paying for me to catch an 
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earlier flight so I wouldn’t have to sit in anxiety for that 
layover. I never saw him again, but I’ll always remember!” 

7) StillSwim wrote this: 

“Made sure I got through customs in a foreign airport. 

“This has happened to me a couple of times actually, though 
this one was the first time I’d ever traveled abroad on my 
own. On my flight from Tokyo to Jakarta, I sat across from 
a really kind woman whom I spent a little time talking to. 
When she realized that I was by myself and didn’t speak 
Indonesian, she basically adopted me and navigated the 
airport for me, all the way to customs, where she waited until 
I was through before going to catch her own flight. It 
happened again recently when I was flying out of a tiny 
airport in Japan to Taiwan, and an older couple from Hong 
Kong stayed with me throughout the process of checking in 
(there was an issue with finding my reservation and it took a 
nerve-wracking amount of time to get my passport back) and 
security to make sure I didn’t have any more problems. I 
must look so lost when I travel!” 

8) Redshellmeercat wrote, “This may sound nerdy, but I was 
about to start playing Dungeons and Dragons at the place I 
go every Wednesday, and I decided to pick up a booster of 
Pokémon cards. The guy next to me asked me what card I 
was looking to get. I told him a gengar mimkyu tag team card 
(like I said, nerdy). I busted open the booster and found … a 
normal mimikyu. I was still full of great full for the booster 
since it added cards to my collection. Towards the end of the 
night, when we were starting to pack up the Dungeons and 
Drag stuff, the guy who had asked me what card I was 
looking for came up to me and handed me the same card I 
wanted, and he said, ‘Here, I think you might like this,’ and 
took off. It is still the nicest thing anyone outside of family 
(even friends) has done for me. I tried to give him one of my 
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other rare cards the next week, but he refused. It still makes 
me happy when I think about it.” 

9) hgrobin wrote, “Five strangers lifted my 90kg powerchair 
off a London Underground train when the gap at an 
‘accessible’ station was too big.” 

10) cindy046 wrote, “A stranger fed me snack fuel during 
the entire Chicago marathon because it was my first race. 
She realized I was a novice and that I was unprepared to 
make it the entire 26.2 miles.” 

11) mkugelfisch wrote this: 

“I was backpacking in South America and took a bus from 
somewhere in the middle of nowhere to the city. It was a 
long ride, took the whole day. I spoke Spanish, but not 
exactly well. I asked beforehand where the bus is going 
exactly, and they told me ‘the market’. Stupid tourist me 
thought ‘the market’ meant ‘THE market’ in the city center. 
It didn’t. We arrived about 9pm in the suburbs, which were 
more slums than anything else to my European eye. The bus 
stopped, everybody got out, and within minutes the street 
was deserted of travelers. 

“I looked around and all the shops started to close, and it was 
obvious that in about half an hour I would be the only one 
on the street. I frantically tried to figure out what to do, how 
to get away from the suburbs to where my hostel was. I 
started to panic a bit. 

“Some man in his 40s walked up to me and asked where I 
wanted to go. He asked me ‘Is 30 okay?’ I had no clue what 
he was asking, but I nodded in agreement. He started 
flagging down cars and talking to the drivers. While 
speaking with the fourth car he waved me over. He arranged 
that this random driver would take me to my hostel for 30 of 
the local currency (which came down to three Euros). It was 
a good 45-minute drive through traffic, and the driver was 
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scolding me the whole time, how it was not safe for a woman 
to be alone in the suburbs at this time of day or ever. He 
delivered me sound and safe to my hostel and I paid him a 
100. 

“I was and am so very grateful to both of them.”15 

16. “How Do You Tell a Depressed Friend or Partner 
that You Don’t Have the Mental Resources to Listen to 
Them be Depressed Anymore, Without Coming Across 
as a Massive [*]ssh[*]le?” 

PineValentine wrote this: 

“My wife has major depressive disorder, generalized 
anxiety, and PTSD. She goes to therapy regularly and is 
medicated so most of the time she manages it well. But when 
other things in our life are difficult, her mental health can 
take some serious downturns. Due to our relationship being 
more than just friends I’m obviously more invested in 
helping her than I would be with other people, but here are 
some things I have learned over the years. Things that have 
made our relationship very successful and mutually 
beneficial. 

“Point 1: Ask the person what they need. Often when a 
person we care about is struggling we want to jump in and 
fix everything. That’s not always what the person needs. 
Maybe they just need to vent to someone without judgement. 
They might not want advice, because they know what they 
should be doing, but their condition is making that hard. 
Maybe they don’t want to talk at all and just need a hug or a 
shoulder rub (if you both are comfortable with physical 
contact). Or maybe they just want to sit with you and watch 
a movie, or go for a walk, and take their mind off of it. 

 
15 Source: Eat_Train_Code_IN, “What is the nicest thing any stranger 
has done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/w6csyjc>. 
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Giving advice that is never taken is draining and frustrating 
— but you can help them without doing that. 

“Point 2: Tell them what you need. Just because you don’t 
have the same mental struggles doesn’t mean you can’t also 
have needs. Let’s say they came to you asking to vent, but 
you had a long day and are tired physically and emotionally. 
Tell them, ‘I am not in a place to be able to carry that right 
now.’ This is when you could either offer to do something 
else for them or tell them when you feel you’ll be better able 
to help. You could also tell them a time limit if you have 
some energy to give. Like ‘I would love to let you vent, but 
I need to set a limit of 15 minutes today. After that let’s agree 
to change the subject or do another activity that we can both 
use to unwind.’ This gives your person a clear view of your 
boundary and lets them still get support from you. 

“Point 3: It’s okay to have lines that can’t be crossed. Adding 
to the boundaries I brought up in point 2, it’s perfectly okay 
to have limits on where your support ends. There may be 
topics that are triggering or uncomfortable for you and you 
are allowed to say talking about those is off-limits. You can 
also change those limits depending on what’s happening in 
your own life. Maybe they have a bad relationship with a 
parent, while your beloved parent is unwell. It’s not going to 
feel good for you to hear them talk about how horrible their 
mother is when you want nothing more than for your mom 
to get better. That would be an appropriate time to tell them 
this is a boundary and if they need support in this then they 
need to seek it elsewhere. You can still be there for them but 
find a way around this particular issue. Your limits can also 
be time-based rather than topic-based. You can tell them 
they can’t contact you while you are at work, or before / after 
x time. Or that you can only hang out on x days. 

“Point 4: Communication. This is the most important. Just 
be honest with them. They don’t want you to burn out. They 
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don’t want to drag you down with them. But one of the 
symptoms of these problems can be pushing people away 
and isolating yourself. That means that they have only a 
limited number of supports in their life and it can put a lot of 
pressure on the supports they do have. It’s up to you to be 
very clear about how you’re feeling and what you need so 
they don’t push you away too. If you do all of the above from 
a loving place, they will be happy to know they aren’t putting 
too much on you. Being clear about this will ultimately be 
helpful to you both. 

“Point 5: They need to respect you. If they don’t listen to 
your boundaries, it’s okay to cut them off. If you have to go 
that route, it would be kind to let them know why. But you 
always need to put your own health first. You deserve to 
have friends whom you enjoy being around. You deserve to 
be happy. You don’t need to be anyone’s emotional 
doormat.”16 

17. “Have You Ever ‘Come to the Rescue’ for a Man?” 

LilKoshka added, “Considering how social norms usually 
show men ‘rescuing’ or helping women, when is a time in 
your life that you reversed it? 

1) BearsBirdsBooks wrote, “I’ve removed spiders from 
rooms for men before.” 

ComradeSokami commented, “I love that. You show those 
guys who’s the real boss when you’re around!” 

2) pinkmadame wrote this: 

“I’ll never forget a day in AP [Advanced Placement] English 
when a ‘that’s so gay’ comment progressed to someone 

 
16 Source: swollenb[*]mh[*]lio, “How do you tell a depressed friend or 
partner that you don’t have the mental resources to listen to them be 
depressed anymore, without coming across as a massive [*]ssh[*]le?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 20 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/wwbz3ew>. 
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trying to out another student. The teacher did nothing but 
laugh and let it go on with a ‘boys will he boys’ smirk on his 
face. 

“I was not having it and never felt so empowered to give a 
verbal lashing back to someone. To this day, he thanks me. 
An ally is a powerful thing.” 

3) searedscallops wrote, “I saved my ex-husband from 
suicide. I convinced him to come home from wherever he 
was and then I got him to agree to go to the emergency room. 
I did this while also parenting our one-year-old.” 

4) kcckcc101 wrote, “Last night at a party, I watched several 
dudes step over a large heavy object in the middle of a 
walkway (a chunk of welded metal from a broken sculpture). 
Someone was 100% gonna trip over it by the end of the 
night, but I saw a woman move it after she watched her guy 
friends step over it. I see women doing this kind of stuff for 
everyone all the time, completely unasked and unthanked.” 

5) bebe_bleau wrote this: 

“I saved a man’s life once at my small(ish) hometown beach. 
It was back when the adult-sized inflatable swim rings were 
in style and a song called ‘Rubber Ducky’ was popular. 

“There was no lifeguard and a drop-off in water depth near 
the ropes bordering the swim area. I saw a man floundering 
right there, so I quickly swam over, passed him my huge 
yellow duck tube. Then I swam away fast before he panicked 
and pulled me under. He grabbed the duck and made it safely 
to shore. 

“The town wanted to give me an award for being a ‘hero’. I 
was too embarrassed to show up.”17 

 
17 Source: LilKoshka, “Have you ever ‘come to the rescue’ for a man?” 
Reddit. AskWomen. 19 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/wlsrthk>. 
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18. “Bi-Women or Lesbians of AskWomen, What’s the 
Nicest Compliment You’ve Ever Gotten and Who Said 
It?” 

1) Piumiera, a woman, wrote, “My gf [girlfriend] called me 
gorgeous after carefully scanning my naked body. It was the 
nicest compliment, because she is the first person who made 
me really believe she actually meant it.” 

2) markoyolo wrote, “A queer artist said that my drawings 
moved her and that she liked them, and I thought her art was 
so powerful and beautiful that getting a compliment in return 
made my head explode.” 

3) jddjfjdje wrote, “I am a second-year student in university 
and last summer I was doing my shift in the pediatric ward. 
It was my first time working there, so everyone was new. I 
was minding my business, and a lady working there (not a 
nurse, but I don’t remember clearly what she did) followed 
me to where I was going and stopped me. She asked me who 
I am and I proceeded to say that I’m a student and I’m here 
because blah blah blah, but she only cared for my name (she 
didn’t ask what my name was directly, so I assumed she 
wanted to know why I’m there since that’s what most people 
wanted to know) anyway. Once she found out my name, she 
said that she saw me the other day, but she didn’t catch up 
with me and she really wanted to tell me that I’m gorgeous. 
Now, I don’t think I’m beautiful and so on. I think I’m okay 
— not pretty but not ugly either. I get a lot of compliments, 
but by far this one felt to be the sincerest one I’ve ever 
received in my life, so it really made me happy back then.”18 

 
18 Source: Jpf123, “Bi-Women or Lesbians of Ask Women, What’s the 
Nicest Compliment You’ve Ever Gotten and Who Said It?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 20 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/wzvjl9c>. 
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19. “What is the Best Compliment You’ve Ever 
Received?” 

1) fetacheesevibesonly wrote, “Someone once told me they 
wanted to switch brains with me, even if they had the 
opportunity to switch with anyone in the world.” 

2) rocky_the_snail wrote, “My dad (whom I have great 
admiration and respect for) told me recently that I’ve gotten 
better at coping with stress. That meant a lot to me, as it’s 
been something I’ve been working on and his opinion is very 
important to me.” 

3) Look_a_Squirre1 wrote, “You are such a sweet and kind 
person. You have this glow about you that is so pleasing to 
be around. And when we’re together I never want to stop 
talking to you.” 

4) scarrlet wrote, “I was struggling with depression and 
anxiety, and it was not a good day because of that. I was just 
feeling very down on myself. A coworker told me, ‘I hope 
someday you feel as good as you make everyone around you 
feel.’” 

Cheeseboy21 commented, “That one is amazing! You’re 
awesome to find the strength to lift everyone’s mood up 
while being down. I hope you’re fine now and stay healthy!” 

5) megusgem wrote, “Someone once described my wit as the 
perfect balance of Tina Fey and Amy Poehler, and I have 
never been more flattered.” 

Underpaid-and-tired commented, “No one should have that 
much power.” 

6) floridakilosx wrote, “Anytime a girl has called me pretty! 
Especially when that girl herself is gorgeous. I like that way 
more than when guys say it, even though I’m straight.” 
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7) carbon_underpressure wrote, “That I’m intelligent. One 
of the first things my boyfriend told me that he thought was 
attractive about me was my intelligence. I’ve been so used 
to hearing outward compliments about my appearance that 
hearing something like this was definitely one of the best 
compliments I’ve ever gotten.” 

8) coatofarmour wrote, “After not seeing her for around four 
weeks, a quite reserved university friend recently told me she 
had missed me and that I’m the kind of person you miss 
when you’re not around them. That really touched me, 
especially since I often worry I’m annoying / bothering 
people or they don’t actually like me.”19 

20. “Women Who have Good Relationships with Your 
Moms, What did Your Mothers Do Right to Achieve 
This?” 

1) bloomstridder wrote, “I’m still a teen (age 17), but I think 
I have a good relationship with my mum. She’s very 
understanding and supportive. She isn’t pushy. I have so 
many friends with extremely controlling parents and they lie 
to their families all the time. I don’t feel the need to the same 
with my mum, and when she does say no, I listen to her cause 
she’s a reasonable person.” 

TheHoadinator commented: 

“Our moms sound similar. I sum it up as my mom has two 
amazing, once-in-a-lifetime gifts. The first is like you 
mentioned: She understands children are people and treats 
them with respect she gives any person. The second is she 
has this incredible ability to make everyone feel heard and 
like they’re the only person who matters. 

 
19 Source: underpaid-and-tired, “What is the best compliment you’ve 
ever received?” Reddit. AskWomen. 20 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/u6776ly>. 
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“I’m so grateful to have her and I’m happy to hear you 
recognize the gift of time with your mother now.” 

Seimsolo commented: 

“I’m 34 years old, but this is the exact description I would 
give of why I have and always have had a great relationship 
with my mom. I also had friends with super-strict parents 
growing up, but out of everyone in my friend group, me and 
one other friend with similar parents to mine were the only 
ones who never did drugs, got black-out drunk, etc. Why? 
Because our parents always trusted us and encouraged us to 
evaluate situations for ourselves. 

“I remember my mom calmly explaining how drugs work 
for better and worse, when I started hinting that some people 
in my friend group was getting into drugs. She simply asked 
me to think for myself, feel and respond to my own 
boundaries. I’ve never done (hard) drugs, and smoked weed 
only a couple of times. She also always said, that if things 
got out of hand, to always call her. I was never afraid of her 
and she always knew 95% of what was going on. To this day 
I trust her with anything and for all matters of support and 
love. 

“The kids with strict parents, on the other hand, lied about 
95% of what was going on, did drugs, got black-out drunk, 
and ended up in very dangerous situations because their 
parents couldn’t know….” 

courtdog238 commented, “My mom is very similar, which 
why I can open up so much to her, even as a teen. Sure, let’s 
talk about our day, but then she is also is open to questions 
about politics, even super-sensitive ones like sex, birth 
control, and because of it she knows most of what goes on in 
my life and is okay with it. She lets me explore and try new 
things while my dad is more reserved about that, so she is 
also my wingman in some arguments. Honestly, I can’t bring 
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myself to lie to her and I don’t know what I’d do without 
her.” 

2) JazNim17 wrote, “She was always a person I could go to 
and say, ‘Mom, I screwed up bad — help!’ without making 
me feel like I was stupid or should’ve known better, so I 
wasn’t afraid to tell her what was going on in my life. There 
are a lot of reasons we get along so well now — we’re similar 
people, after all — but I really think that’s what laid the 
groundwork for us to be close now. I never felt like I had to 
get away from Mom in order to live my own life like a lot of 
other women I know.” 

Thunderling commented: 

“God, I’m just so … jealous of that. You know how some 
parents tell their kids to call no matter what time if they’re 
drunk and need a ride home? Even though they might get in 
trouble for underage drinking, the parent understands that 
safety is more important. 

“I could obviously never do that, and there was one night, I 
was 17, and my friend called me while I was at home and 
said he needed a ride home because he and everyone else 
who promised to drive were all drunk. 

“It was past my curfew, but I gathered my stuff and told my 
mom I needed to go out. She said no, and I was afraid to tell 
her why because I knew she wouldn’t like that I was even 
friends with someone who drinks. But I knew my friend 
needed me, so I told her. My friend is drunk and needs me to 
drive him. She said too bad, it’s not my problem, and I’m not 
allowed to go out. 

“I did it anyway. My friend’s safety was more important to 
me than getting in trouble, and I was so mad at her for not 
understanding that.” 

3) tminus7MT wrote this: 
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“I love my mom to pieces, but I would never have the 
amazing relationship I have with her as an adult if she had 
been my best friend as a kid. My mother knew her job was 
to be a parent before anything else. We did not always get 
along when I was growing up, and I’m so thankful for that, 
because she taught me how to argue with respect, and how 
to forgive. No matter what was going on, or how mad we 
were, she always made me say ‘I love you’ at the end of an 
argument. There was always a discussion when we calmed 
down, she talked to me about how I made her feel and 
allowed me to do the same. She showed me empathy and 
taught me to always show it to others. No one was allowed 
to raise their voice or slam doors, including her and my dad. 

“She always let me know I could talk to her about anything, 
and she was always amazing and supportive of my goals and 
ideas. She told me that if anyone made me uncomfortable at 
all, to tell her. And that if she ever made me uncomfortable, 
to tell my dad or grandma. And she respected it when I did 
tell her, and never forced me to interact with that person 
again. Even more than that, she led by example. She wanted 
me to have a good work ethic so she worked f[**]king hard, 
she was a DIY [Do It Yourself] Queen: She would 
landscape, fix plumbing, paint trim, pursue her own business 
ventures and never quit if they didn’t work out. She made 
me a part of all of it, no matter how much I complained. She 
taught me that business is business, and no matter what’s 
happening with your personal life, it stays out of your 
professional life. And vice versa. 

“She wanted me to be kind, so she showed it. She made a 
point to take me to volunteer two or three times a month, to 
make me offer to share what I had with my friends, every 
holiday we would spend the full day before it cooking for the 
shelter and the morning of the holiday we would deliver 
armfuls of pies and homecooked food to the shelter. We 
stopped to help turtles cross the road, rescued baby squirrels 
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and birds, and always checked stray dogs for collars or chips 
to try to get them home. 

“She wanted me to know my own worth, so she never 
accepted anything less for herself. Sometimes it seemed like 
she let people walk all over her, but she explained to me that 
killing them with kindness was the only true way to win. She 
showed that every service and kindness she showed to 
someone was given without any thought of what she would 
receive in return, so she could not be taken advantage of. She 
was kind because she wanted to be, everything she did for 
others was because SHE wanted to do it. 

“She wanted me to know that I can achieve anything I put 
my mind to, so she did the same: She took up new hobbies 
all the time, went back to school to get a degree, and saved 
up to take a couple trips on her own to a foreign country. All 
of these trips and experiences were not optional: I had to do 
them, and I’m glad she made me. 

“My father was her first husband, and she left when I was 
too young to really remember. By every account from people 
who knew him, and the few memories I do have, he was 
abusive, lazy garbage. But I never heard her say a word 
against him, because he was my father. When I was old 
enough to start wondering about it, she was honest with my 
questions. She told me it was my decision and if I wanted to 
meet him and have a relationship with him, she would do 
anything she could to support it and help me. That no matter 
what he’s done, he still did her the biggest favor anyone ever 
had by giving her me. I never wanted to, and when he 
somehow got my phone number when I was a young 
teenager, I called her, terrified, and said I didn’t want to talk 
to him. She took care of it, and he never contacted me again. 
She had a rough start and got married and pregnant young, 
but it never stopped her and she never felt bad for herself. 
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“Then she found a man who treated her how she wanted a 
man to treat me. And I am so thankful that she gave me the 
example she did because it means that I have not and will 
never settle for less. After 20 years, they separated suddenly, 
and she was shocked and hurt and still was not done teaching 
me. They both handled the separation with love, kindness, 
and grace. They still care deeply about each other, talk 
regularly, and are very close friends. They make sure that we 
still do holidays as a family, we still have a family group 
chat. Because it doesn’t matter that their relationship didn’t 
work out, and it doesn’t matter if it hurts a little bit 
sometimes to see and talk to each other, it’s worth it. They 
are still there for each other, and always will be. She showed 
me what real, true, selfless love is, and continues to show me 
every day. 

“And I guess you know that she did a lot of things right when 
I can write this much on it and still feel like I could fill a 
whole book about it. 

“Edit: I’m glad y’all love my mom, too! She’s my constant 
inspiration to be a better person, and the coolest lady on 
earth. I did end up showing her this post, and some of the 
comments, we had a good cry about it, lol [laughing out 
loud]! Thank y’all for being so nice, she was so, so excited 
to see what people said!” 

mircamor commented, “You know, if my daughter feels 
anything close to this about me when she’s grown, that 
would trump any other success or good fortune I could 
imagine.” 

4) knight—star wrote, “Respect my decisions. Generally just 
trust me to make my own life choices from a young age.” 

AnnieIWillKnow commented: 

“This seems like a theme throughout the thread. 
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“My older brother recently got married abroad (where his 
now-wife’s parents live) and sprung it on the family. They 
wanted it to be really quiet, and because of marriage being 
easier in Canada than the UK, they decided to do it there with 
just his wife’s family — she’s also their only child, whereas 
my mum has four other kids (one of whom is also married, 
and two others are engaged), so has other weddings to look 
forward to. 

“Nonetheless, I wondered whether my mum might be upset 
that her oldest son had gotten married without her being a 
part of it — but she said to me, ‘I raised all of my children 
to be independent, to make their own decisions, and find 
their own paths in life — so I can’t well be annoyed when 
they go off and do that.’ 

“Parents encouraging your autonomy makes for a better 
relationship all round — trust breeds trust, and respect 
engenders respect. 

“I also recall meeting some middle-aged Australians (on 
holiday) when I was back-packing through Southeast Asia a 
couple summers back, on my own. They were stunned to 
find me solo travelling … ‘Is your mother okay with you 
being out here on your own? … I can’t believe she let you 
do this!’ … Yes, she was okay with me travelling on my 
own, she encouraged and supported me, and she was 
delighted I got to have an adventure. She was also delighted 
to have me back, and our reunion is one of my fondest 
memories with her. Imagine what our relationship would 
have lost if she’d told me not to go….” 

5) unicosmicorn wrote this: 

“Oh, man. She was unapologetically herself, all the time. 
She told me the truth and she called me out on my sh[*]t. 
She told me she liked me, and she told me what she liked 
about me. She built my confidence and gave me room to 
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express myself … she was loads of fun. Goofy and seriously 
hilarious. Also, she was really classy and the type of woman 
you look up to: uplifting of other people, kind, generous, 
impeccably dressed, and beautiful … 

“She said she was a bitch. I bet a lot of other people said the 
same thing (okay, I know they did) and you know what? She 
didn’t give a sh[*]t. And that taught me not to give a sh[*]t 
about what other people say about me either. So as a 
developing high school student, I was a free spirit because 
of her. I walked into adulthood with a very genuine sense of 
self-confidence and I could care less about rumors or the 
kind of bullsh[*]t that consumed so many of my peers. And 
I never had an issue with hanging out with my mom — I 
loved it. I even invited her out with my friends if we were 
having a big dinner or something / getting together after a 
long time. She always thought that was really special, but the 
truth is that everyone wanted to see her, and she was my best 
friend. We finished each other’s sentences even when we 
were saying some off-the-wall kooky sh[*]t that the other 
should not have been able to anticipate. I did it to her all the 
time, and she always called it creepy. All her friends would 
comment that we were like a sitcom or a walking comedy. It 
was because she raised me, and we spent a ton of time 
together and we were just … close. There was no other way 
to be because we were a team. 

“Once, a guy she had been dating (in her 20’s) took her out 
to a bar and they were playing pool. Some woman storms in 
and starts yelling at the both of them, making a scene, yelling 
that he was with her last week. My mom said, ‘Gerald, it 
appears your friend is upset. Why don’t you go buy her a 
drink?’ dismissed them both and continued playing. That’s 
what I mean when I say she was classy. 

“And she was glamorous, too. That’s really cool to see when 
you’re a crunchy kid like I was … I didn’t embrace the glam 
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until I was like 24. She was always dressed to the nines and 
I was always in a gauze skirt with bangles and a band tee. 
She accepted and celebrated me unconditionally and never 
tried to make me into a version of her … and yet I turned 
into a version of her, to my surprise, to everyone’s 
amusement, and very much to my benefit. 

“I’m sad that I lost her. It was hard to watch her wither away, 
and it wasn’t that long ago. Just months … and I’m crying 
now typing this. But I’m lucky. 

“Because I never failed to tell her I love her, or that I admire 
her or that I think she’s the coolest and best person there ever 
was. If she’d died suddenly and never gotten sick, I could 
say the same. I never missed the opportunity to show her 
love or appreciation because that was a standard between us 
and I think that’s something that really defined our 
relationship. 

“We had our ups and downs, but she was always my biggest 
supporter and I always loved her more than the whole wide 
world. In fact, I told her that every day. And she often beat 
me to it.” 

6) wickedfalina, a male, wrote this: 

“My mom was never a friend growing up — she set 
boundaries and taught me as a parent. She was the antithesis 
of a helicopter parent: she would ask if I did my homework, 
but she took me at my word. She let me fail, and then she 
gently told me how I could do better next time. When I grew 
older, she explicitly waited for me to prove my 
trustworthiness. I still messed up — she still taught me how 
to do better next time. 

“Now that I’m older, I recognize that she isn’t perfect, but 
neither am I. We have enough mutual respect to have a good 
time.” 
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7) ReyReyDoopDoop wrote this: 

“This question makes me tear up. I didn’t always have a 
good relationship with my mom. But she forgave me time 
after time after my shortcomings and f[**]k-ups. She never 
shut me out. Even though I tried to shut her out. 

“She always talks about how she loves me and just wants me 
to be happy. Despite everything, she just wants to see me 
happy. She encouraged me to just talk to her. No matter 
what, just say what’s on my mind. 

“We were on an overseas trip and I was on an antidepressant 
that really wasn’t working for me, but my psychiatrist 
brushed off my complaints and what I had to say. My mom 
noticed something was wrong, and I broke down crying 
saying that I just didn’t feel good or right. She told me to 
stop taking the medication immediately and whatever 
happened, she’d be there with me the whole time. Luckily it 
was fine to stop taking the medication cold turkey. There 
were side effects, but she helped me through it. She was there 
for me. She told me whatever I was feeling, just let her know. 
Even if I was thinking about suicide or getting to a dark 
place, just talk to her. 

“Well, f[**]k. Now I’m crying all over my phone. I’m gonna 
go text my mom and tell her how much I love her.”20 

  

 
20 Source: LivelyLinden, “Women who have good relationships with 
your moms, what did your mothers do right to achieve this?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 19 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/tjdfawo>. 
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Chapter 2: Questions 21-40 

21. “How Do You Tell Your Significant Other You Love 
Them Without Telling Them ‘I Love You’?” 

1) mxmnull wrote, “I dimly remember reading a story by this 
woman where she explained that her husband pretty much 
never said ‘I love you,’ but would instead do a little gesture 
in threes. Sometimes he’d gently squeeze her hand or her 
thigh three times. Sometimes it was scratching her back or 
drumming out a little three-beat pattern on her palm. He had 
been raised to be unemotional and unsentimental, but when 
she noticed he did these little gestures and they cropped up 
most after she said something sweet, she realized how often 
he was silently expressing his love for her.” 

RobotSpaceBear wrote, “It’s actually the wife complaining 
her husband never expressed love to the point where she 
started having doubts, but one day after she told him about 
how she had a code with her parents when she was a child to 
gently squeeze her hand three times to tell her they loved her, 
the husband picked it up and started often squeezing her 
hand three times, in the street, at home during a movie, at the 
doctor’s. The moral of the story was that maybe people 
around you don’t express feelings the same way you do and 
that you shouldn’t dismiss them as unemotional.” 

MajorMinceMeat wrote, “My wife and I do this, too. I 
learned it from my mom and taught it to my now wife. It’s 
great because sometimes you don’t want to talk but you want 
to say I love you.” 

2) TodayTamar wrote, “Of all of the billions of people on 
this planet, you’re my absolute favorite.” 

TheLeoBlack commented, “My husband and I use this a lot. 
And then do it in all different accents because, ya know, 
spice it up or whatever. Lol.”  
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3) pazureaus wrote, “Every morning as my husband’s 
leaving, I shout, ’Be safe! Don’t die!’ As morbid as it seems, 
it’s my way of saying I worry about him.” 

4) InsertSomeName wrote, “I know.” 

Recognizing the Star Wars reference, josephxpatterson 
commented, “I should freeze you in carbonite for that.” 

5) tennisADHD wrote, “Right now we just boarded a flight 
with our almost three-year-old twins. We were supposed be 
seated two and two, but apparently you can’t sit in the front 
row if you’re under three. I volunteered to sit with both of 
them while my wife enjoys a front row with an open seat 
next to her. Wish me luck.”21 

22. “What’s the Nicest Thing You’ve Done for Someone 
Without Them Knowing You Did It?” 

1) hauteburrrito wrote this: 

“I had a friend who got super drunk, partially naked, and 
extremely … loose-lipped during a party. (She started 
talking about her (dead) daddy issues.) It was humiliating 
enough for her in the moment, but I noticed one guy and his 
buddies trying to film her as well. So, I sidled up to them 
later and then flirted my way into ‘borrowing’ his phone. 
(Subtlety isn’t usually my M.O., but I didn’t want to risk it.) 
Deleted all six videos the sh[*]t stain had recorded on there 
and then f[**]ked off (with my passed-out friend and one 
other to help carry her both in tow) before he had the chance 
to realize what was up. 

“She woke up the next morning and had zero recollection of 
the preceding night. I did not mention it to her.” 

 
21 Source: MrMunch023, “How do you tell your SO you love them 
without telling them ‘I love you’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 23 January 2019 
<https://tinyurl.com/wu4yudw>. 
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2) Rullis_ wrote, “Logging off when people leave their 
accounts open somewhere on public computer.” 

Artsypeasant04 commented, “This. I’ve always done this, 
and I feel so proud of myself afterwards for not even taking 
a peek at their private messages.” 

AbsolutelyAverage commented: 

“I do this, too, and if I see saved passwords and the like I’ll 
clear out all those cookies and history. 

“What I do at work leaves me a bit known, but I will lock 
their computers if they’ve left it unlocked, but not before 
changing their desktop background to something they hate 
or something really annoying, such as the rival football team 
or My Little Pony.” 

3) UndeadMaidenMBS wrote, “When my brother had 
pneumonia and was hospitalised, I knew his wife wouldn’t 
leave the house for shopping due to her anxiety and 
depression. So I ordered [from] an online shop [and had] 
delivered to their door […] two weeks’ worth of shopping, 
pack lunches, treats, the lot. To this day they think her dad 
must have arranged it since she had been crying to him over 
the phone a few hours prior. He thinks he must have 
forgotten he ordered it.” 

4) Back2Bach wrote: 

“Several times a year I take my elderly neighbor to the 
cemetery to visit her husband’s grave. 

“What she doesn’t know is that before we visit there, I go to 
the cemetery in advance, place some flowers and trim the 
ornamental shrubs around the monument so it looks cared 
for and loved.” 
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5) Olaavi wrote, “Sometimes from the balcony, I see my 
spouse driving home, so I send the elevator down ready for 
her.” 

6) ZaleAnderson wrote, “A German exchange student was at 
my school, and it was her first day and she was very clearly 
stressed and having a hard time. Halfway through class, she 
was called down to the office to have a meeting with the 
other exchange kids, I’m guessing it was to get to know them 
better. But that meeting turned into an hour-long meeting 
where the next class would have started by the end of it. So 
towards the end of class when everyone was lining up at the 
door for the bell to ring, I packed up all of her (the exchange 
student’s) stuff and put it neatly back in her backpack and 
threw some gum in there for her. I didn’t know I had her next 
class, but she came in chewing gum :)” 

7) HealthyPop1 wrote this: 

“A few years back under President Obama, we had a really 
long government shutdown. One of my friends had just 
started a new government contract after months of 
unemployment. Another had just put a payment down on a 
house after landing a great paying government job. And then 
the work and pay was just gone … and it stayed gone for a 
loooooong time. 

“I’m not rich, but I at least had a paycheck. I anonymously 
sent them each a $300 grocery store gift card. It came to 
more than a month’s rent for me, but I wanted to 
do something to help, and I wanted to do it in a way that they 
would never feel a pressure to pay it back. It seems to have 
worked: I had a friend send it to them from another state 
while travelling, so they had no way to trace it back to me.” 

hauteburrrito commented, “D[*]mn, you’re a really 
generous person. I definitely don’t donate enough. I will be 
upping my charitable contributions this year as a result of 
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your story. I’m glad you were able to help out your friend 
:)”22 

23. “People of Reddit, What is the Nicest Thing Someone 
has Said to You?” 

1) Mountains_beyond said, “A doctor once said I had a 
beautiful eardrum, and then he called in a med student to 
come look at it.” 

Egesikora commented: 

“My OBGYN while doing a pelvic exam said: ‘Wow, your 
cervix looks amazing, absolutely nice and healthy’. 

“While I am lucky to have heard nice compliments in my 
life, this was the super weird one that I will never forget.” 

Lookingup9 commented: 

“Ha, ha, this reminds me of the time I gave blood and the 
worker was really impressed by how poppin’ my veins are. 

“He said something funny like ‘This is the biggest vein I’ve 
ever seen. I could hit this if I was in a coma,’ and then he 
called over his coworker to look at it.” 

2) stoic_minotaur wrote this: 

“My four-year-old son: ‘You’re a good papa, papa.’ 

“As someone with a sh[*]tty childhood who was (and still 
is) terrified of making the same mistakes his own father 
made, that was exactly what I needed to hear.” 

3) Back2Bach wrote this: 

 
22 Source: indeed_indeed_indeed, “What’s the nicest thing you’ve done 
for someone without them knowing you did it?” Reddit. AskReddit. 23 
January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/sbblcha>. 
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“After a funeral service, the widow of the deceased stopped 
by to see me at the organ before proceeding to the cemetery. 

“She said, ‘I want to thank you for your uplifting music — it 
turned my husband’s funeral from what could’ve been a 
mournful occasion to a true celebration of his life!’ 

“Several days later, the church received a very substantial 
check from her as a bequest to the music department.” 

4) fg10037 wrote, “I was heading to prom and a little girl 
sprinted up and hugged me and said, ‘You are the prettiest 
princess I have ever seen.’” 

5) theflaccidM wrote this: 

“I was going through a rough time: I was in my early 30s, 
had recently moved back in with my parents, and the only 
job I could get was a cart collector at Walmart. I shut 
everyone out and just put in my headphones, did my job, and 
basically kept to myself. It’s what my dad called a ‘self-
imposed exile.’ One day during the holiday season, I was 
cleaning up the carts in the entryway of the store and as I 
grab one cart, I heard someone call my name like a loud 
whisper. I stopped and looked around and there was nobody 
there. I looked back in the cart and there was a mini candy 
bar with a note stapled to it. I opened the note and it said: 
‘Someone cares about you!’ 

“It instantly melted the ice around my heart. I looked around 
again and there was nobody around. I walked outside around 
to the side of the store behind the carts where I was away 
from everyone because I started to cry. I stuck it in my 
pocket and when I got home, I put the note in a book I was 
reading at the time. Six years later I still have it in that book 
and occasionally look at it when I’m struggling with an 
anxiety attack or self-doubt. Whoever you are, if you’re 
reading this or you do things like that, your small gesture 
made a huge impact on this person.” 
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6) ginzykinz wrote, “Watching me interact with my 
daughter, my father said, ‘You know something — I think 
you’re a good dad.’ He worked a lot when I was growing up 
and wasn’t a hands-on, involved type of dad. That praise 
meant a lot.”23 

24. “Which Random Stranger Do You Still Remember, 
and Why?” 

1) tiggykins wrote, “When I was about three years old, I got 
separated from my family in a very large mall. I was 
terrified. This really nice man in a suit found me and took 
me to guest services, reassuring me that my mom would find 
me there. Then, to cheer me up, he pulled a balloon out of 
his briefcase and made a balloon animal. He left before my 
folks found me, but I’ve never forgotten him. Wherever he 
is, I hope he’s well.” 

juststop101 commented, “You found a clown in the wild.” 

Cor[**]eeaterVZ wrote, “I was in a big crowd once and a 
child was looking for his/her parents, obviously lost. I 
carried the child on my shoulders so that the child could see 
them and also the parents. When they finally found him / her 
(I forgot which gender, has been a while), they pulled the 
child hastily from my shoulders and gave me a look as if I 
wanted to kidnap the little one. Didn’t say ‘thank you,’ 
either. But I don’t care, kid was happy again. :)” 

2) bagelsncawfee wrote, “A customer at work a few years 
ago! I was 19 and it was around 11pm on a close shift when 
I cut myself very badly on a deli slicer. A lady walked up to 
buy something and there I was freaking out and bleeding 
everywhere …. Turns out she was a nurse, and she dropped 
everything to come behind the counter to patch me up. She 

 
23 Source: Silverxtreme123, “People of reddit, what is the nicest thing 
someone has said to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 24 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/vehvj3r>. 
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was so lovely, not only did she help me, but she also made a 
point to the company that there should be a qualified first 
aider on at all time. Thanks to her, they did just that!” 

3) MasteringTheFlames wrote this: 

“Speaking of wholesome retail experiences … 

“During the Christmas season of 2018, I was working at a 
thrift store. One day a week or two before the big day, I was 
out on the sales floor, just doing routine tidying work: 
picking clothes up off the floor, putting away the things left 
by the fitting rooms that customers decided they didn’t want, 
etc. And of course, helping customers along the way. 

“As I was wandering down the women’s clothing aisles, 
looking for clothes on the floor, a woman behind me called 
out my name. […] 

“I asked, ‘What can I help you with?’ 

“‘As I was pulling into the parking lot, I saw someone over 
at the donation center dropping off a little orange and white 
kid’s bike. Is there any chance you might be able to find it 
so I could take a look at it?’ 

“‘Sure thing,’ I say. ‘I’ll be right back.’ And with that, I’m 
on my way back to the donation center. 

“I quickly find the bike and take a look at it, making sure it’s 
in good enough condition to sell. It looks fine to me. Kid’s 
bikes are usually supposed to be a minimum of $7.99 but it’s 
winter in Wisconsin and she was really nice, so I put a $5.99 
sticker on it. I take it back out front and find the lady, tell her 
the price. And she just lit up. She was so excited. She 
thanked me several times, saying I just saved her kid’s 
Christmas. She asked me to hold onto it for her up by the 
register, which I’m always happy to do with any larger items 
like that, while she kept shopping. Maybe ten minutes later, 
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she came up to my register to check out, thanked me several 
more times, and then we wished each other a Merry 
Christmas before she left. 

“I was really hoping she’d come back shortly after Christmas 
to tell me how much her kid loved the bike, but if she did try 
to do that, she must’ve come when I wasn’t working. So I’m 
just going to assume that the kid loved it as much as his mom 
did.” 

4) Loubang wrote, “Old man walked by me once while I was 
waiting for a bus, wearing the biggest grin. As he passed, he 
said something to me not in English and handed me two 
Kopiko coffee candies, smiled and went on his way. I love 
Kopiko coffee candies and it made my day.” 

5) numalik wrote, “Whenever I go to the airport, I think 
about that one girl I met when I was like four, in Miami. She 
spoke Spanish and back then I spoke only French. Yet we 
managed to become bff [best friends forever] in a matter of 
minutes. She was so damn generous with all her toys and she 
drew me a picture as a parting gift. She was so nice. I wonder 
who she’s become.” 

6) cukatie2983 wrote this: 

“I was going through a bad breakup and went grocery 
shopping. I was holding it together that week pretty well, but 
at the checkout line I dropped a carton of grape tomatoes and 
they went rolling EVERYWHERE. 

“It was like the straw that broke the camel’s back, and I felt 
that awful feeling in my chest and the tears coming in my 
eyes. But before I could even move, three nice random ladies 
jumped forward and helped me pick them up. It wasn’t a 
huge act, but it made me feel better that day. 

“Always be nice to people. You never know what they’re 
going through.” 
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7) girlinanemptyroom wrote, “Many years ago, I was 
rejecting my first kidney transplant. The rejection was brutal 
on my body and my heart was struggling from all the toxins 
in my body. I was admitted into the hospital for almost a 
week. One day, my heart started to give out and the nurse 
gave me these drops under my tongue to stop a heart attack. 
This medicine gave me the worse headache I’ve ever had. 
My hospital roommate (in her 80’s), who was there for 
severe hip pain, got up and sat next to me. She began to pet 
my head and sing softly to me until I fell asleep. I never 
forgot her kindness. She was suffering herself, and yet she 
helped me more that day than I could have ever asked for. 
I’ll never forget her.” 

8) ChaosElement wrote this: 

“I was in college and having a rough time financially, as 
college students are apt to do. I was in Walmart at midnight, 
and I was buying a single box of $0.35 off-brand mac and 
cheese. My card was declined … for a $0.35 box of Mac and 
Cheese. I had just had it. I didn’t even speak; I just slumped 
my everything and walked out. A lady came out after me, 
hollering for me to wait. 

“I don’t know why I did, I really don’t. She tried to comfort 
me, and I was polite with her, but I really just wanted to get 
home to eat a nice big breath and pass out. After a few 
minutes her husband came out with a shopping cart full of 
economy-sized boxes of mac and cheese and ramen. 

“He apparently was also in school, and had seen me around 
campus, and assumed this meant I was just a broke-[*]ss 
student. He said he’d wouldn’t be able to do it without his 
wife (she went to college first; she was working while he 
went now) and knew what it meant to need a little help.” 
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“So now that I’m out, I troll Walmart at midnight, looking 
for some broke-[*]ss kid who can’t afford his mac and 
cheese, so I can pay it forward the way that guy did for me.” 

9) naguine wrote, “I was living in a big city in my early 20s. 
I had just left work and it was late — maybe 10:30pm. I 
bought a six-pack of beer and was smoking outside of my 
apartment building. A homeless-looking guy came up and 
asked to borrow my lighter. I stood up and handed it to him. 
He then asked if I wanted to go smoke a joint in the alley 
with him (around the corner). I said, ‘No, thanks, keep the 
lighter.’ He then walks closer to me, like 6” from my face 
and said I am coming into the alley with him. I’m a 5’5” 
female, probably 120 lbs. at the time. He wasn’t much bigger 
than me … but I don’t know how to fight. I said no again, 
and he then started looking around (for witnesses maybe, 
idk). I then say loudly, ‘GET AWAY FROM ME NOW.’ He 
grabs my arm at the exact moment a big burly dude walks 
past us. Burly man asks me if everything is okay and I 
promptly say ‘NO!’ He turned to the drug dude and said, 
‘Get the f[**]k out of here before you regret it, man,’ turns 
to me and said, ‘Do you live here? Get your [*]ss inside!’ I 
ran inside with my beer and tried to peek around the corner 
to see what he was doing. I saw him walk past like five 
minutes later. I didn’t go back outside to see what happened 
— I mean I got pretty lucky and I wasn’t going to push it. I 
yelled, ‘Thank you!’ through the glass door, but he didn’t 
respond. Big burly dude, if you remember saving a little 20-
year-old under the monorail in 2009, thank you. I don’t know 
what would have happened without your help!” 

10) Empathetic_Orch wrote this: 

“A one-armed man helped me out of a stupid situation in 
Iowa. 

“It was my first time driving alone, and I had to drive from 
central Florida to Altoona, Iowa. I got to the area, but my gps 
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had me go along one of those sh[*]tty dirt roads that run 
parallel to the highway, and it had been raining. The GPS 
says I’m at my hotel like 1.5 miles down said road, and 
there’s obviously nothing there. F[**]k. 

“So I see how sh[*]tty the road is, and keep following it 
because I’m in a Sprinter van and the road is too narrow to 
turn around, never mind getting stuck in the mud. Well, I get 
to the top of a hill, see lots of gravel in the road and see that 
the road widens, and I have absolutely no clue how long this 
road is or where it goes. F[**]k it! Here I go. I got about 
halfway through my little three-point turn, and boom, I’m 
stuck. 

“Well, headlights come up this road, and I’m super 
embarrassed but also determined to get myself out of it, so I 
wave for the vehicle to pass me. It’s a big-[*]ss lifted truck. 
The driver stops and hops out: The man has one arm and is 
looking at me like I just told him the world is flat. 

“He just whips out a big-[*]ss chain, and hooks it up to my 
van, didn’t really let me help. The whole time he was talking 
sh[*]t like ‘Can’t believe you’d try to turn around HERE 
after it’s been raining all day.’ Stuff like that, 100% justified 
and I’m obviously not mad at all. He yanks the van out with 
his truck pretty effortlessly, and as he’s undoing the chain, I 
try to hand him $300 cash I had in case the company gas card 
wasn’t working. He refuses, doesn’t say another word, and 
just leaves. 

“TLDR: A one-armed man begrudgingly pulled my vehicle 
out of the mud.” 

11) WellRoundedMama wrote, “The stranger I most 
remember was in a Target who walked past me. He smelled 
just like my dad who had passed a few years before. I looked 
up and from the back he looked just like my dad when he 
was at his healthiest. Same build, same haircut, similar 
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clothes, and that smell. I followed him and went in front of 
him so I could see his face. It obviously wasn’t him, but I’ll 
never forget that moment of brief, illogical hope.”24 

25. “Those Who have Lost a Grandmother Whom You 
were Closer to Than Your Own Mom, How Did You Get 
Through It?” 

sodabrothel wrote this: 

“By allowing myself to grieve. Her death was somewhat 
unexpected, but I did have the chance to say goodbye, hold 
her, and tell her how much I loved her before she passed, 
which meant a lot. 

“She died in April of 2014, and I ended up withdrawing from 
that semester of college and taking some time to myself. I 
felt guilty about it at the time, especially because she wasn’t 
technically an immediate family member, but in hindsight, 
she basically raised me, and I needed that time and space to 
heal instead of forcing myself to be productive. 

“The first few weeks were just a black cloud. I felt constantly 
like the wind had been knocked out of me, slept more often 
than I didn’t, and had little to no interest in food. It sucked, 
but it had to happen. It took a few months for me to feel 
normal again. 

“After the initial shock wore off, I found it really helped to 
keep her memory alive. I still tell funny stories about her 
with the people who were lucky enough to know her. I feel 
like she is a part of me, so every person I’ve gotten close to 
since she passed has gotten to see pictures and hear all about 
her and why she was so special to me. Sometimes I think of 
her and consider what she might tell me when I make major 

 
24 Source: Wide_Stop, “Which random stranger do you still remember, 
and why?” Reddit. AskReddit. 23 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/rwm3h63>. 
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decisions, or when something really good or really bad 
happens in my life. When I’m alone, sometimes I even talk 
to her as though she’s across from me at the Chinese 
restaurant or sitting next to me at her kitchen table again. I 
have lots of videos of her and have kept some handwritten 
letters and cards she’s given me. I also have a Spotify playlist 
with songs that remind me of her and my grandpa. :) 

“I know this may seem impossibly far off, but almost six 
years later, the dominant emotion I feel about my grandma 
is pure gratitude that I was lucky enough to have someone 
like her. She was the person who showed me what love is, 
and I honor her memory by trying my best to pass it on.”25 

26. “Has Anyone Ever Told You Something While Dying 
and Then Lived? What Happened?” 

1) HuepfKaese wrote this: 

“My grandfather. He IS sadly dead now, but he survived a 
car accident at the age of 82. He had severe injuries, and the 
doctors and he himself were sure, he wasn’t going to survive. 
Both his legs were badly damaged, his hip was broken, and 
he lost two toes. Before his surgery to remove a splintered-
off piece of bone, my family came to visit him He was very 
lovely despite being pretty much paralyzed from the waist 
down and talked to us. I brought him a picture I drew and 
gave it to him. He pulled me aside and said: ‘Don’t ever stop 
drawing, no matter what others tell you — you have a gift.’ 

“After his surgery he struggled for two weeks, but he fought 
through it and made an almost full recovery. He couldn’t put 
too much pressure on his left leg anymore so he either used 
a cane for short distances or sat in a wheelchair, but he lived 
another seven years. I showed him my art very often in those 

 
25 Source: hdbaker009, “Those who have lost a grandmother that you 
was closer to then your own mom, how did you get through it?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 26 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/ua2f73b>. 
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seven years and he bought me very expensive oil paints in a 
wooden box that I still have, even though the oil paints have 
long been used up. I drew a portrait of him and showed him 
roughly a year before he died in his sleep. 

“I still plan on going far with my passion and will keep him 
in my heart.” 

2) Crazyashton wrote this: 

“I learned something about myself; in hindsight I was 
definitely overreacting. 

“I was watching a homicide show and the episode I was 
watching had people die of carbon monoxide poisoning. Its 
symptoms were stomachaches and difficulty breathing. 
Later that night, I couldn’t breathe and had a stomachache, I 
was alone in my house and thinking I was actually going to 
die, I wrote a note and held it, ‘I love you, Sofia.” (Sofia is 
my girlfriend.) I then instantly realized I was an idiot 
because I ate ice cream earlier and am lactose intolerant. I 
also have asthma so I kinda just went like ‘duh.’ But in that 
few seconds I genuinely thought I would die, and what I did 
was write a love note to my favorite person.”26 

27. “Librarians of Reddit, What was the Most 
Rewarding Experience You’ve had at Work?” 

7ii7spider7ii7 wrote, “I don’t work at the library anymore, 
but one time a woman in a wheelchair thanked me for 
treating her like a regular person. She told me that most 
people either avoid eye contact with her or patronize her. It 
was unexpected and made me feel really good. I had to wear 
a back brace in middle school, and I remember how strangers 

 
26 Source: Cake4lifegaming, “Has anyone ever told you something 
while dying and then lived? What happened? How did your 
relationship with them now?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/wrtdcxt>. 
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out in public looked at me like a monster. I miss working at 
the library because I got to meet so many people from 
different backgrounds and it made me a more understanding 
person.”27 

28. “What’s the Nicest Thing Someone Else’s Parents 
Did for You?” 

1) i_draw_boats wrote this: 

“After a long-term girlfriend and I broke up, her dad would 
still call me up whenever he was in town and take me out for 
food because he missed finding new restaurants with me and 
wanted to make sure I was getting out of my apartment and 
my head. 

“I don’t miss my ex, but I do miss her dad.” 

Gator_aide commented, “That’s so nice. I feel like the whole 
‘dad with a shotgun’ stereotype is super toxic, and it’s nice 
to see someone changing that.” 

Chmod-77 commented: 

“As a father of two girls, the nice-dad approach is actually 
much more effective than the dad with a shotgun approach. 

“If you invite the guy over and become friends with him, you 
are going to scare off the losers. If your daughter is in doubt, 
she is not going to want you befriending him either. 

“It’s the pro move.” 

2) Sirnando138 wrote, “My dad died of cirrhosis when I was 
17. He went into the hospital and stayed there for three 
weeks before he passed. In that time, my girlfriend’s parents 
immediately offered me their home as my own. They fed me 

 
27 Source: Yamamoto69 wrote, “Librarians of Reddit, what was the 
most rewarding experience you’ve had at work?” Reddit. AskReddit. 
27 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/taajb4r>. 
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three meals/day and made sure I had clean clothes. More 
importantly, they were there for me mentally. We had long 
talks. They legitimately cared about me, and I’m so grateful 
for that. That was over 20 years ago, and I still think about 
them. Good people.” 

3) QueenMoogle wrote, “They came to my dad’s funeral. I 
wasn’t expecting them to be there, but the whole d[*]mn 
family showed up. It meant so much to me that they were 
there.” 

Awesomejuggler20 commented, “Reminds me of the time 
my childhood best friend and his mother showed up at my 
grandmother’s funeral back in 2018. His mother and mine 
were close friends back when we were way younger, but as 
we got older, we drifted apart and so did my mother and his. 
We still went to school together and graduated together. […] 
I found out my grandmother was in palliative care one 
weekend, and I was devastated. I was crying all weekend and 
spent my weekend with my grandmother. She died the 
following Monday. The funeral was that Friday. I missed 
school all week due to her death. (I was super close to her, 
so I was super sad over her death.) I was at the funeral in the 
front row and saw my childhood best friend and his mother 
there supporting me and my family. At the reception, his 
mother came to me and gave me a hug and told me she loves 
me, and my buddy came to talk to me about what was going 
on in our forestry class and what I had missed (we had that 
class together that semester). It meant a lot to me that they 
showed up and it showed me he’s a true friend. Very sweet 
people.” 

PM_ME_YOUR_PUPPIES commented, “People often 
forget that funerals are for the living. Going to support a 
friend/family member even when you didn’t know the 
departed can make such a difference to people knowing that 
they aren’t alone. 
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“I hope you are doing well, now.” 

4) rootingfordaenerys wrote, “My parents thought going to 
the movies were a waste of money. The only way I can watch 
them is on cable, many months later. So my aunt found out 
about that and took my sister and me, along with her own 
kids, to watch awesome movies like The Lord of the Rings 
trilogy and many more fantasy and sci-fi films. It sounds so 
simple, but it was a pretty big deal for a kid. I’m forever 
grateful.” 

5) biohazard2464 wrote this: 

“I am trans (male to female). And while my family wasn’t 
unsupportive, they also don’t really care too much for 
respecting me or who I wanted to be. I was staying at a 
friend’s house (he is also trans, but female to male, and his 
parents are very accepting.) Well, his mom saw my tattered, 
old, falling-apart purse, and on her way back from picking 
up her son she went to Goodwill and bought me a new purse! 
(She actually bought me two and let me choose!) It was a 
small gesture, just a Goodwill purchase, but it really showed 
me how much she cared. His family always used my 
preferred pronouns, even when I neither looked nor sounded 
female. They let my fiancé (also trans) and I stay there, and 
they do nice things for us all the time. 

“Good people: 12/10.” 

6) ProtectCesc wrote, “They let me marry their daughter.” 

7) charlie1701 wrote this: 

“One year my dad was in hospital recovering from a heart 
attack and I didn’t really celebrate my birthday because we 
were all visiting, helping my mum and generally worrying 
about him. No big deal — my birthday didn’t matter to me 
at all. 
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“The next weekend I went to stay with a friend from 
university and crashed at her parents’ house. At dinner time 
they brought out a cake with candles and sang ‘Happy 
Birthday’ because she’d told them about everything that was 
going on. I thought it must be someone else’s birthday at 
first! So kind of them and I’ve never forgotten it.” 

8) catfishjimmy39 wrote, “A good friend’s dad who coached 
us back in the day in football was on the head committee at 
my high school, and he fought singlehandedly for me not to 
get kicked out my senior year, when I got a DUI. Kind of 
one of those who-you-know type of situations, but some 
people told me he was the only reason I got to stay. I feel 
like getting kicked out definitely would have thrown my life 
path off a bit. I’m in medical school now.”28 

29. “Have You Cheated Death? What’s Your Story?” 

HelmetMelmoth wrote, “I was chatting away with a bunch 
of friends in high school, standing in a pedestrian-only street. 
Suddenly my friend’s face goes blank, and she reaches out 
and pulls me in by my collar, without a word. A huge truck 
whoooshes behind me, right by, not an inch to spare. It 
thundered by at full speed, and I didn’t even hear it until it 
passed me. She didn’t have time to say anything or panic, 
just casually pulled me away from certain death. Very 
grateful for her quick reflexes.” 

Schnitzel725 commented, “She saved you from getting 
isekai’ed.” 

Note by David Bruce: Isekai is a subgenre of Japanese 
fantasy is which a normal Earthling goes to a parallel 

 
28 Source: GreenChorizo, “What’s the nicest thing someone else’s 
parents did for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 January 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/v53yjmt>. 
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universe. Apparently, being hit by a truck is one way for that 
to happen. 

ZaMiLoD commented, “I’ve had to do that with my toddler 
when he managed to get to the wrong side of the fence 
because his father didn’t see that he was being followed out. 
I can barely think about it — it was f[**]king terrifying. The 
truck was so close and fast, and my kid was so little.”29 

30. “If You Had Taken Your Life One Year Ago, What 
Beautiful Things Would You have Missed Out On?” 

1) ChesusChrust wrote, “Honestly, I tried to take my life a 
little over a year, very nearly did, too. Since then I’ve been 
trying to look for reasons to enjoy life and to stay, but I’m 
coming up short. I wouldn’t have missed much beyond a 
year and some change spent worried about finances and 
feeling alone, which is what I was aiming to escape. I’m 
hanging in because I know I shouldn’t leave, though.” 

foundinwonderland wrote this: 

“Whenever I have a hard time coming up with reasons to 
keep going, I like to start with the smallest possible thing that 
makes me feel … anything, really. Usually it’s my dog. If I 
wasn’t here, I wouldn’t get any more dog cuddles. 

“I know how hard it is to feel alone in this world. Even when 
I’m surrounded by people, it’s lonely as f[**]k. But 
watching my rescue pup grow into a happy, loving, 
incredibly smart dog gives me peace in knowing that I’m not 
alone when I’m with her. And knowing that I gave her a 
better life and a happy home to live in makes things feel less 
pointless. Because at least I know I’ve impacted her. 

 
29 Source: indeed_indeed_indeed, “Have you cheated death? What’s 
your story? [Serious]” Reddit. AskReddit. 
<https://tinyurl.com/sre4mfx>. 
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“Honestly, it could be anything. Drew a picture yesterday? 
Well, if you weren’t here still, that piece of art would never 
exist. Made a good plate of food? Same concept. Sat around 
and watched 15 hours of Netflix? You validated those 
creators, actors, producers, etc. in creating that. 

“When you have a hard time feeling anything other than 
despair (or even anything at all), try to stop the mental spiral. 
You don’t have to be happy, but if you can stop the spiral, 
you have achieved something incredibly hard. And that 
matters! And the good news is, the more you do it, the more 
it becomes habit, and it does get less difficult. My depression 
has been … crippling at times. I won’t tell you that it goes 
away, but it becomes manageable. The more I become self-
aware of those thought patterns, the easier it is to not let them 
control me.” 

Quickst3p commented: 

“A friend of mine (could be my grandma from her age) gave 
me a gift of 15 dried beans and a little story paper roll for my 
birthday. It read: A long time ago, there was a farmer, who 
had trouble remembering the beautiful moments he 
experienced. So he came up with a way to acknowledge 
them. At the start of the day, he put a handful of dried beans 
in his left pocket. Every time, he saw a beautiful flower, or 
kids playing and laughing, or pet a cat … anytime he was 
happy for even a brief moment, he changed one of the beans 
to the right pocket. At the end of the day, he compared the 
pockets and remembered some moments from the day. Even 
though they were not all, they were enough to make him 
smile one more time. (Please excuse the writing, it’s freely 
translated from memory.) 

“I loved that story, and I tried it. And it really is something 
to have something remind you how your day went. Because 
you might say now that you have only sad moments in your 
life, but if you see it as a game, you might find it easier to 
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see the good. I don’t know, if that’s something that generally 
helps, but it did for me, and maybe even for someone special 
somewhere on here.” 

AndBeTheLight commented: 

“The nice thing about it is you start looking for the little 
things. You start noticing that it’s just a really nice day or 
that the rain sounds pleasant on the roof. When your dog 
looks up at you with that happy face, when your cat wants 
snuggles, when you hear a song you like, when you taste 
something really good. Those are all beanable moments. It 
allows you to be present for the moments in your life that 
make life pleasant despite the bad. 

“Don’t second-guess your beans. When you see something 
that makes you smile or feel good or brightens your day even 
for a second, that’s all you need. Enjoy!” 

barftime commented, “I’m just imagining counting beans at 
the end of the day, smiling, then adding another bean to the 
smile pile, getting delighted a bit more by that, then adding 
another bean, and finding it funny, then adding another 
bean….” 

Quickst3p commented, “Positive feedback loop ….” 

2) crunchyjelli wrote, “I would have missed out on my 
grandma calling me. Best surprise I had in a while. She was 
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s and dementia, and is still here, 
but somehow still gone. Anyways. She called me on the 
phone … I moved abroad … so it’s a long number, plus the 
country code, etc. … and I saw her number on my phone, I 
picked up … said, ‘Hello’, and my grandma said, 
‘Helloooo’. Ha, ha, she tried to prank call me … she made 
her voice higher and tried to change her accent. I asked her 
if everything was ok and she said, ‘Yes. I just wanted to talk 
to you’. She asked me what I ate. I told her. We talked for 
about five minutes. I asked her if she was going to take a nap 
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and she said, ‘Yes, right now I will sleep’. I told her to have 
a good nap and I love her. And she said she loves me. I would 
have missed that moment if I took my life. It almost felt like 
my grandma was back, you know, before she was diagnosed. 
It was the first time she called me after being diagnosed with 
Alzheimer’s a year or so before that call.”30 

31. “People Who were Adopted as Teens, What Advice 
Would You Give to Someone Considering to Adopt a 
Teen?” 

1) unfortunate3ws wrote, “I wasn’t adopted as a teenager, 
but I was adopted at eight years old. I was so unbelievably 
lucky to have patient and understanding parents who didn’t 
push me out of my comfort zone too quickly. They adopted 
my brothers when they were teenagers, and they were 
tougher to handle. One didn’t really want anything to do with 
them at first, but my mom said every morning she’d ask him 
what he wanted to eat for breakfast, and whatever he said he 
wanted she’d make. He didn’t come out of his room the first 
month, but eventually he did, just to eat breakfast and then 
go back to his room. That happened for about seven or eight 
months I think (he’d then go to school and then go directly 
to his room) until finally one day he asked, ‘What’re we 
having for lunch?’ Blew her away. She said, ‘Whatever you 
want’. He said some simple sit-down restaurant. We all went 
to lunch. I don’t remember a lot of it, but I remember her 
being so happy all of us were sitting at a table together, 
talking even if it wasn’t a lot, and enjoying lunch. She still 
talks about it 15 years later. I can’t stress enough to just let 
them come to you. Obviously, every kid is different, some 
kids might need a push more so than others, and I still don’t 
know how my mom knew the exact level of ‘push’ all of us 

 
30 Source: cfk77, “[Serious] If you had taken your life one year ago, 
what beautiful things would you have had missed out on?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 30 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/spspcl3>. 
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needed. But stress you’re there for them, to help and listen, 
but try not to suffocate or force them to do things they don’t 
feel comfortable with. Let them come to you.” 

2) Zutsky wrote, “I was fostered from age 13. I would say 
that patience, reassurance and encouragement were what 
helped me the most. I remember having this fear that they 
would give up on me, and they kept not only verbally 
reassuring me that they wouldn’t but did things to show I 
was staying there, like redecorating my room in my favourite 
colour, and saying, ‘I wouldn’t have taken the time to do this 
if I wanted you to go’. They showed me stability, which I’d 
never had before. They were in my life even after I moved 
out at 18 until they sadly passed away last year when I was 
28. They always expressed how proud they were of me; I’d 
never heard that from an adult before I moved in with them.” 

3) teen-laqueefa wrote this: 

“I was adopted by my best friend’s parents at 18. (My 
biological dad died and my mother was hooked on drugs 
when she told me she didn’t want to be a mom anymore.) 

“The best advice I can give is just to treat adopted children 
(of any age) like your biological children. Also, don’t refer 
to them as ‘the adopted one’ to others or brag about the good 
deed you did. 

“Try not to force them to talk to you about their past and 
what they’ve been through. My adoptive parents still don’t 
know a quarter of the things I’ve seen/experienced, and I feel 
it’s better that way. If the adopted teenagers want to open up, 
they will. Just make it known that you love them and are here 
for them.” 

4) AllieTheGreatBear wrote this: 

“I have just been ‘officially’ adopted at 17. I have been living 
with this family since I was 12, and I hated it at first. 
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“The first thing you should do is make it clear that you are 
not trying to replace their mom. That has always been a sore 
spot of mine. Even though you say you are not trying to 
replace them, be a good parent. 

“Be the loving one who will listen to them at 3am when they 
are crying about how much they miss their family, and be 
the one who packs their lunch with a note. 

“Always remind them about how you have unconditional 
love for them and will always be there to support them. But! 
Don’t expect them to say I love you back for a while. They 
will hate you, despise you, and fight with you. 

“For the first while, they will act like a guest in your house. 
Treat them like your own child. Refer to them as yours, 
unless they explicitly ask you not to. 

“Really get to know them. Do they like pink? How soft do 
they want their pillow to be? What are some of their 
interests? Share those little moments. 

“Keep in mind that their life has had terrible moments. They 
will require more help than others, but don’t force them. If 
they go to counselling, don’t force them to see a lady who 
smells like cats and had a terrible haircut who wants to talk 
only about how not having a boyfriend is their biggest 
problem. (Okay, that’s pretty specific to me — but listen if 
they tell you something isn’t working out!) 

“Overall, just be prepared to do this as not only a job, but 
something that will affect both your and their life forever.” 

5) hellorubydoo wrote this: 

“I wasn’t legally adopted. But my dad was an addict (mom 
died from an overdose when I was little) and my sisters-in-
law took me in when I was 15 because my dad’s home was 
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not fit for kids in any way shape or form. I call them my 
adoptive parents/family, though. They saved my life. 

“What helped me was them normalizing life. We sat at the 
dinner table every night together for months and talked about 
our day. They had five kids of their own already still in the 
house. We played board games literally every weeknight for 
months just to bond. They also gave me a lot of freedom. I 
had essentially raised myself, and they understood it was 
really hard to all of a sudden have structure and people who 
cared. So they allowed me a lot of autonomy and included 
me in many ‘adult’ choices as well. It just really gave me 
stability and I relaxed after a while and realized they weren’t 
going to hate who I was. (I obviously had major issues after 
being raised in an addict’s home.) It sounds silly, I guess, but 
that regularity of knowing I’d come home from school to 
dinner being made and board games with my new family was 
really helpful.”31 

32. “Parents of Reddit, When Did You Know that You 
Raised a Good Kid?” 

1) MadLintElf wrote this: 

“Our son called us up from his college asking if we could 
put some money in his account. He knew we didn’t have a 
lot, but he said it’s for a really good cause and he never took 
advantage of us so we put 50 bucks in the account no 
questions asked. 

“He came home for break during the holidays and we 
brought up the subject of the 50 bucks. He just smiled and 
said one of his friends had lost his part-time job and was 
broke, eating ketchup sandwiches (you know the drill). 

 
31 Source: PlazaDeMayo, “People who were adopted as teens, what 
advice would you give to someone considering to adopt a teen?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 31 January 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/tqxqg85>. 
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“My son went to his house with bags of groceries and cooked 
him up a bunch of food and helped him freeze it so it would 
last for at least two weeks. He also landed him a new job 
working in the college cafeteria (where he got to take home 
leftovers). 

“Good kid, we’re damn proud of him!” 

2) pacificnorthwest976 wrote, “My four-year-old told me 
she wanted to go to a classmate’s birthday because she knew 
no one else was going to show up and you should have 
friends on your birthday! It was sweet and showed me how 
empathic she is. I hope it continues.” 

3) WippitGuud wrote, “My two adult kids support 
themselves, and neither has been in jail, so that could be 
considered good, I guess.” 

4) dlordjr joked, “I guess my mom’s phone battery must be 
dead.”32 

33. “What’s a Good Example of People Helping People?” 

annamarie1852 wrote, “I worked with a guy at AutoZone 
who had two sets of kids and two sets of child support 
payments. He worked 40 hours with us and then 30-40 at a 
grocery store, just killing himself to survive. It turns out that 
he was like nine hours away from a degree he had begun a 
decade earlier and he just randomly mentioned it to a 
coworker while they were stocking things. The managers at 
both stores knew his situation and worked his schedule 
together to get him the hours he needed. They started a 
tuition fund that anyone could donate to and both sat him 
down to say he needed to finish his school. The school put 
together a pre-req class for him, which he made an A in, and 

 
32 Source: Tangy-Taco, “Parents of reddit, when did you know that you 
raised a good kid?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/wxdc7we>. 
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off he went one class at a time. One year later he walked the 
stage with a marketing degree and turned his whole life 
around at 41 or 42.”33 

34. “Women Who’ve Struggled with Infertility, What’s 
The Kindest Way a Friend has Ever Told You She’s 
Pregnant?” 

1) lilac-hiraeth wrote this: 

“I got unexpectedly pregnant with twins right after my 
brother and my sister-in-law lost her pregnancy. I told my 
brother that I had something he would find difficult to hear 
and texted him the news. I told him that no one else knew 
yet because I wanted to give him and my sister-in-law time 
to process it in relation to their recent loss and that when they 
were ready for me to tell everyone else to let me know. 

“They didn’t talk to me about how they dealt with the news, 
but he thanked me for texting them about it so they could 
find their bearings about the news.” 

2) Ruth_Gordon wrote this: 

“I had several miscarriages and also had recently lost a little 
girl in the second trimester to a fatal birth defect. I was part 
of a mom group and was close with another mom who had 
just lost another baby a few months prior. 

“I was newly pregnant again and messaged her privately 
before I announced the news to the rest of the group. The 
best-thing-ever happened when she responded that she had 
just found out she was pregnant again, too. Our kids will be 
nine next week.” 

 
33 Source: MetaMule, “What is the most complicated way you’ve seen 
a smart person solve a simple problem?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 
February 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/sgaw8hv>. 
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3) RositaYouBitch wrote, “My best friend sat down with me 
in a private, quiet space and just said she was pregnant in a 
matter-of-fact way. There was no pity in her voice, which is 
honestly the most hurtful thing to me. Pity is the worst. But 
she was also sensitive enough not to be too gleeful. Then she 
sat quietly and held me while I cried and never judged or 
took it personally. She’d been by my side through a lot of it. 
She’s amazing. I couldn’t have asked for a better support 
system.” 

4) not_doing_that wrote, “Via a text message. I could have 
my initial reaction and then move on and be happy for her.” 

5) Lexijoy wrote, “I personally prefer text, as does one of my 
other friends. It’s easier to process when I’m not also being 
watched. Just don’t text me when I’m at work. Get some idea 
of their schedule and tell them when they are likely to be 
home.” 

6) buddyfelix wrote this: 

“We were driving to get lunch and said she had some news 
and said I’m having a baby in the fall. No huge long-drawn-
out conversation and she didn’t assume how I would react. 
It was nice that she let me lead the conversation. She didn’t 
push her excitement on me. I was genuinely happy for her 
but was also touched she did it privately. 

“Throughout her pregnancy she was very conscientious 
about letting me initiate baby conversation and questions. 
When I had a good day, I asked more questions and when I 
needed a minute it was there. It reinforced the fact that I 
could be happy for her but heartbroken for me at the same 
time.”34 

 
34 Source: her_ladyships_soap, “Women who’ve struggled with 
infertility, what’s the kindest way a friend has ever told you she’s 
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35. “What’s Your Best Unnoticed Good Deed?” 

1) HorseMeatSandwich wrote this: 

“I’m a ‘stealth cleaner.’ At parties and whatnot, while 
everyone is getting sloppier and sloppier, I’m casually 
cleaning everything as I go. I round up empties, wipe down 
spills, clean up leftover food and discarded plates and 
replenish with fresh snacks, empty the trash, etc. 

“Most people probably don’t even notice while I’m doing it, 
and honestly I hardly notice myself doing it sometimes 
because it’s just second nature, but by the end of the night I 
have to imagine the hosts have a moment where they sit back 
and say’ ‘Wow! The house doesn’t look too bad after such a 
fun night.’ No need to thank me; I’m just doing my duty as 
a stealth cleaner.” 

2) LeMuffinButton wrote, “I work at a tech company. They 
feed us breakfast and lunch and have a bunch of snacks. At 
least three times a week I’ll make a second lunch, wrap it up 
and give it to the same homeless man I see on the same part 
of the street I walk down to take the bus home. Three years 
so far!” 

3) zabraven wrote, “It was a few years back. A woman was 
getting on a bus and 20 Bulgarian leva fell out of her jacket. 
I didn’t have time to warn her, so I took them and put them 
in her pocket while she was getting on and the doors shut.” 

Note by David Bruce: In February 2020, 20 Bulgarian leva 
was approximately $11.21 USD. 

4) Nervous_NPC wrote, “I buy and keep 10 packs of thermal 
blankets in my car for the winter because it can get cold. 
Cold enough you don’t even need to convert between 

 
pregnant?” Reddit. AskWomen. 5 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/wf58lwt>. 
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Fahrenheit and Celsius. [-40 °C and -40 °F are equal.] I work 
in an area that’s got its share of homeless, so I give them to 
them. I’m not in a position to give much help, but thermal 
blankets are cheap and easily packed.” 

5) PhillyG wrote, “I used to volunteer at a chess club at my 
elementary school. By then I was in middle school, and I 
would play games against the better players at the club. 
When I got close to winning, or when I saw that they were 
close to winning but needed a little bit of a boost, I would 
mess up on purpose (for example, move a piece that was 
protecting my king, then mention audibly under my breath 
that my king was unprotected in mock frustration) to let the 
kids win. The sight of their faces lighting up with happiness 
was quite a sight to see. They would go around to their 
friends and brag about beating the middle schooler, and I 
think it definitely made their day.” 

6) btc-bitcoin joked, “It was unnoticed even by me! So I 
don’t remember now.”35 

36. “People Who Grew Up Poor But Now Live 
Comfortably, What is Something You Now Cherish that 
Normal People Wouldn’t Think Twice About?” 

1) vault13rev wrote this: 

“Fresh fruit. The kids don’t really get it, but in my house, 
we always have fresh fruit. I have gone out to walk half a 
mile in -20 weather to go buy more when we ran out before. 

“I just remember it not being an option for so long; all we 
had was beans and rice because they were cheap. 

“My kids always have access to fruit.” 

 
35 Source: Firusze44, “What’s your best unnoticed good deed?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 7 February 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/qm8dc9k>. 
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2) ididntdoit_maybe wrote this: 

“Food. I can buy food anytime and virtually anywhere I 
want. I buy high-quality foods, etc. I’m an older dude and to 
this day I have anxiety thinking what if I can’t buy my next 
meal? It is just part of my DNA. 

“So all of my charity and volunteering is focused on helping 
organizations that help people get food. In this day and age, 
no one should worry about where their next meal is coming 
from.” 

CariSometime wrote, “When my family was in a really 
rough position, my aunt would drop off grocery bags full of 
food on our front porch. She always told my mom that she’d 
accidentally bought too much of these things to make my 
parents feel better. I’ll never forget it. Every time someone I 
know needs help, food is the first thing I think of. I can’t 
always help financially, but I can make sure they’re fed.” 

Capilla commented, “That was really awesome of your aunt, 
and that’s good that her values rubbed off on you. :)” 

ididntdoit_maybe commented, “Good on you. I do think this 
is repeated many times over with people. That’s why when 
people talk about losing faith in humanity I just cringe. I can 
go to virtually any neighborhood and find someone giving 
the last of their food to someone else. The places I volunteer 
have long waiting lists of people wanting to help.” 

3) FhaeShine wrote this: 

“The concept of actually having food. I had crying for dinner 
a lot of the time because we just couldn’t afford it. 

“One Thanksgiving, someone dropped off a huge box of 
food on our doorstep in the night, so we woke up to a turkey 
with an ice pack, and every side and dressing imaginable and 
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I remember just sobbing uncontrollably that I finally had 
something to be thankful for.” 

4) tokyoflex wrote, “I keep three reusable grocery bags in 
my car at all times. I’m married with two young kids. We 
make way more than I ever imagined I would make in life. I 
have this … compulsion to bring food into the house. I shop 
at the dollar store first, bargain grocery store second, and 
ethnic markets third, and then I go to the chain stores, 
because I know what everything costs everywhere. I always 
buy things I had no intention of buying, only because they’re 
so cheap and plentiful that I can’t rationalize not buying it. I 
never spend too much money, and still can’t bring myself to 
buy something I think is too expensive. (‘Four bucks for 
pretzels? No way …’.) I’m a grown adult with no debt and 
won’t buy myself the good pretzels — I feel I don’t deserve 
it or it’s not worth it. I buy way too much food and my 
cupboards are so overstocked, but we never waste anything, 
and it gives me peace to know my family can always just 
open the fridge and have enough to eat. I cook five nights a 
week, so my family will always have a hot, homemade meal 
and have enough of it. This is the way that growing up poor 
made me. And I don’t regret it.” 

5) GoodOldDaves wrote, “I don’t know exactly how to 
describe it. I will willingly spend money on my family (and 
friends if they asked) on just about anything, but if I want 
something I’m just like ‘Nah, I don’t need it’. Which takes 
me to another thing: needs. I will live like a poor hermit 
before buying new clothes, or new shoes for myself. My 
daughters want some Frozen socks they’re just going to 
outgrow any second now? No problem, princesses, I got you. 
I have literal holes in some of my shoes. They still ‘shoe,’ 
don’t they?” 

6) _my_man_ wrote this: 
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“Having a well-stocked home. Never running out of toilet 
paper / paper towels / soap / shampoo / conditioner / food. 

“Ladies use a lot of toilet paper and when you’re poor 
sometimes you don’t know the next time you can buy some.” 

Reformedmorality commented, “Yes, toilet paper! Running 
out of toilet paper is the worst especially if you’re a teenage 
girl having her period. Whenever I was in a public restroom, 
I’d take a bit of toilet paper (not steal the actual whole roll) 
because I was always prepping for those days when there’d 
be none in my house. I used to hide my emergency supply 
from my parents.”36 

37. “What did a School Teacher Say that Stuck with 
You?” 

1) SilentSamamander wrote this: 

“I had a maths teacher who was an older woman, really strict 
and nobody particularly liked her. We mocked her way of 
speaking and were generally mean teenage [*]ssh[*]les. 

“Once, when I was around 15, I hadn’t finished my 
homework so I dropped my book in a puddle and showed it 
to her in class to say I’d lost the homework so I couldn’t hand 
it in. She questioned me a bit on how it had happened, then 
asked me to stay after class. The whole lesson I was 
sh[*]tting myself, expecting to be absolutely bollocked once 
everyone else had gone, so when the bell rang I sheepishly 
went up and sat at her desk after everyone had left. 

“To my surprise, she didn’t shout at me but gently asked if I 
was being bullied and somebody had taken my workbook 
and ruined it on purpose. I was a little skinny kid with glasses 

 
36 Source: slightly_above, “People who grew up poor but now live 
comfortably, what is something you now cherish that normal people 
wouldn’t think twice about?” Reddit. AskReddit. 7 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/ugqptvh>. 
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and braces, so I can see why she would have thought that, 
but in that moment, I suddenly saw her as a human being 
with feelings and empathy and not just a teacher. I felt like 
sh[*]t for the way I had treated her, and for lying about what 
had happened. I never admitted it to her — just reassured her 
that I was fine — but it did stick with me and I was much 
less of a d[*]ck to teachers after that.” 

TannedCroissant commented, “I wonder if maybe she was 
bullied when she was younger and that’s what made her so 
strict and blunt. And then so empathetic once she saw 
someone who might be in trouble.” 

2) Navaro27 wrote this: 

“I had a homeroom teacher who out of frustration one day 
ranted about how easy school was. 

“He said, ‘We literally give you a book or the text, tell you 
to read it, then ask you to answer questions. The answers to 
which are found in the book we gave you. It doesn’t get any 
easier than that. Read the d[*]mn books and answer the 
d[*]mn questions — that’s all school is.’” 

3) EffinSLAYER wrote, “A teacher said, ‘Question 
everyone and everything. Conduct your own research to find 
the truth.’” 

KyloWrench wrote, “I actually had a teacher who repeated 
this as well and I took it to heart. Unfortunately he was a flat-
earther and was just saying it as justification :/” 

Avanarop commented, “It is not really easy to explain that 
the Earth is not flat. It takes real insight. Flat-earthers are 
important people because they challenge us to question 
ourselves in order to counter their arguments. They are proof 
that blatant ignorance always has existed and will continue 
to exist. Maybe your teacher knew about his ignorance but 
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was waiting for a right student to point out his mistake. 
Questioning the teacher is important.” 

4) WallyBySunset wrote this: 

“‘You’d do so much better in life if you gave a f[**]k.’ 

“This was said to me by one of the English teachers in my 
high school a week before I graduated. This was during a 
conversation about what I wanted to do post high school and 
I said something along the lines of ‘I don’t know. Get a job 
or something?’ 

“After years of seeing / hearing about my creative writing 
ability and my even showing it during his classes, he’d 
honestly given up on me. But, hey, I’m sure I wasn’t the last 
kid to let him down.” 

Cody87 commented, “It’s not meant as an insult. They’re 
trying to communicate that with the right amount of effort 
you have the potential to do great things. They may have 
tried to inspire you in other ways but failed and it’s just their 
Hail Mary on trying to push you to find the desire to fulfill 
your potential.”37 

38. “Teachers of Reddit, What is Your Worst Class You 
Ever Had?” 

1) hanginonwith2fingers wrote this: 

“I had a very difficult freshman class but made a little 
progress one week. There was going to be a test Monday so 
Friday we had a good review which was abnormal. 

 
37 Source: d1_light, “What did a school teacher say that stuck with 
you?” Reddit AskReddit. 12 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/rya3qet>. 
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“Monday comes and the entire class decides they weren’t 
going to take the test. I told them it wasn’t an option and 
started to hand out the tests. 

“They started talking. Then started trying to work together. 
I told them to stop and finally said if they didn’t stop, then 
I’m collecting the tests. They didn’t stop so I took the tests 
back, gave them all zeros and handed back the tests. 

“I asked who wanted to retake the exam and they all raised 
their hands. I told them if their parents call, then they can 
retake it. 

“Only one parent called and when I explained what 
happened they told me to keep the zero and they would talk 
to their kid.” 

2) BradC wrote, “I’m just here to see if any of my former 
teachers post. Sorry, Mrs. K. We were a rowdy bunch of 
stupid douchebags, and you didn’t deserve a class like 
that.”38 

39. “What’s the Most Wholesome Thing a Stranger has 
Done for You?” 

1) apkhyl wrote this: 

“I was spending a summer in Vancouver. I was doing some 
food shopping with my girlfriend, but we both weren’t sure 
if we’d been paid yet. Got to the till with all our stuff ($100 
dollars’ worth) and as you can expect both our [debit] cards 
got declined. 

“As I was apologizing to the cashier, a woman behind us 
walked right up and stuck her card in the machine. I tried to 
tell her there was no need, but she insisted saying, ‘Someone 

 
38 Source: mko158, “Teachers of Reddit, what is your worst class you 
ever had?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 February 2010 
<https://tinyurl.com/yx5jhlno>. 
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did something really nice for me today, and I’m just paying 
it forward’. I was so stunned by this that I tried to get her 
details to pay her back, but she just smiled, said it was 
nothing, and went on her way. 

“This was one of the kindest things anyone has ever done for 
me. Thank you, random Canadian lady. Thank you.” 

2) FriggnFrack wrote, “When I was in my early 20’s, I ran 
out of gas two blocks from a gas station and had no money. 
A man came up to my car with a jug of gas and poured it into 
my car for me. I asked him for a way to pay him back and he 
said, ‘I have a daughter your age and I know how hard it is. 
Merry Christmas.’ And he walked away. I will always 
remember this man. So nice, so giving.” 

American-coffee commented: 

“Back in 2016 I had just started a new job, but I wanted to 
visit my girlfriend in Nashville. I drove six hours to get there 
on my first weekend off, and I timed it just right so I’d haven 
my first paycheck deposited to my account in time for the 
return journey’s gas. 

“Well, something went wrong with the deposit form and I 
ended up having to wait a week to get paid. Meaning I had 
about five dollars in my bank account, and that wasn’t gonna 
cut it for the gas prices home. Add to this, I realized my 
phone hadn’t charged properly the night before and I was 
about to be driving blind. 

“I had a big cup of quarters, my only cash — enough to buy 
a full tank of gas and a car voltage converter for a phone 
charger. But the gas station clerk wouldn’t take the quarters 
because of policy! I had $20 of quarters. 

“The lady behind me took me at my word and gave me $20 
for my cup of quarters, said, ‘We need quarters anyway’. :) 
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“I made it home safely and ate leftover ramen the rest of the 
week until I got paid.” 

3) AlanaDev wrote, “I was in Paris and got into a huge fight 
with someone I cared about. We bolted in different 
directions. I jumped on a crowded metro that was headed for 
my hotel and wept. Many people stared, but one dear woman 
fished a tissue out of her purse for me. It was really simple, 
but it meant a lot.” 

happypolychaetes commented, “Years ago I was visiting my 
then-boyfriend while we were long distance (opposite sides 
of the US, young and poor so we saw each other only once 
or twice a year). It was a rough time in my life in general, 
which made leaving him really hard; I was crying as I 
boarded the plane to go home. As I stepped inside the plane, 
the flight attendant took one look at me and whipped out a 
mini-packet of tissues. She patted me on the shoulder and 
said, ‘Let me know if you need anything else, sweetie.’ It 
was so nice. I still think about her sometimes.” 

Misslizzie commented, “I was in an airport once during a 
particularly difficult time in my life, sobbing my eyes out on 
the phone to my mom. When I first sat down, it was a quiet 
area, but I guess a plane disembarked and a bunch of people 
walked by. Two separate women wordlessly handed me 
tissues as they walked by. It meant so much at the time.” 

4) localcutie wrote, “Not me but my sister. She got severely 
sunburned while on holidays in Sri Lanka. We thought she 
was feeling better as she spent the whole previous day in bed, 
so we went on a trip to a waterfall in the jungle (we were 
friends with locals who brought us). After swimming in the 
water, her skin starts burning to the point where she is in 
tears and won’t let anyone touch her. We have nothing to 
help her. Maybe five minutes later some local villagers 
appear with aloe vera plants and proceed to gently rub it onto 
her skin. Total strangers who saw the situation went to their 
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house and brought the aloe vera. It was so kind I couldn’t 
believe it. We ended up talking to them and they made us all 
dinner, which we ate together from a bucket in the middle of 
the jungle. Unforgettable.” 

5) spoonybum wrote this:  

“I was at a concert a while back. 

“I’m a very short guy and I was somewhere in the middle of 
the crowd windmilling the f[**]k out — not really caring 
about not being able to see, just enjoying the music, etc. 

“The guy standing next to me was an absolute giant of a man 
with hands as big as spades. Suddenly, he reaches out and 
takes me in his monster-sized mitts. I’m thinking the worst 
at this moment — maybe I’ve p[*]ssed him off with my 
relentless windmilling — but he simply lifts me into the air 
and plops me onto his shoulders so I can watch the rest of 
the set with a premium view. 

“When the set concluded, he let me down like a toddler and 
simply nodded at me when I thanked him. 

“Edit: This really blew up! I am small, about 5’8 and 10 
stone or something, but this guy was seriously gargantuan. 
He was an absolute hero and I always remember people like 
this in times of need to remind myself of all the good people 
out there. 

“The band was DevilDriver. [They are heavy metal.] 

“Windmilling means headbanging in a circular fashion so 
your hair whips around like a windmill.” 

Jesus_inacave commented, “Man, he probably saw you 
looking like you were enjoying yourself more than anyone 
else and you couldn’t even see.” 

6) SuperSailorZ wrote this: 
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“Up until high school, I didn’t attend many art classes due to 
having to attend a different school for ‘advanced’ classes, so 
in terms of creativity, I was far behind my peers. This 
became frustrating for me once I realized I much preferred 
art and literature over science, which my classes focused on. 
I ended up having to teach most of the basics to myself. 

“I would spend most my spare time doodling and practicing 
my art techniques. This meant all my lunches were dedicated 
to it. 

“In my junior year, towards the end of the school year, one 
of the art teachers told us there was x number of spaces left 
in his exhibition for the student work and we can submit our 
own projects that weren’t graded. I spent countless hours 
creating my piece for it. In the end, though, I wasn’t good 
enough for my work to make it in and I was crushed. I was 
so frustrated and upset that I stopped trying. 

“A few weeks later, after not touching a sketch book since, 
a senior, whom I had never spoken with but who sat at the 
end of my lunch table time to time, came up behind me on 
his way to a class and set a piece of paper down in front of 
me with a drawing on it and a little caption saying ‘I like 
your work. Keep on drawing.’ 

“He graduated a week later, so I never got to thank him 
properly ,but it was the thing that helped me to push past my 
first big failure.” 

7) Kathrette wrote, “I was travelling one time and was full 
of anxiety. I had to catch a plane later that day, but I had to 
take two trains to get to the city whence it was leaving. I was 
alone in a foreign country with no friendly faces. Then I 
overheard this one woman at the train stop where I was 
waiting speaking a similar language to mine, and I sort of 
latched on to her the whole way to my next stop. When we 
got there, I didn’t know where to go, so she helped me find 
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the right platform. We were told that the departure of the 
train I was supposed to take had to be delayed. I freaked out, 
the woman helped me find the help desk and get the 
information I needed in case the train left too late for me to 
get to the airport on time. But not only that, she also gave me 
250 Euri in case I had to buy a new ticket. This woman was 
a complete stranger and she just handed me hundreds of 
dollars! The train ended up leaving like 10 minutes behind 
schedule, and I was so scared I wouldn’t make it that I was 
reluctant to board, but she assured me it would be okay and 
convinced me to get on. The travel agency helped me out by 
contacting the airport and had them hold the plane for me. I 
made it onto the plane, but if it hadn’t been for this woman, 
I might have ended up stranded in a big city in a foreign 
country with no money.”  

8) HavocASPC wrote, “My senior year in high school I stole 
my lunch every day, I was essentially on my own by then 
due to reasons and completely broke. I thought I was getting 
away with it for the entire year. Towards the end of the year 
the Dean called me into the office and explained that they 
knew I was stealing lunches the whole time. He then gave 
me a number to enter that would cover my meals, and he told 
me not to worry about all the food it was being covered by a 
faculty member. I never knew who it was exactly, but I 
suspect it was an elderly English teacher I had. […] I loved 
her.”39 

40. “What’s the Most Selfless Thing a Partner has Done 
for You?” 

1) musimcaj wrote this: 

 
39 Source: TheGingerGlasses, “What’s the most wholesome thing a 
stranger has done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/tdomwe8>. 
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“Within the first year we dated, I had gotten sick with a bad 
cold about a month before Christmas. There is a massive 
teacher shortage in my district, and I’m the music teacher. 
There were no subs available, so I kept dragging myself into 
work as I was pressured to prepare for the Christmas concert, 
and each time I went in I would get pulled to cover a 
classroom teacher’s absence making me even more stressed 
that I dragged myself in sick only to be told to cover for 
another sick teacher and get even more stressed about 
missing out on more Christmas concert practices, and kept 
coming in to try and make them up to only get pulled again. 
It was the most vicious cycle. 

“The last day of school before Christmas break, my van’s 
engine essentially had a minor blow up and fell to pieces on 
the highway — on the coldest day of the year. 

“So I was so sick, freezing my [*]ss off, with no vehicle. My 
boyfriend, still new at the time, rallied his family to come 
rescue me because no tow trucks were available (he was 
inebriated at a work Christmas party so he couldn’t drive to 
get me, not his fault), brought me to his home where I stayed 
the whole two weeks. He took me to the hospital and clinics 
several times (where they found I had severely pulled the 
muscles in my ribcage, as a result of continually forcing 
myself to sing at work and constantly coughing), and he 
looked after me. Oh, yeah. He also got a new engine and 
totally rebuilt my van in that two-week Christmas break. 

“I would have been so, so lost without everything he did. I 
had never experienced a partner so selfless like that. 

“We’ve been together five years now.” 

2) boopydooploop wrote, “He’s done everything for almost 
a year for me to launch a new career. When I was working 
80+ hours a week, he cooked every meal, he did all the 
cleaning and chores, he took care of my dog, and he still had 
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more love to give. He’s been supportive and selfless in every 
sense.” 

Imsaneinthemembrane commented, “Damn, give that man a 
ring.” 

Boopydooploop replied, “I plan to!” 

3) eileentoofar36 wrote, “Paid for my rent and utilities one 
month so I could actually enjoy a vacation without worrying 
about money. There’s many more, but this one was the one 
where I was like ‘“I’m keeping him’.”40 

  

 
40 Source: mocha, “What’s the most selfless thing a partner has done 
for you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 15 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/sq7pk6u>. 
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Chapter 3: Questions 41-60 

41. “What’s the Nicest Thing You Ever Did for Someone 
that They are Still Unaware Of?” 

1) soggycactus25 wrote, “Some lady was on her phone, 
letting her kid who was no older than three run around a 
valet/drop-off area at a hotel. The little girl almost ran right 
in front of a massive pickup truck; I yanked her away and 
told her to go to her Mom. All I got in return was a nice, 
warm ‘don’t touch my f[**]king kid.’ I doubt she realized 
what I was actually doing.” 

2) AlreadyOlder wrote, “While volunteering at a hospital, I 
helped a father contact Donate America while he was 
speeding towards the hospital from out of state to be with his 
brain-dead son. There were five recipients. I also like to tuck 
$5 bills near the backpack or shoes of homeless people when 
I find them sleeping by a trail where I walk my dog. I think 
it must be nice for them to be wake up to that.” 

3) Doyouthink_hesaurus wrote, “I saved somebody’s car 
from having I think six or seven shopping carts slam into it. 
Some guy somehow knocked them loose from the cart return 
and just walked away while they were all heading for the 
same car.” 

4) Existential_Bird wrote this: 

“Here are two stories about people doing nice things for me 
that they are probably unaware of: One time in 7th grade I 
wore my hair up (I usually wore it down, and it covered my 
face) and this one boy who was my crush at the moment was 
my lab partner and said I looked really pretty with my hair 
up and I swear to God I blushed like a peach.  

“Another time it was the first day of school (for context I 
used to slouch because of my lack of confidence) and I 
walked in standing tall as ever and a cute guy in my grade 
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said, ‘Damn, you got so tall over summer.’ I’d grown only 
an inch but stood up straight and that made my day. I’ve been 
standing tall ever since.”41 

42. “Have You Ever Intervened, for example, on Public 
Transport if You’ve Seen Someone Bothering Another 
Person and What is the Best Way to Do It?” 

1) don’t-care-chair wrote this: 

“If it’s just an unwanted discussion, I don’t intervene. 

“For example, I was on the train and an older man was 
speaking to a young woman who clearly didn’t want to be 
speaking with him. He even sat next to her when there was 
room. 

“I was watching, I took my headphones out, and I gave her 
a look to signal that, basically, I was aware of what was 
going on and was watching out. I kept my headphones out 
until he left to go sit elsewhere. 

“Had it escalated to him yelling, touching, being threatening, 
or doing something other than talking to her, I would have 
intervened.” 

2) screwitagainsam wrote this: 

“If you stand your ground and are emphatic, you’ll probably 
be ok. Case in point. I came home late at night from work. 
The parking at my building is open, and in fact, two spots 
are basically in the alley and block off my spot from behind. 
When I pulled up, the neighbor who parks behind me was in 
her car texting. I gather my things and start to head for the 
gate into the building. Out of nowhere some creep comes up 
screaming at her that she can’t drive through the alley and 

 
41 Source: vrschikasanaa, “What’s the nicest thing you ever did for 
someone that they are still unaware of?” Reddit. AskWomen. 17 
February 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/rl6hvjl>. 
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she can’t park there. This guy lives in his car, not my 
building. My neighbor does not speak much English. She 
locked her car and was clearly terrified. I walked back 
towards him and let him have it. He did try to step closer to 
me, but I do carry a knife and I had it out. I stood my ground, 
and he clearly knew I meant business. He backed off. I 
watched what car he went to sleep in and called the cops. 

“I realize this was clearly a stupid thing to do, and I’m glad 
nothing bad happened. It easily could have gone the other 
way. But I couldn’t let him do that. 

“Your adrenalin will kick in and certainly helps you out with 
the whole standing your ground thing.” 

3) sneetches5 wrote, “I’d personally like for someone to just 
be near me and at least give me a look that acknowledges 
they’re looking out for me and will intervene if it’s getting 
excessive. Maybe just kinda standing nearby will work to 
make the drunk person aware they’re being watched. 
Depending on the scenario you could pretend to be someone 
they know bumping into them — once that happened where 
I walked up to someone at a bar while someone was behind 
me and just said, ‘Hey, pretend you know me,’ and he 
followed along. It depends on the scenario, but I’d focus 
your attention, if you can, on the person being bothered 
rather than the drunk idiot who probably isn’t gonna be 
cooperative.” 

4) ostentia wrote, “I’ve done it once at a train station. I 
pretended to be her best friend — yelled, ‘Oh, my god! HI, 
BETTY!’ and started talking her ear off until he got sick of 
trying to talk over me, called me a bitch, and left. I’m not 
worried about being a ‘target’ as long as it stays verbal; I 
don’t care what random strangers say to or about me.” 

5) theinfamousj wrote, “I make myself the drunk’s next 
target. I can handle him, and she clearly cannot. He wants to 
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start having a clearly unwanted discussion with me, I feel no 
shame in saying, ‘I am not interested in talking with you 
about that right now. Please be silent.’ And if he keeps 
talking, I just treat him like a child with, ‘What did I just say? 
Trust me, I’m not someone who lies to strangers. It still holds 
true.’” 

6) thunderling wrote, “No, because that’s how people get 
killed on Bay Area Rapid Transport.” 

7) mysecretoutlet wrote, “In the United Kingdom, you can 
text or call the transport police if something bad is going on. 
I’m not sure how efficient they are at responding, but I think 
that would probably be my go-to rather than intervening in a 
potentially threatening situation.”42 

43. “Lgbtq+ People of Reddit, What’s Your Coming-Out 
Story? How Did It Go?” 

1) rainwashtheplates wrote, “My parents revealed that they 
had a running bet on whether I was going to come out as gay 
or male-to-female trans. My dad won £10 from my mum and 
then they took me for dinner to celebrate.” 

2) Natto_Assano wrote this: 

“A video of my girlfriend and me kissing got sent around in 
school. I came home crying and told my brother. My brother 
told my mom but didn’t mention it was a girl — just a video 
of me kissing someone. 

“My mom came in to talk to me, and I told her how freaked 
out my girlfriend was about it. She just froze and asked, 
‘Girlfriend? It was with a girl? Are you a lesbian?’ I nodded 

 
42 Source: raparperi11, “Have you ever intervened e.g. on public 
transport if you’ve seen someone bothering another person and what is 
the best way to do it?” Reddit. AskWomen. 19 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/wwg9xsp>. 
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and she said, ‘Okay. That’s fine,’ and then we went on with 
our lives.” 

3) dreamsyoudlovetosell wrote this: 

“I was 25 and had just gone on another date with another 
man whom I genuinely couldn’t even fathom kissing, let 
alone going any further. I had dated no less than 15 men in 
like an eight-year period and while they were very nice guys, 
I was always repulsed by the idea of going any further than 
having dinner with them. 

“At the same time, every time I saw certain women, my heart 
would race, and I would blush, and I realized that this had 
been a common occurrence for my entire life. I was 
surrounded by open, accepting people and had lived with gay 
guys alongside straight friends and those straight friends 
never had an issue with them being gay at all. I realized they 
were safe to come out to. 

“It was July 2014, and I was at the pool with two friends I’d 
lived with the longest at that time. I told them and it felt like 
I was truly complete and alive for the first time. They were 
so supportive and let me know that they kind of suspected it 
but respected my own timing with coming out. From there, 
I gradually told everyone, and it feels like it was truly the 
missing piece to feeling complete. My family was 
supportive, nearly all of my friends were supportive, and the 
ones who weren’t are no longer part of my life. All in all, I 
am incredibly grateful for how easy it was to come out.”43 

 
43 Source: ________Hi_________, “LGBTQ+ people of Reddit, what’s 
your coming out story, how did it go?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 February 
2020 <https://tinyurl.com/thqzw2z>. 
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44. “Policemen of Reddit, What Crimes did You See the 
Aftermath of that were So Cool that You Didn’t Want to 
Arrest the Criminal?” 

1) kadugyam wrote this: 

“I’m not a policeman, but a cool dude police guy stopped me 
for speeding one Christmas day many years ago. I was late 
for my night shift at work and so was in a hurry. When he 
stopped me, I was thinking ‘Sh[*]t. I am a big black guy, in 
a BMW with tinted windows. Surely it looks dodgy as hell’ 
— I live in the UK. 

“After apologising, explaining, and showing him my details, 
he knew that I was legit, and not trying to pull a fast one, so 
he said, ‘Follow me,’ and he put on his police car light on 
and helped me speed through the traffic to be at work on time 
for the night shift. 

“To this day I sometimes see him around and buy him a beer 
in the local pub whenever I can.” 

2) realultralord wrote, “My friend is a police officer in 
Berlin. He and his colleague were sent to an incident of 
domestic violence. A guy was beating up his wife and the 
neighbors called the police. When they arrived at the scene, 
they found the son of the wife beating up his stepfather, who 
was trying to fight back but just caught one hit after the other. 
The son made sure not to hit his stepfather’s face and when 
asked later he said, ‘I didn’t want him to drop unconscious. 
I wanted this to last. Also, that would’ve been unfair as he 
never hit my mother where other people could see her 
bruises, too.’” 

3) Bretc211 wrote this: 

“This one always gets me, in my city, a homeless man was 
breaking into homes by lock picking — nothing unusual 
with that, however! What he did was brilliant, he would wait 
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until he knew the times people wouldn’t be home and would 
clean their homes for them. He averaged a week or so per 
home going unnoticed, the first few homes he was never 
caught but signs of a home invasion were reported to us. On 
the house he did get caught in, he used the defense that he 
was cleaning a home that he was hired to clean and 
mistakenly got the house wrong and the door was ‘left open’. 
Armed with nothing but a cellphone, he made fake email 
correspondence to back his claims from a client with a 
similar address. He was able to overall (unproven but 
speculated) stay for upwards of a month in homes. In court 
his defense was actually successful IMO because couldn’t 
be linked to the other cases he and he was only prosecuted 
for the one, and then with his defense his lawyer got him 
only 14 days in jail. 

“Guy never took anything outside of food, he would clean 
their house, eat, shower, and nap, and then leave.” 

Kazeepada joked, “Housecleaning for the price of a pizza? 
Sign me up for this guy’s services.” 

4) AlphaTangoFxtrt wrote, “If you’re unaware, Wanksy 
draws graffiti penises over potholes in order to force the 
town to fix them. They won’t fix them in a timely manner 
normally but put a dick on it and then people ‘think of the 
children!’ It gets fixed inside a week.” 

5) thesabrerattler wrote, “This happened a long time ago. I 
was a rookie in the early 80s. I was dispatched on a 
disturbance call. and when I arrived there was a guy on the 
ground and a woman was pummeling him with a baseball 
bat. I ran up and grabbed her, took the bat, and handcuffed 
her. I called an ambulance for the guy and the woman was 
crying and saying you don’t understand, he raped me last 
year! I was a little incredulous but checked it out and sure 
enough he did have an outstanding warrant for rape. I had 
dispatch pull up the report and you guessed it — she was the 
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victim. The EMTs checked him out and he was very bruised 
but not really injured. I took the cuffs off her and slapped 
them on him and told her thank you for the assist on the 
arrest. He went straight to jail, did not pass go nor collect 
$200.00!” 

6) -eDgAR- wrote this: 

“In 1956 Tommy Fitzpatrick stole a small plane from New 
Jersey for a bet and then landed it perfectly on the narrow 
street in front of the bar he had been drinking at in 
Manhattan. Two years later, he did it again after someone 
didn’t believe he had done it the first time. 

“I bet the cops who arrested him were very impressed. Hell, 
he didn’t even end up getting that much of a punishment for 
either crime. The first time ended up being only $100 fine, 
since the charges were dropped by the owner of the plane, 
and the second resulted in only six months in jail.” 

Guy_1nc0gn170 commented, “To be fair $100 in 1956 is 
about $1,000 today, but still less than I expected.” 

melon_mp3 commented, “934.25 to be exact, but I mean he 
stole a plane while drunk and landed it on a street twice — 
an iPhone costs more than that fine.” 

Onemoreclick commented, “Six months for doing it again is 
a bit rough.” 

Chadburycreameggs joked, “Six months in 1956 is 36 
months today, though.” 

MicCzech1-2 joked, “33.8 months to be exact, but still 
rough.” 

Lastwednesday joked, “Not much for stealing a plane while 
drunk, though. An iPhone contract is longer than that in 
some cases.” 
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7) MachoManRandyAvg wrote this: 

“Quick shout-out to the cops who took teenagers home to 
their parents or dumped / confiscated anything ‘illicit’ 
instead of processing them for something petty while I was 
growing up. 

“Not everybody turned out great, but the majority of them 
turned out to be good people. A few even reached varying 
levels of success when they got older, some also do 
volunteer work or are deeply involved with helping others in 
the recovery community. 

“They probably wouldn’t have turned out the same if they’d 
developed any sort of record or been entered into the 
system.”44 

45. “Mall Santas of Reddit, What is the Weirdest Thing 
a Kid has Asked For?” 

BodhiBill wrote, “The who that owns the security company 
that my work contracts also does mall Santa. About two 
years ago a young girl asked if he could take her dad away 
because her dad was sexually abusing her. Santa stood up, 
walked over to the dad, and placed him under arrest and 
called the cops. Gift received.”45 

46. “What is Your Job Keeping Secret from 
Customers?” 

1) TheBrontosaurus wrote this: 

 
44 Source: WeirdVideoGamer, “Policemen of Reddit. What crimes did 
you see the aftermath of that were so cool that you didn’t want to arrest 
the criminal?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yx7bsfsk>. 
45 Source: Frosty__Sphere, “Mall Santas of Reddit, what is the weirdest 
thing a kid has asked for?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/wqyt958>. 
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“I worked in the infant room at a day care and I saw so many 
kids take their first steps. We were supposed to lie through 
our teeth about this. We would tell the parents their kids were 
getting close and to keep the camera ready. […] A lot of 
parents deal with a lot of guilt over putting their kids in 
daycare. If the parents feel like they’re missing important 
milestones, it can be really hard. So we just let them have it.” 

becoaimum commented, “As a working mom, thank you.” 

origra commented, “The most wholesome lie ever! The 
heroes we need.” 

tommyissocool commented, “I learned this as a stay-at-home 
dad while my wife went to work and missed a lot of firsts. 
Let your spouse experience the experience.” 

MrPureinstinct commented, “That’s such a good lie. It’s 
actually positive. and telling them to keep the camera ready 
could help make sure they get those steps!” 

2) TastyBeerYum wrote, “I worked at an incredibly under-
stocked coffee shop once. If someone asked for whole milk, 
I was told by management to tell them we had it, then serve 
them 2%. Then one day I served a milk farmer. I’ve never 
been called out on my sh[*]t as fast as the f[**]king milk 
man himself.” 

3) TerribleAttitude wrote this: 

“We had a numerical code that I can’t remember that 
managers would shout over the loudspeakers that meant 
‘Courtesy clerks, please take out the stenchy festering 
garbage.’ One manager would absolutely scream it in a very 
curt voice. 

“I was cashing out a customer who swiped their card and got 
that ‘beep boop’ error message that means the machine 
didn’t take the card and to swipe again. At that exact second, 
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the curt, loud manager shouted, ‘CODE 123. ALL 
ASSOCIATES, CODE 123.’ The customer nearly had a 
heart attack, thinking that the declined card had triggered a 
store-wide security emergency. The customer cracked up 
laughing when I told them it was just a call to empty the trash 
cans.”46 

47. “What is the Creepiest Thing that has Ever 
Happened with You?” 

1) artsypeasant04 wrote, “A taxi driver tried to kidnap my 
friend and me when we were teens. It was a Saturday and we 
were strolling around the city and decided to get a cab to go 
to McDonald’s for a quick bite before we decide what to do 
with our evening. Anyways, the driver asked us if we were 
out to enjoy our Saturday night, and we said yes! And he 
bluntly replied, ‘Well, this is going to be a very dark 
Saturday night for you two,’ and sped off like a mad man. 
We panicked and started looking at each other before 
actually understanding what he just said and what was about 
to happen. Thankfully, he got stopped by traffic waiting for 
the green light, and we managed to open the doors and exit 
while screaming. He fled quickly to never be seen by us 
again.” 

2) CrusaderChan wrote this: 

“I had a dude stalk me at a shopping center after I came out 
of a soda shop with a soda bottle. He kinda stayed far behind 
until he followed me around the back of the shops where I 
was parked. (Really stupid of me now that I think about it.) 
He sped up to probably try and get me. I felt him like five 
feet behind me when the adrenaline kicked in. 

 
46 Source: Themanfronjapan420, “What is your job keeping secret from 
customers?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/uju8q4p>. 
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“If you guys have ever seen Trevor Noah’s Afraid of the 
Dark, he talks about how speaking in some intimidating 
accent can throw off creeps. It turns out that works (at least 
for me). 

“I turn around and tried going for a Russian accent, but it 
ended up coming out Scottish. I shout at my stalker, ‘YE 
TRY AN’ TOOCH ME AN’ I’LL TURN YER SCROTUM 
INTO A MCFLOORY, YE FOOKIN DIPSH[*]TE,’ and I 
smash the bottom of the bottle on the wall to make a bottle 
shank. I totally wasted all that soda, but while I was waving 
around a broken bottle by the neck like I’m batsh[*]t psycho, 
the guy turns around and books it. I got in my car, locked the 
doors, and realized my hand was bleeding because some of 
the broken glass had cut it. Totally f[**]king worth it, 
though.”47 

48. “People of Reddit, What Did Your Teacher Do Years 
Back that You Still Think About?” 

educatedvegetable wrote this about a GOOD teacher: 

“My fiancé is a teacher. School had a charity drive to collect 
pennies and canned goods for the homeless and the class 
with the most funds / donations would get a catered lunch 
from Olive Garden. Well, his class really pulled through and 
had the most donations, but the school did not reach the 
minimum donation needed for Olive Garden to donate food. 

“So, my fiancé thought this was bullsh[*]t, and he and I 
made marinara, Alfredo sauce, and pesto sauce with three 
kinds of pasta for the kids to choose from. Success!”48 

 
47 Source: empathynaught, “What is the creepiest thing that has ever 
happened with you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 28 February 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/vhrbvwp>. 
48 Source: Warrior2910, “People of Reddit.What did your teacher do 
years back that still annoys you today when you think about it?” 29 
February 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/u8gkphq>. 
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49. “Women of Reddit, What’s the Craziest, Goofiest, 
and Weirdest Times You’ve Been Asked Out at Work?” 

1) MostlyALurkerBefore wrote this: 

“I used to work retail and had to go to my car during break. 
I was heading back to the employee entrance and a man tried 
to talk to me. I tried to ignore him and just went back to 
work. He came into the store and hung out at the area at the 
front end of the store close enough to the cashiers to leer at 
me but not close enough to be obviously a problem. 

“He eventually came through my line shortly before closing 
and tried to ask me out, being creepy and gross, and I had to 
try to be polite and reject him. He left the store and I figured 
it was done. We finished closing and I was walking out with 
a fellow cashier (who happened to be a harmless but pretty 
heavy dude) and guess who was waiting next to the 
employee entrance/exit. 

“My coworker walked me to his car with the creep behind 
us. Coworker starts talking about how we should get food 
before he takes me home, asks if we should bring some for 
my boyfriend, too. The creep gave up and left, and I hugged 
my coworker/friend and he gave me a ride over to my car in 
the other part of the parking lot. 

“That coworker left and moved very shortly after that and I 
never got to thank him for what he did. I’m fairly certain he 
saved me from, at the very least, assault.” 

2) cecikierk wrote, “I worked at a drugstore for a bit. A man 
would come in two or three times a week and ask me out. I 
stopped being polite about it after a while. Finally, one day 
my manager came running out of the office right as he was 
about to leave and called the police. As it turns out, the man 
had several arrest warrants and the local police had gone 
door to door asking every business to look out for him.” 
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3) Duchess-Pt2 wrote, “Back when I worked as a hostess 
there was this server probably a couple years older than me 
who kept hitting on me. He kept trying to leave me his 
number and I remember him stroking my hair a couple times. 
I went to management and one day I asked my boyfriend at 
the time to pick me up from work and make sure this guy 
saw him and he backed off.” 

Na22ers1984 commented, “Isn’t it gross that some guys will 
only take no for an answer if they think you ‘belong to 
someone else’. Saying No should be enough!” 

4) thunderling, a woman, wrote this: 

“I’m a bartender … while I’ve never had a customer straight 
up ask me out, I’ve lost count of the number of guys who are 
obviously trying and/or attempting to flirt. I love giving them 
very boring one-word answers — luckily that’s been enough 
to slow their roll. 

“‘Know any cool events going on this weekend?’ 

“‘No.’ 

“‘Oh, well, I have an extra ticket to this thing….’ 

“‘Oh.”49 

50. “Teachers, What is One Conversation with a 
Student’s Parents You’ll Never Forget?” 

rsnblyworkssafefrank wrote this: 

“Years ago, I had a student who killed herself. She was a 
fantastic student and a great kid, even though she was 
bombing her other classes. I used to butt heads HARD with 

 
49 Source: Dealta 3897, “Women of Reddit, what’s the craziest, 
goofiest, and weirdest times you’ve been asked out at work?” Reddit. 
AskWomen. 6 March 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/rw8baeo>. 
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administration for a variety of reasons, but, without breaking 
school policies, I stayed true to who I was and never took it 
out on the students — they needed a class where they would 
not be treated like [*]ssh[*]les. 

“Two days after she died, her mother stopped me in the hall 
(the student’s sister still attended the school). She said, ‘I 
know my daughter had a lot of dark days, but she always lit 
up when she talked about your class. Don’t ever change the 
way you teach and never stop being who you are. If you 
could make [student]’s days lighter, I’m certain she isn’t the 
only one.’ 

“That still f[**]ks me up to this day.”50 

51. “Mall Santas of Reddit, What is the Most Memorable 
Request You have Gotten?” 

NashHighwing wrote, “When I was 14, my mother got me 
the job to play Santa for two hours at the Kmart she 
managed. The Santa suit was made for a small woman, but I 
was a chubby boy, so I fit into it nicely without the belly 
pillow. The request I got wasn’t from a child but from a 
parent. It was simply to take a picture with her child. The 
child being an adult man who was both severely physically 
and mentally handicapped. Even then she didn’t directly ask. 
I saw her with him staring at me. I could tell she wanted a 
picture but was hesitant to ask. So I called her over and 
offered. He wasn’t very big. Smaller than I was at least. He 
was probably 5-10 years older than me and had a full beard. 
With the help of the mother and my helper elf, I got him on 
my lap from his chair. At this point he starts beating me with 
a spatula and starts chewing on the Santa beard. I don’t know 
why he had a spatula, but he did. Somehow, I managed to 

 
50 Source: hamizzzle, “Teachers, what is one conversation with a 
student’s parents you’ll never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 8 March 
2020 <https://tinyurl.com/rxdzcz6>. 
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stop him and got him to look at the camera. We took the 
picture and got him back into his chair. We then gave her the 
Polaroid, and she both apologized and thanked me. Soon 
after that I was finished, so I went into the break room to 
change. Around this time the mother went to talk to the 
manager (my mother) crying. Once the picture developed, 
she broke down because it was the first time she had a proper 
photo her son with Santa sitting still while looking at the 
camera. Before they would either have to give up on taking 
it because of how he acted or it would turn out badly because 
he wouldn’t look at the camera. She wanted to thank 
everyone for what they did for her. Specifically me but my 
mom didn’t want to reveal that the Santa was a chubby 
ginger boy, so she told her I had already left for the day. But 
in reality, I was in the video game section spending my Santa 
money on the original Animal Crossing blissfully unaware 
that I made a grown woman and a bunch of Kmart employees 
cry in the middle of the afternoon.”51 

52. “What’s a Small Thing that Anyone Can Do at 
Nearly Anytime to Improve Their Mood and Make Them 
Happier?”  

1) tourneach wrote this: 

“Give a genuine compliment to a stranger. If you’re out, look 
at the people you see. Someone will have something great 
about them! They’ll hold a door, show kindness, have on a 
great and flattering shirt. something. So — tell them! Don’t 
make a big deal of it — you don’t want them to wonder if 
you are being a creep, right? Just a simple, "Hey, that color 
looks amazing on you’, or ‘You were so sweet to that lady 
and her kid’, and move on. 

 
51 Source: HeyItsJoeyF, “Mall Santas of reddit, what is the saddest 
request you have gotten?” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 May 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/ycaffhut>. 
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“99.9% of the time you’ll make their day, and their face will 
show it. You’ll have made another person very happy simply 
by being kind. I guarantee your mood will boost.” 

2) SquirrelandCrayons wrote this: 

“I work retail and a while back an elderly lady came through 
my till. She was wearing a gorgeous pink cardigan and I told 
her how pretty she looked. She was so thrilled. Turns out she 
was 93 (she looked 20 years younger) and said it had been 
decades since anyone told her she looked pretty. My cold 
shriveled heart was so full from seeing the joy it brought 
her.” 

Jat182053 commented: 

“I do this once a week. So I work at Little Caesars. There’s 
this guy always holding the door; he seems homeless, but 
he’s young, probably mid to late 20s. So once a week (four 
times a month) we sign our name in work and we can get a 
menu pizza and a side for free. So I always ask him once a 
week if he’d like a pizza and a side; he says yes and that 
makes me happy. It definitely feels good helping people, but 
these are the main reasons I do it: 

“I’m fortunate to have a job out of high school and have a 
reasonable paycheck 

“It feels good helping people. 

“I’m gonna help him even the slightest because I don’t want 
him losing sight of reality and I do want him to know there 
are people who are still willing to help.” 

3) DrC810N402 wrote, “Spreading kindness into the world 
is a fantastic way to have it come back to you. Beautiful 
answer.” 
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4) RandonGuy_-_ wrote: “Laugh. Laughing for a certain 
period of time can trick your brain into thinking that you are 
happy. You can laugh like a maniac if you would like to.”52 

53. “Fathers of Reddit, What’s Something You’d 
Actually Like to Receive as a Father’s Day Gift?”  

1) Loqucious wrote, “Around 10 years ago I started going to 
my dad’s house on Father’s Day morning. That first time 
was a surprise and I brought him an apple fritter, which is 
his favorite donut. We sat and talked for a couple hours about 
life, me as a kid, he as a father, etc. It was wonderful. I then 
made it an annual event. Dad is getting older now, so those 
times together are becoming more important. He moved last 
year to a place about 10 hours’ drive away. This year my 
kids and I are driving there to surprise him. I hope when my 
dad passes, my kids will take up the tradition and give their 
dad a couple hours of their time. :)” 

2) silentrob17 wrote, “A new drawing of Kiss by my 
daughter. She drew one in kindergarten that I’ve had as a 
screensaver for three years.”53 

54. “Who was the Best Teacher You Ever Had? What 
Made Them Such a Good Teacher?” 

1) GurgleQueen636 wrote, “My seventh-grade homeroom 
teacher. He found out my classmates were bullying me, and 
he had the vice principal pull me out of class to do some kind 

 
52 Source: DrC8H10N40202, “What’s a small thing that anyone can do 
at nearly anytime to improve their mood and make them happier?” 
Reddit. 15 July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/yc26ujha>. 

53 Source: HostileHyena, “Fathers of Reddit, what’s something you’d 
actually like to receive as a father’s day gift?” 19 June 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yd9g4mwx>. 
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of task for her and while I was gone he ripped the class a new 
one about it.” 

2) Apageo wrote, “I was home schooled for a time, so it was 
my mom. She was the only one to legitimately listen to the 
issues I had and try to come up with logical and reasonable 
solutions. The only one who truly had my best interests at 
heart. Public and private school teachers just didn’t make the 
cut.”54 

55. “What’s a Small Act of Kindness You were Once 
Shown that You’ll Never Forget?” 

1) Back2Bach wrote this: 

“As a boy, I developed rheumatic fever and had to stay home 
for months to work through it and recover. 

“When the lady next door found out how sick I was, she 
made a big pot of homemade chicken soup. It was delicious 
and full of healthy, fresh ingredients. 

“To this day, Mom believes that it was this woman’s 
kindness and ‘love’ she put into her soup-making that helped 
me recover faster.” 

Bach2Bach added: 

“It felt like she was a visiting angel, doing her part to help a 
very sick little boy recover. 

“I’ll never forget her kindness and care.” 

2) SuperSmokeyBear wrote, “I recorded a homemade album 
with my garage band in high school and handed out a few 
CDs. A few weeks later my English teacher approached me 
with five pages of notes on what he liked and what I could 

 
54 Source: aiowaitre, “Who was the best teacher you ever had? What 
made them such a good teacher?” Reddit. AskReddit.16 June 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/ycm9zhyh>. 
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improve on. He apparently got the CD from someone at the 
high school and listened to it all the way through (it was over 
an hour long). He didn’t know I was the singer and guitar 
player until he asked the person who gave him the CD. He 
said that if I ever got a shot in a studio, I would create 
something amazing. Thank you to all the teachers out there 
who believe in their students. It makes all the difference to 
some of us.” 

SuperSmokeyBear added, “So I never got the studio time … 
but I grew up and learned to record + produce by myself. I 
put out an album when I was in college three years ago that 
was in a different genre than the garage rock I played back 
then. I got more people to listen to that one. I also sent that 
to my English teacher. Right now I’m recording again, and I 
hope to have a new song ready in a month. I want to keep 
learning more and improve myself as a musician throughout 
my life.” 

3) BasicSpeech wrote, “I was working in a medical field, and 
after the course of a few days, I worked with four members 
of this family, starting with the dad, who was just an 
awesome human. Then the next day he came in with his son. 
Later that afternoon, he came back in with his son again, for 
his daughter’s appointment. I genuinely fell in love with this 
family more and more after each member I met. The father, 
son, and daughter attended the mother’s appointment with 
her the next day. At this point, I was considering proposing 
to the son [the proposal didn’t happen], as I wanted to be a 
part of this amazing, hilarious, loving family. I informed 
them I regretted I wouldn’t be there when they came back in 
two weeks, as I was moving on to a different position. They 
came back an hour later with a Nothing Bundt Cake, with 
the sweetest card and an inside joke written on the outside of 
the cake box. It made me cry.” 
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4) avocadoxyz wrote, “When I was little, I was waiting for 
my aunt in a supermarket. Whenever someone exited the 
supermarket, the doors were automatic, so every time 
someone left, I stood by the doors and pretended to 
magically open the doors. One person said, ‘Thank you.’” 

5) bob_rob_III wrote, “My gym teacher purchased me lunch 
in 3rd grade after I dropped mine. I’m 34 years old and still 
remember this.” 

6) Microwavw_7 wrote, “I had just lost my insurance and 
my epilepsy medication was over $400. The pharmacist got 
me some coupons that cut the price in half. She didn’t have 
to, and it was against company policy (I now work in a 
pharmacy in the chain), but she did it anyway. Very nice 
lady.” 

Ohsoradbaby commented, “This makes me smile. I was 
visiting a friend for his birthday eight hours away from my 
home state and got really sick with something. I ended up in 
the hospital after two days of hell. The hospital costs 
thankfully were covered by insurance, but the medication I 
tried to pick up from Walgreens wasn’t. The man behind the 
desk helped me in a similar manner and got the $200-
something pills down to $20-something. I was so thankful. 
After that, I cried in a Sonic Restaurant parking lot because 
of his kindness and the fact I was finally feeling better 
enough to eat for the first time in days. It was just so 
overwhelming. <3 I’m so glad you got to experience 
something similar.” 

7) superlittlestitious wrote, “I transferred in the middle of 
first grade to a school that did ice cream Fridays where you’d 
pay like 50¢ or 75¢ for whatever kind and then you’d watch 
an educational video in the classroom. I was unaware of this 
when the first Friday rolled around, so I didn’t have any 
change and neither did the kid next to me. Normally there 
would be a few who didn’t get ice cream, but this day we 
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were the only two. So the teacher called the both of us aside 
and gave us each the change required to have our ice cream. 
I think the biggest thing was that she didn’t do it in front of 
the other kids, so it looked like we had had brought the 
money all along. It was incredibly kind of her; she was a 
wonderful teacher outside of that as well.” 

8) DSFdog wrote, “When I was 10+, I played Little League. 
When the team won a game, everyone would go to the Dairy 
Barn for an ice cream cone to celebrate. We had a […] coach 
one year who determined that if you didn’t play in the game, 
you didn’t get an ice cream. I didn’t play one game that we 
won (I wasn’t very good anyway), but still I went to the 
Dairy Barn just to hang with my friends. Others usually went 
home. The lady server asked me what I wanted, and I told 
her that I couldn’t have one because I didn’t play in the 
game. She gave me a funny look and went on the next 
customer. Later as we were sitting at the outdoor picnic 
tables. this same lady came out and gave me a HUGE ice 
cream cone. ‘You’re still a winner,’ she said and walked 
away. I still choke up a little when I think about it.”55 

56. “People of Reddit Who Knew Celebrities Before 
They were Famous, How Different Do They Act Now?” 

2ndbestguyyouknow wrote, “I live in the town where Dolly 
Parton grew up, and practically everyone above the age of 
50 who grew up here claims to either be a distant relative of 
Dolly’s, or they claim to know her in some way. Everyone 
has their story of the time they met Dolly. It’s pretty obvious, 
but regardless of who you talk to, Dolly has always been 
sweet and generous, but everything has simply grown 
exponentially due to her fame. Examples are the millions of 
books she gives out for free to children around the globe each 

 
55 Source: stranger2Me, “What’s a small act of kindness you were once 
shown, that you’ll never forget?” Reddit. AskReddit. 24 June 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/ya8bhhkd>. 
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month, or how she gave out $10,000 cash to many of my 
close friends after their houses burned in a fire a couple years 
back. Thousands of people are employed here and work for 
one of the businesses she owns, and it’s a tad strange to see 
when you walk in, but the birthing center at the local hospital 
is funded by and named after her. I honestly can’t think of 
one person I know who doesn’t like her. Dolly’s heart has 
only gotten bigger because of fame.” 

Imeankansas commented, “My FIL [Father-in-Law] worked 
for a high-end business in Southern California in the 80’s 
and he ended up running straight into Dolly as he was 
rushing out a swinging door at the same time she was 
walking in. As he says, ‘She chest bumped me from five feet 
out,’ but as he was apologizing profusely, she cut him off 
and said, ‘It’s ok, darlin’, but next time you wanna get 
physical try buying me a drink first.’ Then she winked and 
started giggling as she went on her business, and he and his 
two coworkers who saw it happen have been smitten with 
her ever since. He met some other celebs working there, but 
god damn that’s the one I’ll always be jealous of. If anybody 
deserves to be America’s sweetheart, it’s Dolly.”56 

57. “What’s the SCARIEST Thing that has EVER 
Happened Where You Feared for Your Life?” 

1) DanHam117 wrote this: 

“I got caught in a riptide off Daytona Beach. I was just 
floating not too far off the shore with a friend (future wife 
but that’s another story) and her younger cousin. They got 
hungry so they went back to shore to get some food, but I 
was just in a good mood, floating in the water and relaxing, 
so I wanted to stay out for a bit. I kind of zoned out looking 

 
56 Source: RogueWolf300, “People of Reddit who knew celebrities 
before they were famous, how different do they act now?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 25 June 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/ycdzp3n2>. 
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out at the horizon and all the boats off in the distance, it all 
felt very calm even though the waves were pretty strong. 

“Eventually I turned around to start heading back to the 
beach and I realized I was MUCH further way from the shore 
than I thought, and there weren’t any other people near me 
anymore. I started swimming back to land but the beach 
wasn’t getting any closer. I panicked a little, and I tried to 
swim as hard and fast as I possibly could to get back to the 
beach. After a minute or two, I came to the grim realization 
that the beach was still getting further away. I started to truly 
feel like my life was in danger. 

“I was about to really freak out when a random surfer 
paddled over and ask me if I needed help. I said yes, and he 
grabbed my hand in one of his and kept paddling with the 
other. He explained, ‘You looked like you were in trouble. 
When you get stuck in these things, you gotta swim parallel 
to the shore to get out of them.’ He pulled me to the left and 
dropped me off in much calmer waters. I swam toward the 
beach and this time actually made progress, until I could 
stand and walk back onto dry land. I was nowhere near 
where I started, and it was a long walk to get back to our spot 
on the beach, but I’ve never been more thankful for a long 
walk.” 

wildstaringeyes commented: 

“This reminds me: RIP to Shad Gaspard. He was a former 
WWE wrestler who got stuck in a riptide along with his son 
a month ago. Lifeguards swam out to him and he gave them 
his son to save. Shortly after he disappeared below the water 
and was found three days later. 

“More people need to be aware of how to deal with it if 
you’re caught in a riptide. Swim parallel to the shore until 
you’re out of it and then you can swim back much easier. 
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Using all of your energy trying to get closer to the beach is 
what can be deadly.” 

2) SweetRun8 wrote, “I was held down by my throat by a 
man who said he was going to kill me. He was about to rape 
me when we were interrupted by a very brave man who also 
testified in court as a witness for me. I think I’d be dead if he 
hadn’t come along. [The would-be rapist] assaulted and 
robbed another woman that evening too. I remember 
thinking ‘so this is how it ends’ and feeling so gutted that I 
would die this way.” 

SweetRun8 added, “It happened years ago when I was living 
in London and coming home from a night club. I was very 
lucky. I think of it sometimes when I hear of similar cases in 
the news. I had some scary nightmares for a while after but 
it’s just a part of my history now.” 

SweetRun8 wrote about her rescuer, “I met him after it all 
happened to thank him. I didn’t know him before. I recently 
found him on social media and sent him a message telling 
him I was married with two children now and it was all 
thanks to him that I was able to do that. He sent a lovely 
reply. He seemed and still seems like a really decent human 
being. I know that the experience was frightening for him, 
too, but I hope he gained something from it just like I did.” 

NJM79 commented, “Wow, I’m from London and I got 
mugged a couple of times. Two guys strangled me from the 
back and another two guys were in front of me searching me 
for my phone. Luckily someone working in a shop nearby 
saw this and immediately called the police. I thank that 
worker to this day.” 

3) Lust-Exe wrote, “After dinner with friends, I walked 
alone to my car and two dudes show up and one slams me 
against my car, demanding that I open the car door. I 
panicked and threw the keys, and out of surprise the guy let 
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go of me and I hauled [*]ss to the nearest open public place. 
Car-jacking gone stupid because when the cops got there, 
they left the keys in the ignition and ran away. Cops assume 
they couldn’t drive a manual transmission.”57 

58. “Dear Women of Reddit, When were You Treated 
with Pure Kindness?” 

1) celestrialism wrote, “I once had a panic attack at JFK 
airport when a public transit mishap caused me to miss my 
flight by mere minutes. On my subway ride back to my best 
friend’s house where I was staying, I sent him a string of 
really sad, depressed, panicked texts about the situation 
where I mentioned (among other things) that I had run out of 
Kleenex and was now just openly crying on the subway. 
When I arrived at his subway station, he was waiting outside 
in his pajamas with a box of Kleenex for me. Still makes me 
smile/cry when I think about it!” 

moonbad commented, “Something similar happened to me! 
I spent all day in airports and on flights going across the US. 
My very last connection was supposed to be really late at 
night, and it took off seven minutes before I landed. The 
airport was almost empty, and I couldn’t find any staff for a 
while. By the end of it I was just walking through this dark 
airport sobbing until I finally found someone at a desk. That 
woman was so incredibly compassionate and patient: She set 
me up with a hotel room and meal vouchers and got me on 
the next flight early in the morning. If you’re out there, nice 
airport lady, I hope you’re having a great life.” 

Yrtti commented, “This one time long before the pandemic 
I flew back to my homeland with a very late arrival. I was 

 
57 Source: YachtRockSantaMonica, “[SERIOUS] What’s the 
SCARIEST thing that has EVER happened where you feared for your 
life?” Reddit. AskReddit. 27 June 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y96jw5n2>. 
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sick, sneezing all over the place and totally full of snot. I still 
needed to take a long bus trip to reach my home city. In the 
bus I realized I was totally out of tissues. I asked around if 
anybody had any, receiving one tissue here and there. Some 
stranger had a big package of tissues, and they gave me all 
of them. I was so thankful, I felt so warm and fuzzy from 
these tissues the entire trip. I was so close to resorting to 
using my travel laundry.” 

2) bluegomme wrote this: 

“I was really upset and was having a horrible day and then I 
spilled tea all over my work clothes during my bus ride. I 
was in the bathroom cleaning up because it got all over my 
work clothes. Then this woman whom I work with whom I 
didn’t really know gave me her sweater to wear for the day, 
and she gave me a hug and told me everything is going to be 
okay. 

“It was one of the most genuine acts of kindness that I 
experienced in my life.” 

3) chattychicadee wrote this: 

“There was an elementary schoolteacher who was just the 
nicest, most kind guy ever. His classes were super fun, and 
he actually just … listened to the children? He eventually 
became the principal, and it was well deserved. 

“I was bullied a lot as a child, and it was really taking a toll 
on me. I remember one day I was in the administration office 
crying between classes, so he asked me if I would like to go 
look at the butterflies. We went out onto the playground and 
there was like a ton of monarch (I think) butterflies that day. 
He just … spent time with me and made sure I felt safe and 
heard. He was a great guy.” 

4) chronicviolinist wrote, “My mind immediately went to a 
situation a few years ago while I was in college. There was 
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a café I frequented because it was within walking distance of 
campus. I remember tipping the server/barista in cash after I 
placed my order, and then I went about eating my meal. Life 
had hit me pretty hard at that time, and I felt really alone. 
Maybe the server sensed that, because she brought over these 
big, beautiful Nutella and strawberry crepes she made on the 
house. I remember sitting there, alone, tearing up at her 
sincere gift. To this day, it is one of the most selfless acts of 
kindness anyone has given me. I hope she’s living a beautiful 
life.” 

5) ornagecloud77 wrote, “I’d gotten way too drunk and lost 
my friends and had a run in with a guy I used to know. I got 
in a cab in tears and halfway to my flat the driver asked if I 
had any money. I realised I only had a fiver left and said I 
was so sorry and to just take me as far as the fiver would get 
me. I still wasn’t sure where I was but figured I’d work 
something out. But he said not to worry and dropped me at 
my door. I wish I had some way to thank him. I had gotten 
myself in a dangerous situation and if not for the kindness of 
a stranger, I don’t know what would have happened.” 

6) RgwRecklessOne wrote this: 

“When I was 17, my car broke down on a roundabout and I 
didn’t have my phone with me. My plan was to head to a 
restaurant nearby and ask if they had a phone I could use to 
call my dad, but then a lady pulled up with her kid in the car. 
She asked if I was okay and when I explained the situation 
she was like ‘Well, I don’t really feel comfortable leaving 
you stranded on the side of the road with no phone. How far 
away do you live?’ 

“I told her I lived about a 15-minute drive away and she 
offered to drive me home. Looking back, it was a bit risky 
on my part and I don’t advise that teenagers get into 
strangers’ cars when they don’t have a phone. But this lady 
was lovely — she drove me home, asked my advice on 
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schools in the area and then wouldn’t take any money as a 
thank you. She literally just drove a teenage girl home out of 
kindness.” 

7) raven_darkseid wrote, “I was in 7th grade. I was painfully 
shy and didn’t have a lot of friends. I kept to myself big time. 
I started my period in class and didn’t realize it was all over 
my pants. There was this girl who was super popular, and 
she noticed. She came over and started talking to me until 
the class left. She told me what happened and gave me her 
hoodie to wrap around myself. For the next couple years, if 
we had a class together and needed to be in a group or have 
a partner, she would always pick me first. We ended up 
going to different high schools and I didn’t see her again, so 
I didn’t get the chance to tell her how much her kindness 
meant to me.” 

8) PanielleK wrote, “My dad passed away in January after 
I’d spent two weeks watching him slowly die in front of me 
at the hospital, I hadn’t showered or changed my clothes for 
over a week by the time I finally went home. When I did get 
home, I lay on the bedroom floor ugly crying, and my ex lay 
there with me holding my hand. He then picked me up and 
showered me and helped me get changed and wasn’t even 
phased by the fact I was on my period; he got me dressed 
and tucked me into bed and was there when I woke up a 
couple hours later. I’ve never felt closer with anyone else in 
my life and will forever be thankful for him on that day.” 

9) Happypengy wrote this: 

“This is my favorite story. I was 15, traveling back on Air 
France when we hit the worst turbulence I have ever seen. I 
don’t get air sick, but 2/3 of the people got sick and the 
stench got me sick, too. 

“My mom got sick. 
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“Next to me was sitting this couple. Maybe German? The 
woman did not speak a word of English. But she rubbed my 
back and spoke what were obviously kind words to me and 
was so gentle to this vomiting teenager … I will never forget 
her.”58 

59. “How Do People in Your Life Say, ‘I Love You,’ 
Without Saying, ‘I Love You?’” 

1) melo_yellow wrote, “When they encourage you to 
continue your story after the conversation gets sidetracked.” 

_mpnachopsis commented, “Honestly, this is what made me 
fall in love with my boyfriend. We were talking once and in 
the middle of the conversation, we got interrupted by a friend 
of his who started chatting to him profusely. (It was a public 
place; she ran into us basically and struck up a conversation 
for like an hour.) When she left, he went straight back to 
asking me about what I was talking about. It might seem like 
a silly thing but not for me; that meant so much I still think 
about it and it’s nearly been three years.” 

2) GrumpyKisa wrote, “That extra squeeze at the end of the 
hug, before they let you go.” 

Nightpanda893 commented, “Just hugs in general. I hug all 
my friends when we get together and when we part ways. 
Once at Thanksgiving I hugged a friend of mine whom I 
hadn’t seen in a while. I had lost 30 pounds since we last saw 
each other. He hadn’t said anything until he hugged me and 
then was like ‘Did you lose weight?’ I found the implication 
that he somehow remembered the feel of our last hug very 
endearing.” 

 
58 Source: ComprehensiveUsernam, “Dear women of reddit, when were 
you treated with pure kindness?” Reddit. AskWomen. 30 June 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y9qrpnzw>. 
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Greenebean78 commented, “My mom does this, and I 
recently realized that I’ll never truly know how much my 
mom loves me (not having kids myself). I mean, I love her 
so much, but everyone talks about a mother’s love being 
amazing. So I always try to squeeze in that last little squeeze 
or pat on the back when I hug her now.”59 

60. “What is the Nicest Thing a Random Person has 
Done For You, Without Asking?” 

1) nakedrottweiler wrote this: 

“One time I was clearly struggling to carry four folding 
tables across campus. I was carrying two, walking 50 steps, 
leaning them against something, grabbing the other two, 
repeat. I don’t know why I had to move all four together, but 
a group of four guys saw me and helped me carry them to 
the opposite corner of campus (~.5 miles). Didn’t ask for 
anything at all and weren’t creepy about it. I just genuinely 
think they were being nice. They later came to the event I 
had gotten the tables for, which was awesome. 

“I bring up the them not being creepy thing only because 
when I tell this story people automatically say, ‘pretty girl 
privilege,’ and yeah, that’s definitely happened to me before, 
but these were just some really nice guys helping me out.” 

2) Miss-Phryne-Foscher wrote, “My little sister and I went 
to Legoland to see the July fireworks. I was in line 
calculating the entry fee and all the stuff we wanted to do. 
The amount of money I had would barely be enough, and we 
would have to leave out half of what she wanted to do. While 
I was mentally preparing the explaining to her, some guy 
shows up with his daughter and they hand us two entry 
tickets. They had won four tickets in the prize raffle thing 

 
59 Source: fat-orange-cat, “How do people in your life say ‘I love you’ 
without saying ‘I love you?’” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 June 2010 
<https://tinyurl.com/yd7v8gc9>. 
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going on next to the entry and they needed only two. He just 
handed them to me and said, ‘Here, my daughter and I only 
need two; we have four and so you can have the other two.’ 
Turned around and left me there, with two tickets, an open 
mouth and a disbelieving expression. I barely managed to 
call out ‘thank you’ after them. My sister and I were able to 
do all the things we wanted to do and not really worry about 
cost. To this day it is one of the best memories of random 
kindness I have experienced or seen.” 

3) Sain-Ju wrote this: 

“A lot.  

“1. Tied my shoelaces for me in gym. (I thanked the person, 
and never saw them again.)  

“2. Car before me paid for my order at Starbucks. (I paid it 
forward.)  

“3. I got tipped $300 at one of the restaurants I work as 
server. (Tipper was not a regular.) 

“4. I got tipped $600 for listening to customer without 
judging. (She brought her daughter the next day and gave me 
their business card if I ever need another job.)  

“5. A person tapped on my shoulder just to tell me ‘you are 
beautiful.’ (This meant lot to me as, I am normally told how 
below average I am. Yes, I am not kidding. They tell me how 
my sister is way prettier and they can’t believe we are 
siblings and how my husband chose me and not my sister. 
The list goes on and on and makes me laugh.)  

“6. A total stranger on train gave me an umbrella on a rainy 
day. 

“Honestly, there are more. Any kind thing a stranger does 
without having to ask and without expecting anything in 
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return is so pure. There are lots of nice people. Every nice 
people I encounter, I count them in my blessing.” 

4) SouthernGirlInNH wrote, “I was a single mom, and 
money was tight. A wonderful lady in the community made 
a big pan of home-made lasagna and left it on my doorstep. 
It was absolutely delicious and we loved it!”60 

  

 
60 Source: kdoggie96, “What is the nicest thing a random person has 
done for you, without asking?” Reddit. AskWomen. 1 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y8yoak2v>. 
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Chapter 4: Questions 61-80 

61. “What is One Good Deed You’ve Done in Your Life 
that Never Got Any Recognition?” 

1) aeboco wrote this: 

“Some years ago, I worked in a plant where most employees 
lived paycheck to paycheck. I was doing accounting, etc., 
making good money and had almost no debt. I was planning 
on buying awesome gifts for all my family … until I 
overheard one guy in the break room talking about 
something his kid wanted that he couldn’t afford. Then 
another guy chimed in … and another one. And this wasn’t 
extravagant stuff, just $40 or so toys. But they couldn’t 
afford to buy them. 

“So I went on a massive shopping spree at Walmart. I bought 
three carts full of toys. I wrapped them and labelled them 
‘To such-and-such, From Santa.’ And on the last day of work 
before Christmas, I snuck them into the cars. 

“I didn’t want anyone to know I did it, but I would have 
loved to see some of their faces. Like the boy who cried 
when he saw the remote-control helicopter. (I overheard his 
dad tell the story later and it sounded priceless.) 

“But mostly, I was so happy to give those kids (and their 
parents) a great Christmas. If you ever see a chance to make 
someone’s life a little better, do it! It’s amazing for them … 
and you.” 

2) MamaDonger wrote this: 

“My government class in 9th grade held a mock election, 
where the class was divided into fake political parties. My 
friend and I were in the bathroom during lunch complaining 
about how stupid one of the groups was for wanting to 
maintain the ban on gay marriage. A group of cheerleaders 
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joined in the conversation a bit, and then we all went our 
separate ways. 

“Fast-forward to the next period. I’m in art class and I have 
paint all over my goddamn hands. So I go to the bathroom to 
rinse off and I hear crying. I end up deciding to ask what’s 
wrong. Lo and behold, it’s one of the cheerleaders. Her mom 
is a lesbian and she was having a really hard time with all 
the anti-gay sh[*]t that’s prevalent in the south. I ended up 
spending the better part of my class period comforting her 
and saying that everything would get better. 

“We never really spoke after that, but it was nice all the 
same. The best part was my art teacher didn’t even realize 
I’d been gone for an hour.”61 

62. “What is the Nicest Thing You Have Ever Done for a 
Stranger?” 

1) Back2Bach wrote this: 

“She’ll never know what I did, but: 

“When Miss Laney, our elderly neighbor across the street 
from where I grew up died, I found a loving home for her 
beloved black & white cat, Tompkins. (I think I was nearly 
as fond of that cat as she was.) 

Tompkins was her sole companion. So it was especially 
urgent to provide for him, knowing how important he was to 
Miss Laney.” 

2) ChristopherRabbit wrote, “I got a hotel room for a lady 
and her kid whom I came across at a gas station. The cops 
were there and a tow truck; apparently they’d been sleeping 
in the car in the parking lot and the owners wanted them 

 
61 Source: Vicous, “What is one good deed you’ve done in your life 
that never got any recognition?” Reddit. AskReddit. 2016 
<https://tinyurl.com/yd9vbg5b>. 
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gone, but the lady was crying and saying they had nowhere 
else to go, It was her and a little toddler. I got her a 
reservation at a cheap hotel close by for a couple nights, I 
was a broke teenager at the time so I couldn’t give any more 
than that.” 

3) sdss9462 wrote, “Once in Vegas, I was down in the 
dungeon arcade at the Excalibur. I won something like 50K 
tickets on a Monopoly game. I was giving away stacks of 
them to every little kid who walked by. This was not life 
changing, perhaps, but the kids were all pretty happy about 
it.” 

4) dukeiwannaleia wrote this: 

“I worked in a restaurant and had a table that ran their tab up 
to $250. In the US, 20% is typically what happy customers 
tip if their overall experience was enjoyable. These folks left 
cash on the table and took off. When I opened the check 
presenter I realized they left $400 composed of 4 x $100 
bills, all new bills kinda stuck together. I figured they only 
meant to leave $300 so I ran out and found them, informed 
them of their error, gave them back $100 and thanked them 
for their tip. 

“They came back the next day to sit in my section and tipped 
me 20%, which I took as their way of saying thanks.” 

5) DietrichBuxtehude wrote this: 

“I pass musical instruments on to kids who want to learn. I 
play several different things professionally, so frequently 
when I upgrade I need to clear some space. Rather than 
selling the old model, I try to pair it up with a kid who wants 
to learn. It’s so much easier to learn on a real instrument than 
the dreck that is marketed toward beginners and parents. 
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“And now I’ve made it such a part of what I do, I actually 
get donations from people of instruments they no longer 
play. It’s sort of become a thing.” 

6) WombatInferno wrote, “I have changed more flat tires, 
pushed broken-down vehicles to safety, and given rides to 
the nearest gas station for more people than I can count.” 

7) Johnny_english53 wrote this: 

“In 2002 I drove to Holyhead in North Wales to catch the 
ferry to Dublin, Ireland. There had been terrible weather 
leading up to my trip and the usual fast Hydrofoil ships had 
been unable to operate, meaning that the Terminal in 
Holyhead was crammed with families waiting to return to 
Dublin. I had previously booked a berth on the huge slower 
ship Ulysses and this large ferry could make the overnight 
journey to Dublin and was so large that it could take all the 
waiting families, too — although there were nowhere near 
enough cabins for everyone. 

“When I boarded and was shown to my cabin, I discovered 
I’d been given a cabin with four beds all to myself. I ditched 
my bag and went to the bar area and found there were 
families everywhere bedding down for the night — ON THE 
FLOOR. 

“So, I went up to one of the dads and explained I had a cabin 
for four — but I would give it to him if he wanted it. He 
did.”62 

 
62 Source: ONLYFORASKREDDIT999, “What is the nicest thing you 
have ever done for a stranger?” Reddit. AskReddit. 5 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yb2ns65l>. 
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63. “What are Some Random Acts of Kindness that 
Restored Your Faith in Humanity?” 

1) destria wrote this: 

“When I was teaching, we had organised a school trip to the 
local zoo. (It was to supplement our teaching about the 
rainforest.) The school had the funds to cover the cost of £10 
per student but wanted to try to recuperate some of the 
money back from parents, as we were cash strapped. A letter 
went out to parents to ask for £10 contributions towards the 
cost of the trip. It was framed as optional, and it was made 
clear that even if you didn’t contribute you could still go on 
the trip. 

“The next day one of my students, age 8, came up to me in 
class with her piggy bank and said that she wanted to 
contribute but not just for her cost, but she wanted to give all 
her saved money (about £40) to make sure that everyone got 
to go on the trip. I explained to her that it wasn’t necessary, 
that we would always have everyone go on the trip and that 
the school was covering the costs but just asking for some 
optional contributions. She insisted, though, and said that 
she wanted the money to go to the school ‘to support other 
students less financially fortunate than her’. 

“I spoke to her parents after school that day, and they had no 
idea their child had done that. We were all just beaming 
about it afterwards. In the end I gave all the money back to 
her and said that she could bring it to the school fundraiser 
in a few weeks’ time (which was raising money for the 
rainforest).” 

2) Panthera_leo22 wrote this: 

“At my job, a new policy has been enacted to where 
customers have to have exact change. There is a national 
coin shortage right now, so we have to do everything to 
conserve the number of coins we are giving out. 
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“A lady comes to the front and doesn’t have enough change 
to give me the exact amount. The lady behind her that she 
had been talking to comes up the register and places the 
change needed and gives her a coupon that would work for 
her since she wasn’t able to use it on her own trip. It took a 
considerable amount off her total. :) 

“I guess another one I have is that I used to volunteer in a pet 
food pantry. Some of the people who came by could be really 
mean (for a variety of reasons). This Russian lady came in 
and was one of the nicest people I have ever met. She taught 
me how to pronounce ‘babushka’ correctly (the name of her 
cat) and thanked me for the food. She told God to bless me. 
It wasn’t much, but I was having a bad day and a few 
customers had yelled at me, sadly, and sometimes the small 
things really can have an impact on you.” 

3) xoxosecretsally wrote this: 

“SO. MANY. 

“One of my old co-workers whom I haven’t spoken to in 
YEARS posted on Facebook about his experience at a 
Chipotle in LA. At the time I was living in San Francisco 
when I read it, but his experience truly moved me to tears. I 
ended up writing an e-mail to their corporate office, see 
below: 

----- 

“Dear Chipotle, 

“I wanted to share this Facebook post that my old co-worker 
named Kyle from a few years ago had posted regarding his 
experience at a Chipotle in Downtown LA on September 
28th, 2015. 
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“This experience moved me to tears … it was so profound. I 
came back to it recently and felt that you should share this 
amongst all of your employees. 

“Here is the Facebook post: 

“‘Had to share a moment from this evening: The anniversary 
of my Dad’s passing has always been an emotionally 
challenging day, to say the least. Being the emotional eater 
that I am, I decided to get some dinner at the Chipotle around 
the corner from my apartment. As if the day couldn’t get any 
worse, as I got to the register, I realized that I had left my 
wallet back at my apartment. I was so embarrassed and asked 
the cashier if I could run quickly to get my card and bring it 
back to pay for my food. Before she could answer, the girl 
who made my food handed me the bag and said, ‘It’s on us. 
Have a good night’ and smiled. I was so touched by this, and 
I thanked her and wished her a good night as well. By the 
time I got outside, I was completely in tears. It’s amazing 
how a random act of kindness can turn things around and 
brighten even the gloomiest of days. The girl at the DTLA 
[Downtown Los Angeles] Chipotle deserves a raise! Her 
kindness made my day, and it meant more than words can 
express.’  

“This meant that world to Kyle, and it meant the world to 
me. I don’t know which Downtown LA Chipotle he was 
referring to, but please, thank whoever this person was. This 
person is my hero.” 

4) helenpesa wrote, “A woman once paid for someone’s 
groceries when she saw that he didn’t have enough money 
to buy an extra loaf of bread that he wanted! I’ve actually 
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witnessed a few of these grocery shopping acts of 
kindness.”63 

64. “Babysitters of Reddit, was There a Time You had 
to Call the Police on the Parents of the Child You 
Babysat. If So, What Happened?” 

throwamentaltemper wrote, “I called Family Services, if that 
counts. I started babysitting for a newly single mother. She 
had just moved into an apartment with her three kids, so 
things were understandably (at the time anyway) a total 
mess. Bare mattresses on the floor, clothes in piles, no food 
in the cupboards, the only furniture was a couch and her bed. 
At first, I was sympathetic, I only watched her kids for her 
to work as a server in the evenings and she expressed how 
hard she was trying to get her life together, but nothing 
changed at all as the weeks went by. Then she started coming 
in way later than when I knew the restaurant was closed, 
visibly messed up on drugs and alcohol. The last time I 
watched her daughters, she stumbled in, in the wee hours of 
the morning, vomiting, completely out of her head, showing 
off a fresh tattoo, while earlier that same evening I had 
genuinely struggled to find enough food to satisfy all three 
kids. I was so sad and overwhelmed. She was paying me so 
well, but I realized even at 17 years old that was called hush 
money. I couldn’t hush. I ran into the kids in a grocery a few 
years later with their Dad and Grandma, where they told me 
they had been living since they saw me last; they gave me 
hugs and looked so happy and healthy. No one but my mom 
ever knew about my involvement.”64 

 
63 Source: DEDICATED WIZONE, “What are some random acts of 
kindness that restored your faith in humanity?” Reddit. AskWomen. 7 
July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y9yov8sr>. 
64 Source: Source: Drager980, “Babysitters of reddit, was there a time 
you had to call the police on the parents of the child you babysat it so 
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65. What’s the Best Thing Your Parent (Caregiver, 
Guardian, Step-Parent, Etc.) Ever Did for You?” 

1) Pineapplez_gg wrote this:  

“This may not seem like a big thing, but to me, it could be 
my highlight of 2020. 

“In the beginning of the lockdown, my laptop decided to 
give up on life and I was stuck inside 24/7. My mom, 
somehow, managed to get a job during this pandemic and 
because she saw how down I was, decided to spend her hard-
earned money on Dunkin Donuts iced coffee for me. When 
she came home and handed me that delicious, smooth, cold 
cup of coffee, I cried actual tears of happiness. At that 
moment, I felt like my mom really cared for and loved me 
enough to go out of her way to go to a Dunkin Donuts for 
coffee.” 

Snogafrog commented, “Honestly, I love this story, I think 
often we don’t realize the impact we have on others and how 
much a little gesture can matter. Your mom sounds great!” 

2) 142749048 wrote, “When I was in late middle school, my 
dad spent half a day teaching me how to use all of the power 
tools in the house. His logic was that he never wanted me to 
be in a position where I needed a man to fix something. It 
wasn’t a fix-all solution, but the message was clear enough.” 

Snogafrog commented, “That’s some good dadding right 
there.” 

3) jostaahh wrote, “I was on call with my long-distance 
boyfriend around my family and we were messing around. I 
jokingly yelled out, ‘Ohhhh, he called me a bitch’ and my 
dad joked, ‘Well, go over there and kick his [*]ss!’ To which 

 
what happened?” Reddit. AskReddit. 6 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/ybgdwwtr>. 
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I responded with ‘If you buy me the plane ticket’, and he said 
yes. I instantly bought a ticket and went to see him for the 
first time. I told my dad he didn’t have to pay for it. This 
impulsive action led me to have the courage to actually take 
a plane and see him. Growing up I always said I would never 
take a plane in my life, but now I crossed half the world to 
see him. I couldn’t be happier about it. I don’t know when 
I’d have taken the step if it wasn’t for my dad.” 

4) vitgummies wrote this: 

“My parents were super strict with soda and video games, so 
I never developed an affinity [a liking] for them. It sucked 
when I was a kid, but I’m now so grateful as an adult. It 
protected against developing bad habits. 

“My dad would also limit the number of toys I get (we 
weren’t well off) but let me buy all the books I wanted. He 
wasn’t a big reader but would go with me to libraries so I 
could pick out a new book each week. Now I read almost 
every day. I’m so grateful for him giving me the gift of 
seeking knowledge.” 

5) KungPaoPenguin wrte this: 

“My dad never just fixed something for me. He either made 
me sit and watch / help while he explained the process in 
depth, or he would make me do it after explaining how.  

“I’m pretty handy around the house and am quick to look 
how to fix something myself versus hiring someone.”65 

 
65 Source: Snogafrog, “What’s the best thing your parent (caregiver, 
guardian, step-parent, etc.) ever did for you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 7 
July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/yd9tutyh>. 
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66. “What Do You Do When Someone Cries in Front of 
You?” 

1) SweetSitty wrote, “Usually I smile sadly and sit with 
them. I might grab a tissue or rub their back. I don’t stare at 
their face, but I look in their direction and keep their face in 
my periphery. When they’ve calmed down after the first 
flood, I give what comfort I can. I stay until the tears are 
gone and they’re able to smile again.” 

2) Cyyykosis wrote this: 

“If it’s one of my friends, I usually end up crying, too, even 
if it’s over something stupid. We then proceed to hug it out 
and comfort each other until we both get over it. 

“If it’s someone I’m not close to but know, it’s an awkward 
hug followed by just being there for them if they wanna tell 
me what’s wrong. 

“If I don’t really know the person, I just pretend like I don’t 
notice it.” 

mykashu commented, “I’m an emotional person, but I’m not 
much of a crier. The one exception was a few years ago, 
when I was embroiled in an argument over text with my 
partner at the time. One of his responses was so hurtful that 
I started to cry. My reaction was SO out of character — I 
started sobbing in the middle of a busy street. Fortunately, I 
wasn’t alone. I was with one of my closest friends, and she 
immediately started crying, too, which made me cry even 
more to see that she was so affected by my pain. But looking 
back, it was an intimate moment between two friends that I 
am so grateful for. I didn’t feel alone in that moment because 
of her.”66 

 
66 Source: mykashu, “What do you do when someone cries in front of 
you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 6 July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y83a23jj>. 
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67. “For Those Who had Real-Life Celebrity 
Encounters, Who was Rude and Who was Actually 
Nice?” 

1) Nadroji wrote, “Tony Hawk, late 90’s. He came to our 
local skatepark for a demo, but it was a tiny little indoor park 
and he couldn’t do much. After skating for a bit to appease 
the crowd, he snuck out the back across the parking lot to the 
bowling alley. Two friends and I followed him, he invited us 
to bowl with him, bought us chicken tenders and French 
fries, and talked about skateboarding with us for over an 
hour. Honestly one of the coolest guys I’ve ever met; fast 
forward 20 years later and I get to meet him again at our local 
skatepark unveiling that his foundation helped pay for and 
man, he was just as cool. We chatted a bit at the water 
fountain. I mentioned that as a kid he treated us to chicken 
tenders and French fries at the bowling alley when I was just 
a kid, and wouldn’t you know it he was like ‘Oh, in Amity, 
Connecticut? Wasn’t the skatepark called B17?’ I was 
simply floored. He went on to explain he was having a rough 
day that day and just hanging with three little kids bowling 
and talking skateboarding made him realize just how great 
life was.” 

2) helluvabella wrote, “Stephen Spielberg. I met him at some 
benefit I got invited to as a teen due to having good grades 
or some sh[*]t and he not only had a super normal 
conversation with me, but when I told him where I really 
wanted to work (but hadn’t been able to get an interview) he 
took me to the next table where the company’s CEO was and 
introduced me. I worked there for five years after.” 

bennett93ish commented: 

“My brother was on his honeymoon in Italy a few months 
back. His wife is a big film nerd and she recognised 
Spielberg’s boat (I think the name is a reference to one of his 
films), and as soon as she said that up pops Steven Spielberg 
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from the boat and onto the marina with a very expensive 
bike. (I forget what kind my brother said it was, but it’s into 
the $20,000+ ballpark.) 

“He cycled toward them slowly so not to scare anybody into 
water and my brother who is a massive cycling fan 
compliments him on his nice bike. He says thanks and they 
stand and chat about cycling for a couple of minutes all while 
my SIL [sister-in-law] is freaking out that my brother is 
chatting casually to the biggest director in the world and not 
about films.” 

3) AtlanticFit wrote, “Andre 3000 [a rapper]. This was over 
15 years ago. When I was in high school, I worked at a local 
family-owned plant nursery. Andre, his wife, and their (then 
baby) boy used to come in and shop almost every weekend. 
He was a super nice guy. One time, he bought an entire pallet 
of sod. He had a brand-new Lincoln Blackwood pickup 
truck, and the pallet wouldn’t fit in the bed with the forklift, 
so I had to load it by hand. He went in, bought a pair of 
gloves, came back out and helped me load it. Also told me 
that he was going to go home and lay it out by himself. Kind 
of shocking considering how much that guy is probably 
worth. Something that didn’t strike me at the time, that I now 
realize as an adult, was how good of a father he was. His son 
was just a baby, but man, did he love that baby. Every time 
he would walk up to put a piece of sod in the bed of his truck, 
he would peek in the window and make a face at his son 
sitting in the back seat. The kid would cackle like a banshee. 
After we finished, he gave me a $100 tip, which, to a 15-
year-old in the early 2000s, was a ton of money. Truly a 
stand-up guy and a very talented artist.” 

4) roadtrip-ne wrote, “A coworker noticed Robin Williams 
flipping through a book quietly at a bookstore I worked at. It 
was during the filming of Good Will Hunting so he had a 
beard and wasn’t so recognizable. She said, ‘I think that’s 
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Robin Williams!’ He looked up from his book, smiled, and 
then put a finger to his mouth: ‘Shhhh, I know.’” 

5) headcase-and-a-half wrote, “Back in the early 90’s, 
Keanu Reeves came to a Shakespeare play festival being put 
on by area high schools in the Berkshires, and he took a 
moment to come backstage and compliment my friend on his 
performance as Bottom in Midsummer’s Night Dream. 
Sounds like a small enough thing, but it made my friend feel 
like a rock star. I have always been a Keanu fan ever since.” 

6) Kopmholyo wrote, “I’m sure this will come as no 
surprise, but John Cena is one of the nicest and naturally 
awesome people in existence. He came to visit the new 
enlisted rec center they built for us back in the mid 00’s to 
do a meet-and-greet. While he was booked to be there only 
from 14:00 to 16:00, when we told him that most of the 
SUBSCOL students didn’t get out of class until then, he said 
he’d be more than willing to stay later. He hung out with all 
the guys who came to see him shooting pool, playing darts 
and Xbox, and pretty much signing everything and taking a 
ton of pictures. The dude is just a straight-up class act.” 

7) BrassDoll wrote this: 

“Amy Lee of Evanescence was absolutely wonderful. Some 
friends and I waited after a concert for autographs, and prior 
to Amy emerging, the bouncer-type-guy laid out in no 
uncertain terms that we weren’t to try to touch her. 

“Well, one friend had had depression, and Evanescence was 
one of the things that got her through her teen years. So she 
broke down in tears when Amy got to her in the autograph 
line, and Amy just went in and gave her this giant, 
comforting hug (hard to do since Amy is SO tiny). She was 
fabulous.” 

8) TomSwirly wrote this: 
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“Many years ago, I was in a gallery with my girlfriend at the 
time, and she said, ‘Isn’t that Lou Reed?’ 

“I’d seen that guy at a lot of openings and in fact I’d mentally 
categorized him as ‘that guy who looks like Lou Reed,’ but 
I realized, yes, it was! So I told her he was. 

“He’d been walking to the door when we said this and had 
heard us — and he stopped by the door, turned around, 
crossed his arms, and looked right at us. The message was 
clear: ‘I’m leaving, so if you want to say something, now is 
the time.’ 

My girlfriend walked over to him and said, ‘I just want to 
shake your hand.’ He said, ‘Put it there,’ and they shook 
hands and he left. 

“It was really civilized, and I always had a soft spot for him 
after that. RIP, Lou.” 

9) comedic-meltdown wrote this: 

“I used to work in a cafe in a very small town in New 
Zealand around 10 years ago. [Comedian / all-around 
entertainer] Billy Connolly was doing a tour of New Zealand 
— his wife is a Kiwi and he’s well documented as loving the 
place — and was around the town I was working in. 

“He strolls into my cafe ten minutes before closing, asking 
if we’re still open. I stand there dumbfounded, and just about 
swore in his face, thinking ‘Holy sh[*]t, you’re Billy 
Connolly, of course we’re open’. 

“He was an absolute delight; beyond polite, sat and chatted 
with a table of local ladies, and roared with laughter when 
they said he should’ve had his coffee for free (‘I could buy 
the place if I wanted to, why wouldn’t I pay for my coffee’). 
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He is everything I aspire to be as a human — kind, jovial, 
hilarious, and clever.”67 

68. “Doctors of Reddit, what was the Thing that Made 
You Go, ‘Oh God, Oh ****’?” 

DrNiene wrote this: 

“Pediatric Resident here. During my time in the NICU 
[Neonatal Intensive Care Unit] I had several ‘Oh, sh[*]t’ 
moments, I think everyone of us does. In one of my first 
night shifts, a 500g preterm newborn on non-invasive 
ventilation stopped breathing. I immediately started to bag 
her, which usually works nicely to stabilize the patient. 
Didn’t work this time. I had the nurses call my attending 
[doctor] to get here ASAP [As Soon As Possible], but he was 
about 20 minutes away, which was way too long for the 
patient. I had to intubate an extreme preterm baby on my 
own for the first time. The patient became bradycardic very 
quickly; the nurse started chest compressions, while another 
nurse handed me the laryngoscope. For some reason I stayed 
relatively calm and just thought ‘you better not f*** this up’. 
I successfully intubated on my second try, heartrate shot 
back up, O2 saturation followed shortly after. We put her on 
a ventilator, and when we were all done, my legs just gave 
out. I had to go back to the doctors room, my whole body 
was shaking. 

EDIT: Thank you for your kind words [in the comments 
section]. Those really mean a lot to anybody working in 
healthcare. And thank you for the award [Redditors can give 
awards to posts they like]. BTW [By the Way] the baby was 
fine in the end.” 

 
67 Source: KingOfCranes, “For those who had real-life celebrity 
encounters, who was rude and who was actually nice?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 2018. <https://tinyurl.com/ydgypg8h>. 
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Toadie9622 commented: 

“I don’t know how you guys do this. I was visiting my 
preemie niece in the hospital. She wasn’t even an extreme 
preemie and was basically doing ok. I was holding her, and 
she just suddenly stopped breathing. Some alarms were 
going off, and I screamed “She’s not f[**]king breathing!” 

“A nurse came over and flicked the bottom of her foot, and 
she took a deep breath and carried on. 

“I went in the bathroom and threw up.”68 

69. “‘A child Who is Not Embraced by the Village Will 
Burn it Down to Feel its Warmth.’ What is an Example 
of This That You’ve Seen or Experienced Firsthand?” 

TooMuch[****]Hair wrote this: 

“I went to school with a kid who seemed a little disturbed. 
Maybe it’s just my bias, but he definitely seemed like the 
school-shooter type. Well, no one liked this kid and they 
constantly picked on him. Once in some random class in 7th 
grade, I asked him if he wanted to be my partner for some 
dumb little assignment. We chatted in class for the rest of the 
year. 

“Toward the end of high school, he told me I kept him from 
some bad s[*]it by being his best friend. I literally talked to 
him in class for only a few months, and by that point [near 
the end of high school] hadn’t talked to him in years. 

“Embrace everyone, folks. You never know whether it might 
change someone’s life.” 

 
68 Source: WafflesOnTheWeb, “Doctors of Reddit, what was the thing 
that made you go ‘Oh god, oh ****’?” Reddit. AskReddit. 10 July 
2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y8wtplqj>. 
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westiepizzafan commented, “It takes many acts of hatred to 
break a child’s spirit. With one act of kindness, you saved it. 
Thanks, man. You did good.”69 

70. “Hey, Redditors, What’s the NICEST Thing You 
Overheard Someone Say About You?” 

Klown1327 wrote this: 

“So there’s a little set up. Second semester, junior year of 
high school, I’m in my speech teacher’s class, shooting the 
breeze for a bit, I had him first semester and his class was 
next to my theater class, so I’d pop in before theatre and chat 
because he was cool as sh[*]t. One day we’re talking and 
this kid walks in. I’d seen him around school before — he 
was always by himself. I remember he had some kind of skin 
condition and always had a sort of sad look on his face. I felt 
bad, but only ever saw him in passing, he was a year behind 
me. He walks in and says something about wanting to kill 
himself — that he cuts himself. He wasn’t really saying it to 
anyone, I didn’t really understand then, but I figure later on 
that, he was probably just trying to see if anyone gave a 
sh[*]t. Having been there myself before, I understood. The 
teacher and I shared a concerned look and I asked the teacher 
if I could walk him to the counselor’s office; he said that 
would probably be a good idea. I went and told my theater 
teacher what was going on and she gave me a pass, and I 
went up to the kid, ‘Hey man, come take a walk with me.’ 
He looked at the teacher, who just nodded, and then he got 
up and we walked out of the classroom. I told him how I 
heard what he said, and I asked what was going on. He told 
me about how his home life wasn’t great, his family didn’t 

 
69 Source: Zorbi_1, “‘A child who is not embraced by the village will 
burn it down to feel its warmth.’ What is an example of this that you’ve 
seen or experienced firsthand?” Reddit. Ask Reddit. 12 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y9s9xvzh>. 
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care about him, he was lonely, etc. I made sure we walked 
kinda slow: I wanted to get as much information out of him 
as I could, while also putting as much positivity back in as I 
could, when appropriate. I told him of my struggles with 
depression and suicidal thoughts, what worked for me, what 
didn’t, etc. I’m not sure exactly how long our talk lasted, but 
eventually we got to the counselor’s office. I told him that I 
went through it alone because I felt I had no other choice and 
I didn’t want him to have to do the same, so I asked if he’d 
be willing to talk with the school counselor, and to my relief 
he agreed. We walked in, I went up to the desk and explained 
what was going on, they thanked me and called him up to 
sign in and whatnot. I gave him a big hug and told him I’d 
be checking in on him whenever I saw him. 

“I didn’t see him the rest of the school year and was kinda 
worried. The first day of school the next year, I was walking 
to class and in saw him. His skin had cleared up 
significantly, and he was with three or four other kids, 
talking, laughing, smiling. I almost didn’t recognize him, 
Excited, I walked up and said, ‘Hey, man, how’s it going!’ 
He responded with even more enthusiasm, ‘It’s great, man. 
What’s up?’ I was so happy to see him doing so much better, 
and I kept it up the rest of the year — he was always in a 
good mood. 

“I graduated, looking for a job, things aren’t going so well, 
I’m kinda down on myself. I’m at a 7-11, buying a soda or 
something, and as I’m walking out the door I see him and 
some female relative, mom / aunt / grandma, I’m not sure. 
We say ‘hey’ and exchange pleasantries as I hold the door 
for them. They enter the store, and as I’m just walking away 
from the door, I hear him cheerfully say, ‘That’s the guy who 
stopped me from committing suicide’. What I’d just heard 
didn’t really hit me until I got into my car. It’s very possible 
that had I not talked with him that day, he might have gone 
home and taken his life. I saved his life, and whoever this 
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lady was, I saved her the loss of a loved one. I got in my car 
with a lump in my throat and tears in my eyes. My life has 
meaning, after all. Sometimes, when I start to doubt my 
worth as a human being, I think back to that and more often 
than not, it snaps me out of it. 

“TL;DR: Overheard a kid tell his relative that I stopped him 
from committing suicide.”70 

71. “People Who Work with Dead Bodies, What’s Your 
Story of ‘Doing a Solid’ for Someone Who has Expired?” 

1) rdocs wrote, “Not really for them but their family. I used 
to be a CAN [Certified Nursing Assistant]. I’m not religious, 
but I feel ritual is very important. We had a patient who just 
went ill and her family, especially her granddaughter, kept 
vigil for her to pass. When she expired, I was to do post-
mortem care. No big deal really; I’ve done this many times 
and am quiet and respectful. The granddaughter was there, 
and I had gotten to know her well. She and her sister sang 
hymns while I cleaned her; the hymns were something I had 
never been a part of before. As I was finishing up, I told her 
that the hands were holy as they once held you and they face 
is holy as it is what holds the smile that welcomes you, and 
I told her it was her last chance to wash her grandmother’s 
hands and face (I don’t remember where I heard this). She 
solemnly and tearfully washed her grandmother as I gathered 
my materials and then she gave me a hug and said that she 
was so glad I was there to help them. It is easily one of the 
best things I think I’ve ever done.” 

2) kcooper1214 wrote, “I was a geriatric and hospice nurses 
aid. One of my patients, who was super special to me, passed 
away while we were sitting outside. She would frequently 

 
70 Source: faloopaoompaloompa, “Hey redditors, what’s the NICEST 
thing you overheard someone say about you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 13 
July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/ydfvcwct>. 
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fall asleep in her wheelchair while basking in the sun. Time 
to get her vitals rolled around, so I took her back inside. One 
of the staff at the facility had just been coming in her room 
to do her vitals, so I was like ‘Sure, you can do them. I’ll 
document on my paperwork.’ Apparently while sunbathing 
my little lady had passed away and I never even realized it. 
I could have left at that point as my shift was over. Instead I 
stayed. My relief was also super fond of this patient. While 
the nurse at the facility called the funeral home, we washed 
her and completely changed her clothing into one of her 
favorite outfits. The nursing home told us they would do all 
that; however, I felt like she would have wanted someone 
who loved her and wanted to preserve her dignity actually 
get her ready for the funeral home. Her son sent me the 
sweetest thank you card. The facility had told him how 
adamant we were to be the ones who prepared her.” 

3) dadomi3 wrote, “I’m a pathologist and do autopsies. 
These are mostly at parental request for babies who are 
miscarried or stillborn, or who have genetic abnormalities. 
Because it’s such a difficult time for them to make decisions, 
I am sometimes asked to go and speak to parents about the 
autopsy (sometimes because they want specific details that 
the midwife or obstetrician can’t answer, but sometimes so 
that they can check me out and make sure they are happy to 
entrust their baby to me). Sometimes, parents find it difficult 
to see and handle their baby after death, especially if the 
baby has abnormalities, so watching me hold their baby can 
help. At times I’ve been to the ward and they’ve watched me 
dress their baby and put a nappy on him, the usual 
babysitting sort of stuff — many of the midwives do the 
same. We photograph all lost babies — sometimes parents 
don’t want the photos immediately, but they’ll come back 
later on down the line, so we keep them safe. We try and 
include a picture of their baby being held by one of the staff. 
We had one family who wanted photos of the baby in 
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specific outfits — each of their children had chosen an outfit, 
as had the grandparents. So we dressed and undressed the 
baby, putting her into all the wee dresses — one of the older 
children wanted her dressed in a crocodile outfit (could have 
been a dinosaur), and it had a long tail with spikes all the 
way down. We also make sure that anything the family want 
us to keep with the baby is kept safe — we had a baby whose 
older sibling had insisted that we give the baby his lollipop, 
it was one of those giant stripy round flat ones and it was 
bigger than the baby’s head, but we took a photo of the baby 
holding onto the lollipop to show his brother that he had it.” 

WiseToThatRuse commented, “This is amazing. One of the 
nurses made plaster casts of my baby’s hands and feet after 
I lost her and it’s something I will never forget.” 

Dadomi3 added, “In the past, miscarried and stillborn babies 
were often ignored and never talked about, and there was an 
attitude of ‘there, there, never mind, go home and try again’. 
It’s so encouraging seeing this changing so much. I always 
think the only thing worse than losing a baby is losing a baby 
and not knowing why. An autopsy sounds like a gruesome 
process, but it can answer so many questions, and getting 
answers definitely helps the parents. We are always very 
conscious that parents may see their baby again afterwards, 
so we are very careful in what we do. We work according to 
the policy ‘a little life, not a little loss’, so no matter how 
many weeks pregnant you were when you lost the baby, we 
treat them all with dignity and respect, whether they die at 
six or 36 weeks. One mother asked to speak to me and when 
I got to the ward she didn’t have any questions, what she 
wanted to do was check me out because she said she 
wouldn’t hand over her living child to a stranger, so she 
wouldn’t do it to her stillborn daughter. You don’t stop being 
a mother just because your arms are empty.” 
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4) Thanatochemist wrote, “I upgraded a casket from the one 
they could afford to the one the decedent always wanted, and 
I did the embalming and prep pro bono. Structurally 
speaking, there was a lot of facial reconstruction involved, 
and my mentor helped, for which I am forever grateful.” 

5) Netflix_and_backrubs wrote this: 

“When my best friend died at 20 years old, the doctors and 
nurses were amazing. He was brain-dead by the time the 
ambulance got to him, but the doctors kept him on life 
support so that his mother and his critically ill father could 
say goodbye. They cleaned him, bandaged him to hide his 
wounds, and kept him in a hospital bed for two full days. 
Although I understood he was dead, his mother really 
couldn’t get her mind around it. They gave her time. They 
counseled his family. They did everything they could to help 
get his family through it. 

“After he was taken off of life support, his dad’s boss (who 
had been at the hospital much of the time) took me aside and 
said, ‘Listen, I know his parents are not able to give him a 
funeral. I have called the funeral home and told them that I 
will cover the costs. Please plan something nice.’ I am so 
grateful to that man for helping me give my friend a decent 
goodbye.” 

6) NeedsSumPhotos wrote, “A college student in my town 
killed himself by slitting his throat open — it was gruesome, 
to say the least. Cops said he left a note for his parents (who 
came in from out of state) shedding some light on his 
struggle with mental illness, and just how sorry he was. 
When parents arrived, I told them that they couldn’t see his 
body yet because of police procedure — in reality I wanted 
to buy time for the mortician to get him properly cleaned up. 
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No parent needs to see that kind of injury, and I don’t think 
he wanted to hurt them anymore.”71 

72. “People of Reddit, if You are or were Ever Homeless. 
What was the Nicest Thing Someone Did for You?” 

1) church0fchris wrote, “I used to spend my nights in an 
IHOP for shelter and wifi — it didn’t take long for the staff 
to figure out my situation. I came in soaked and freezing one 
night after walking through a Michigan blizzard, ordered my 
normal coffee, and was shocked when the night manager 
brought me a bowl of soup, too. It really is the little things.” 

2) Arvendial wrote, “A gas station would give me the hot 
dogs they were gonna throw away from the rollers each 
night.” 

3) Loudmouth012 wrote, “A good friend of mine invited me 
over to his family Thanksgiving.” 

4) FrancishasFallen wrote, “I was briefly homeless as a 
child. One of the librarians at my local public library used to 
give me cash to buy food and introduced me to a band who 
got me my first public performance opportunity.” 

5) RippleTitsDestroyer wrote, “Not me but every time I go 
to work, I see the same little girl going to school give a 
homeless man about 10 dollars every day — yes, even on 
weekends. This went on for about five years, but I had left 
my old building since then. One time it was raining while I 
was waiting for the bus and I saw the rain pouring on the 
man, so I decided to give him my umbrella. After some time 

 
71 Source: areyougoodatmath, “People who work with dead bodies, 
what’s your story of ‘doing a solid’ for someone who has expired?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 15 July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y76kraax>. 
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the same kid came with her own umbrella and was supposed 
to give it to the man.”72 

73. “What’s a Time When You Did the Right Thing Even 
Though It was Hard?” 

1) ethylalcohoe, a male, wrote, “I took my sister off life 
support. I knew she was done and that’s what she would have 
wanted. If you’re ever faced with such a dilemma (and I hope 
you won’t be) remember that they’ve already left the 
building. No need to keep the light on.” 

2) Loxx21 wrote, “In high school a kid wasn’t paying 
attention while walking in the cafeteria and bumped into me 
spilling his lunch tray all over me. All the kids started yelling 
for me to hit him. I looked at the kid and helped him pick up 
his food off the ground. I had food stains on my shirt the rest 
of the day and could care less.” 

3) angelicabible wrote, “Letting my parents know about a 
friend’s abusive situation when I was a teenager. She didn’t 
want them to know, and my parents were angry at me for 
causing a scene by bringing her to our house when I found 
her crying on the side of the road especially as her mother 
called the police to find her eventually, but thanks to that 
situation she got into foster care and is living a normal and 
happy life for someone her age. We’re actually even closer 
now than we ever were and there’s never a day where I regret 
my decision.” 

4) throwawayTXUSA wrote, “Helped a drunk college 
acquaintance get to the hospital safely. She was being 
irresponsible and drinking too much, and she started 
vomiting while unconscious. I didn’t know her very well. I 

 
72 Source: A/RockTwist, “People of Reddit if you are or were ever 
homeless what was the nicest thing someone did for you?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 16 July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/yxw6xnor>. 
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was given the choice to hang out with friends I knew and 
liked, or to stop having fun for the night and make sure she 
was safe. Despite getting vomit on my shoes, I chose the 
latter.”73 

74. “Ex-Racists, -Nazis, -White Nationalists, What Made 
You Change Your Mind?” 

1) Gingrpenguin wrote this: 

“The NHS [The National Health Service in the UK] (in 
addition to healing her) effectively cured my Nan’s racism. 

“I’ll preface this with the fact she was never one of these 
BNP- style [British National Party-style] fascists but, like a 
good number of those in her generation, she is far from woke 
and her view of those from minority backgrounds was based 
on outdated stereotypes. 

“Her language would likely still get her cancelled but after 
being in intensive care and looked after by a majority of 
foreigners she has had her eyes open to how much in 
common she actually has with folks who were born far away 
and moved here to improve their lives. She has seen first-
hand their passion, their kindness, their wit, and their work 
ethic and in her view of that stay, she has seen that they 
belong here far more than the chavs [hooligans] who would 
have them removed do. 

“It’s amazing how much a cup of tea and a friendly 
conversation can change someone’s view. Especially when 
they’re in a state of being days away from death. 

 
73 Source: beal0525, “What’s a time when you did the right thing even 
though it was hard?” Reddit. AskWomen. 17 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y5mn99a2> 
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“The NHS didn’t just save her life, but also improved it and 
gave her a new friend.” 

2) Cleed79 wrote, “I met people in school I liked even 
though a lot of my family said I shouldn’t like them. I didn’t 
think Elementary School would be such an Eye-Opener, but 
There You Go.” 

3) Juice_magic wrote this: 

“I had mental problems I was getting treatment for and was 
also very depressed after graduating college with no job and 
all my friends were in other cities. I ended up falling into 
some really bad Nazi white nationalist forums, because I was 
chasing the negativity. I’m not even white, just to paint a 
picture of this dumb f[**]kery. 

“Anyway part of me knew I must keep trying, so I kept 
applying for jobs and attending my doctor appointments and 
getting better. I finally got a job, and I’ve been really good 
ever since. I have not thought about those Nazi websites 
since then, and I believe everyone deserves to be treated 
fairly.”74 

75. “Who is a Stranger You will Always Remember?” 

1) PitifulApples wrote, “The woman who got me through a 
panic attack in a crowded train station a few years ago. She 
probably made herself late to work by stopping to calm me 
down and make sure I was okay, but she did it anyway and 
I’m really grateful for that.” 

2) iwantcheeeeese wrote, “I was having a panic attack in an 
elevator during a convention. A lady who I have never seen 
before or since walked up to me, put her arms around me, 

 
74 Source: AJValentine, “Ex racists, Nazis, white nationalists. What 
made you change your mind?” Reddit. AskReddit. 18 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yxkxjbcz>. 
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gently rubbed my back and whispered, ‘No matter what 
you’re going through, you’re going to be all right’. I could 
barely mumble ‘thank you’ as I exited the elevator, but I 
don’t think I’ll ever forget her kindness that night.” 

3) MichealLacerta wrote, “A man saved my mother’s life 
after a car crash. Dude wore a big-[*ss] trench coat, and 
helped my mom get my little sister out of the car. He made 
sure they were both all right and then walked off once help 
arrived. Nobody ever figured out his name, but without him 
it’s pretty likely that I would never have been born. Twenty-
something years ago you saved my mom and by extension 
me. Keep on saving people, dude. You’re the type of guy 
who makes people believe in guardian angels.” 

4) AriDreams wrote this: 

“When I was little, my mom got into a car accident with my 
three sisters and me in the car. It wasn’t her fault. A new 
driver T-boned our car after trying to cross into a median 
from four lanes away. We were all fine, but our car was 
totaled. My mom didn’t throw a fit, but my sisters and I were 
reasonably upset. I remember the kid apologizing minute 
after minute, and, thankfully, my mom sat him down and 
told him that everyone messes up. 

“This isn’t about him. 

“While our car was getting towed, we were sitting outside a 
neighborhood of some sort. My sisters and I quickly forgot 
about the crash, and we started playing tag or something like 
that outside. We noticed this lady put her hazard lights on 
and asked my mom if everything was all right, and my mom 
said yes. She then said to hold on as she went home. My 
mom was confused and so were the rest of us. Ten minutes 
later, this woman comes back with a tray of cupcakes! Her 
son had his birthday party that day, and she thought that we 
would all do well with some cupcakes. We all told her thank 
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you, but if I got to see her again today, I would give her a 
hug and say thank you again. She seriously made a bitter 
moment a little sweeter. Literally.” 

5) sxloni wrote, “The woman who helped me cross the street 
when I was a little too afraid to do it on my own. This 
happened when I was just entering my teenage years. I was 
waiting for cars to slow down. Three other people started 
walking towards the other side, so I started walking with 
them, but then I saw some cars coming so I stopped. This 
woman (who had also started walking towards the other 
side) came back, took my hand, and crossed the street with 
me. Then, she just disappeared without allowing me to say 
thank you. I will always remember her.” 

6) 100LittleButterflies wrote this: 

“I actually remember only parts of it as I was black out 
drunk. 

I have a long history of various kinds of abuse. I had just 
gotten out of the most abusive situation I’ve had and was a 
little all over the place. 

“I took an all-inclusive vacation to Cozumel [a Caribbean 
island off the cost of Mexico]. I don’t like to think about it a 
lot because I’m not proud of where my mindset was. I lost 
my favorite pair of shorts. 

“I had gotten so drunk I had decided to stop walking to 
dinner and just stand there, probably not very sturdily. 
Shortly after, a lady came up and asked if I was OK. 

“She took me under her wing that night. I don’t recall her 
name or even much of what she looked like. But she got me 
water. And then she got me fed. 

“I remember her and little else of that day because of what 
she had to tell me. She said that she recognized herself in me. 
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“The most important thing she said is that I should respect 
myself. I shouldn’t rely on respect from others. I need to be 
the person I never had for myself. And put my foot down 
when people demand things of me I don’t want to give them. 
That’s self-respect. 

“She went on to say so many other things I needed to know, 
needed to hear. Things I wish so badly that others had told 
me a long time ago. I wish I had a way of thanking her for 
being so kind. I hope I can pay it forward some way. That 
evening was a change in direction for me.” 

7) MyNameisZa2 wrote this: 

“I met this girl twice a year apart, at two different places. 
The first was a concert at a small venue. The second was a 
local music festival. 

“Each time I met her, she would walk up to me, say hello, 
give me a kiss, and dance with me before we parted ways. 

“So charming!” 

8) ConfusedFanGirl0502 wrote this: 

“My family was on a holiday to a place where our native 
language was not spoken. My aunts, cousins, mom, and I 
were catcalled when we were on a ferry. We were cussing at 
those guys in our native language and were pretty loud with 
it. 

“Another local heard us and asked what the problem was. He 
said he knew a bit of our language and could make out we 
were shouting [abuse] at someone. We told him the situation, 
and he shouted at the catcallers in their language. He then 
apologized profusely to us for the catcallers’ behavior.” 

9) ashbruns wrote, “When I was maybe 10, I went to Sam’s 
Club with my mom. When we were in the section with all 
the water bottles, I could look through one of the shelves to 
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a back room behind their frozen section, and I saw a man 
back there. We happened to make eye contact, so I waved. 
Less than a minute or so later, my mom and I had moved 
closer to that shelf while figuring out where we needed to go 
next, and the man popped his head out from under the shelf 
and asked what I needed. I was confused and asked what he 
meant. He said, ‘I thought you were beckoning me because 
you needed something.’ I told him, ‘Oh, no I was just 
waving.’ He looked really touched and said, ‘Wow. People 
don’t really do that. They just want something from me. 
Thank you.’ I’ll always remember that, and it’s made me 
more aware of how other people treat the staff in stores or 
restaurants. I try to brighten their days as much as I can.” 

10) Lufthansa1198 wrote, “There was this guy from the 
Philippines who helped me to carry several heavy bags of 
books I had to bring home on the train. I have never 
experienced this kind of random kindness in the city I live 
in.”75 

76. “What are Your Real-Life Examples of Choosing to 
Behave a Certain Way or Always Do a Certain Thing, 
Regardless of How Others Act?” 

1) dadadawn wrote this: 

“I used to have a bit of road rage where I would honk at 
people, tailgate, cut people off, etc. Very immature and 
dangerous behavior that I am not proud of. 

“Now, I absolutely never let myself get pissed off by bad 
drivers. It is not worth it to me. If I’m being tailgated, I move 
over or pull over and let them go on. If someone’s going to 
slow, I either pass them or slow to a safe distance myself. If 

 
75 Source: nayponn, “[Serious] Who is a stranger you will always 
remember?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4mkajkh>. 
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I get honked at or cut off, I don’t let it bother me. It is not 
worth putting myself and the other people on the road in a 
dangerous situation because my ego can’t handle another 
rude driver.” 

2) _f_e_a_t_h_e_r_s_ wrote, “I make an effort to keep a 
level head in heated situations, regardless of how hot-headed 
of a person I am dealing with and how eagerly they try to 
bait me into outrage. It’s pretty much always to my benefit 
to be calm.” 

3) darkangle6 wrote this: 

“I refuse to gossip about people at work. My rule is that I 
will only say positive things about my coworkers behind 
their backs and it has saved me from a lot of drama. It has 
made a world of difference. I used to cry before going to my 
old job. Now, I have a similar job with a sister company and 
I don’t mind being there at all and enjoy working with the 
people I do. 

“I also didn’t have sex until I was 19. Where I live, that’s 
unheard of. We have a very liberal, sex-‘positive’ population 
where I live and most people are having sex by the time 
they’re sophomores in high school. 

“My friends would always make fun of me because I wanted 
my first experience with sex to be special and intimate. I got 
the whole speech about how ‘virginity is a social construct’ 
and ‘sex doesn’t mean anything.’ But I waited and I’m happy 
I did. My first time was incredible, and it was with someone 
I trusted. I’m still with him and I feel lucky because we’re 
compatible. I especially wanted to wait because I’m into 
some pretty kinky stuff and didn’t want to explore that with 
anyone I wasn’t serious about.” 

4) 1caffeinelover99 wrote, “I’m nice and respectful 
regardless of whether or not others reciprocate because 
karma comes back around. Plus most times people end up 
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feeling bad about being rude when they realize you won’t be 
rude back to them. It doesn’t mean I let others walk all over 
me. It just means I won’t be petty. I’ll be straightforward and 
respectfully let you know that your behavior is not 
acceptable and draw a clear line. It’s worked pretty well so 
far. It’s definitely took a while to be able to control my 
emotions enough to pull it off, though.” 

5) IniMiney wrote, “F[**]k age, it’s wild how many call 
themselves ‘too old’ for sh[*]t by like 27 (Tik Tok, K-pop, 
clubbing, you name it). I live by the mantra that if it’s 
harmless and fun, then f[**]king do it. I’m made to feel bad 
about this sometimes, and I’m sure people talk sh[*]t about 
me having BTS posters on my wall or whatever, but life is 
too damn short.”76 

77. “What One Act of Kindness Made Your Entire 
Day?” 

1) brkmein2biggerpieces wrote this: 

“I found myself out of gas on my motorcycle, out on some 
country backroads. There was almost zero traffic, and it was 
going to get dark soon. I was worried about leaving my 
motorcycle on the side of this small, curvy road with no 
shoulder, but realizing that I was wasting time thinking about 
it, I set off walking toward the nearest gas station per my gps. 
Some nice gentleman eventually drove by me and stopped, 
asking if I needed a ride, as he had passed my abandoned 
bike a ways back and then saw me walking with my helmet 
and jacket, etc., and put two and two together. 

 
76 Source: SoniSoni7432, “What are your real-life examples of 
choosing to behave a certain way or always do a certain thing, 
regardless of how others act?” Reddit. AskWomen. 21 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2dts5r8>. 
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“I told him, ‘Yes, that would be great!’ He drove me to the 
closest gas station, which still took probably 15 to 20 
minutes in a car. I had to buy a new gas canister because I 
didn’t have one with me, and I filled it up. I felt bad because 
it took forever at the gas station since they were really busy 
and it was also one of those gas station/fast food combo 
places. Anyway, the guy waited patiently, and then drove me 
back to the bike, which was luckily still there. I thanked him 
a bunch of times, asked if I could give him some money for 
his trouble, but he wasn’t having it. I told him that I would 
at least pay it forward and that he could keep the brand-new 
gas container, if he wanted. He went on his way, I gassed up 
and was able to get back home (with another, proper, fill up 
along the way). That favor made more than just my day. I’ll 
be paying that one forward for a while … that dude was such 
a lifesaver!” 

2) gameangel147 wrote this: 

“I work at a retailer, and a guest was asking if we had large 
bottles of sanitizer. 

“She had small ones and wanted to refill them. We didn’t 
and I told her even I hadn’t been able to find any. She said 
that if she had one with her, she would give it to me, and told 
me where I could find some. 

“About two or three days later, I go to work and a coworker 
tells me a guest came by and left me something. The 
coworker says that she (the guest) asked if I was there and 
left something for me. It turns out it was two bottles of hand 
sanitizer with a note that had my name and department 
written on it. 

“She had mentioned she lives in the mountains, which means 
trips to that store were quite far and she didn’t make them 
often. 
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“She made a long trip just to give me those two bottles of 
sanitizer, and she remembered my name and the department 
I worked in. 

“I don’t think I’ve ever had a stranger do something this nice 
for me and it left me with a big smile on my face for a few 
days. :D [Emoticon for Happy].” 

3) shethinkshefunnylmao wrote this, “I was wearing this 
brand-new outfit, it was kind of out there, and nobody really 
dressed that way in my school, so I was pretty nervous about 
it and some people were laughing at me. Then at lunch this 
tiny little kid came up to me (he was the recess monitor’s 
kid) and said, ‘Your pants look SO fancy! I wish I had pants 
that were that fancy!’ He gave me a hug and I cried for about 
five minutes after that.” 

4) ctrlaitmayo wrote this: 

“My grandpa and I were eating at our usual pastry shop 
inside a mall. All the tables were full and we were done 
eating, so I suggested that we should go. Then he told me to 
wait a few minutes. Then suddenly a man in crutches walked 
in the shop and started ordering. My grandpa stood up and 
offered the table to him, and he volunteered to order for him. 

“It was the sweetest thing ever and gave me hope for 
humanity.” 

5) ANG3L_ONLINE wrote, “I live in a very conservative 
area and am openly alternative, I wear wigs, do obnoxious 
makeup, and like to look like an anime girl. I get lots of judgy 
looks from Karens and boomers, but when elementary- 
middle-school-aged kids look at me in pure awe and 
amazement, the younger ones smiling and waving, it makes 
my heart so happy. It makes me happy that people, who are 
so young, who don’t know me while other people even twice 
my age normally judge me, they [the kids] still look past the 
differences and show acceptance and interest in a different 
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lifestyle. It feels even better when a middle school kid who 
is having their emo / indie / alt beginning phases see me and 
you can tell they feel less alone. I try to compliment their 
style as I know too many parents are very judgemental / 
unsupportive of their kid’s exploring of style. (Also, I’m a 
teen so it’s not like I’m 20 and complimenting children.) 

6) AMLT1983 wrote this: 

“I’m not sure this is exactly what the original poster was 
looking for, but this was back in 2015. 

“I took a group of 8th graders from Texas to New York City. 
The first day (Saturday), one of our kids lost their phone in 
Central Park. A horse carriage operator found it, called us, 
and walked to meet us; after a quick walk, we got it back. 
The horse carriage operator wouldn’t take a thank you or 
cash reward. 

“On Sunday, our group had four extra tickets to Wicked at 
the Gershwin in NYC. We had a family we had group tickets 
for, but they wanted to see another show, so we decided to 
make a few random people’s day and give away the extra 
tickets. 

“We gave the first two tickets went to two friends who had 
tried for three days for tickets and this was their last night in 
NYC. They were beyond excited! 

“We gave the other two tickets to two gentleman from Japan. 
The tears and excitement in their eyes was unforgettable. 
They smiled and were so thankful. 

“On Monday, I ran into the same two gentleman from Japan 
on Liberty Island. As we chatted about trips to NYC, they 
told me they gave a $100 tip for their horse carriage driver 
in Central Park last night to pay it forward for the tickets. 
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“It turns out it was the same guy who returned our phone.”77 

78. “Truck Drivers, Do You Enjoy It When Little Kids 
Do the Arm Signal to Honk Your Horn?” 

1) Mmr-dusty88 wrote, “We love it! It really brightens up 
longs days on the road. Just ask your kids to not do it in town. 
We feel bad when we can’t give them what they want 
because most noise bylaws won’t allow air horns in town.” 

2) SgtRock1967 wrote, “I like it and I’ll respond, but I 
usually look to make sure the driver knows the kid is doing 
it, so I don’t startle the driver.” 

3) ikilleddobby2 wrote this: 

“My brother loves it; also, if it’s nighttime he’ll flash all the 
lights. 

“Edit. He has the strobe lighting all over his truck, and it can 
go on a few different settings.”78 

79. “What’s the Most Wholesome Thing that Has Ever 
Happened to You?” 

1) garnador wrote, “When I was 19 after a bout of 
homelessness, I met my father for the first time in I don’t 
know how many years. No explanations were needed — he 
just took me in with his new family and helped me get back 
up on my feet. I struggled to hold down a job or even a decent 
friendship circle so my dad, who was also unemployed at the 
time, did his best to get employed in a decent job, learned to 
drive, etc., to prove to me and my younger half-brother that 

 
77 Source: The BlimpMan, “What one act of kindness made your entire 
day?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 July 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y3ebtpdh>. 
78 Source: t-mac-, “Truck drivers do you enjoy when little kids do the 
arm signal to honk your horn?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y6cpy2gz>. 
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life get better if you push yourself. No matter how I’ve 
messed up this man whom I barely knew until I was 
practically an adult has done so much for me. I didn’t really 
clean up my act until my mid-20s and he remained patient 
and supportive. We don’t talk about these things really and I 
know he’s on Reddit, so if you’re reading this, Dad, thank 
you.” 

2) xx2983xx wrote, “I was at a concert at Red Rocks and 
when I was in the crowded bathroom there was another girl 
wearing leggings that had golden retriever faces on them. I 
told her I thought they were awesome, and she said, ‘It’s 
actually MY dog! My boyfriend had them made for me!’ and 
I said, ‘Girl, you gotta marry that man!’ and she screamed, 
‘HE JUST PROPOSED TODAY!’ and held up her hand 
with the ring on it. All the other women in the bathroom 
started shrieking and congratulating her. It was awesome.” 

gt0163c commented, “There’s just something about the way 
a group of women shriek that when you hear it you instantly 
know either someone got engaged or announced that they’re 
pregnant.” 

3) i_f[**]kin_luv_it_mate wrote, “I got my puppy with my 
girlfriend and this puppy hadn’t even been in the field next 
to the stables where he was born and raised. So as my 
girlfriend was signing some of the paperwork, I took him in 
the field and it was a whole new big world for him and he 
got a bit scared so came back to me and laid down in my lap, 
flopped on to his back, and just stared up at me with his big 
puppy-dog eyes. And he just lay there for twenty minutes 
happy with me, and I knew we were meant to care for one 
another.” 

4) Sandwhichmage wrote, “When I first got my job with the 
construction company I’m with, I was sent to an out-of-town 
job site. Sadly I didn’t have enough money to pay for a hotel 
room and the gas price for driving two hours there and back 
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daily would have been way too much. So I slept in the job 
site parking lot in my car (a Saturn coupe for those curious) 
for the first two weeks, driving home only on the weekends. 
On Monday of the third week, people had gathered in the 
break room early for lunch and when I swung in holding my 
ramen they surprised me with a hotel room key. They had 
collectively paid for two weeks at a local hotel so I would 
have a bed to sleep in. I honestly almost cried that day.” 

5) Stabfacenotback wrote this: 

“There are so many. Too many to list. 

“But the list is about simple things most people don’t get to 
or ignore acknowledging. 

“This post made me remember that I’ve been intending to 
call a 95-year-old friend from the gym today. I haven’t 
spoken to him in a few months due to COVID. 

“I think I’ll do a wholesome thing today. :) 

“Edit: I just did. I encourage everyone to call that one loved 
one they haven’t talked to in a while. Super special. If I don’t 
talk to another human for the rest of the day, it doesn’t 
matter. That one conversation meant the world to me. 
Because he said it meant the world to him.”79 

80. “Chefs of Reddit, What is a Dish that can be Messed 
up so Easily?”  

donnydelicious wrote, “Crème brûlées. Three ingredients, 
but 1,000 ways to f[**] them up.” 

 
79 Source: Hamsternoir, “What’s the most wholesome thing that has 
ever happened to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 22 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3balmuf>. 
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Note by David Bruce: Other people say the dish has five 
ingredients: heavy cream, sugar, egg yolks, salt, and vanilla. 
Add berries as a topping, and that’s six ingredients. 

stockroute commented: 

“I thought I’d share my crème brûlée story. 

“I was employed as a floor manager for a restaurant a few 
years back. One evening shift I remember l was working and 
I was doing a table check on the floor and l remember 
approaching a diner’s table. This particular diner had a 
dessert in front of her. I spoke with the her explaining that I 
was not happy with what she had been served. After 
apologising to her, I informed that I would clear the dish and 
bring another.  

“I went straight to the kitchen. No disrespect to any chefs out 
there. But I barreled into the chef. Placing the dish in front 
of him and doing a Gordon Ramsey on him, I asked, ‘What 
the f[**]k is this?’ His reply to me was ‘crème brûlée.’  

“I then said, ‘Please tell me you are f[**]k’n joking.’ He 
doubled down and said, ‘That’s a f[**]k’n crème brûlée’. I 
then proceeded to ask, ‘Can you tell me what is wrong with 
it?’ He replied quite snottily, ‘NOTHING’.  

“In a controlled calm voice, I said to him, ‘It’s not even 
f[**]k’n set’. I then said to him, ‘I want another one. Straight 
up now’. He replied, ‘They’re all like that’. WTF. I headed 
straight to the chiller with chef in tow. I opened the chiller 
door and looked at the dessert shelf. To my horror he was 
telling the truth.  

“I was in no mood to carry this on further. So I explained to 
the chef for future reference, ‘What you are looking at is 
what most people in the business call, SH[*]T.’ In his 
defence, the head chef wasn’t on that night. Neither was 
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there a dessert chef on board. So I checked all other desserts 
that were on the menu — they were fine.  

“So I went back out front to the speak with the customer. I 
apologised and informed her that the dessert she ordered was 
now off the menu and would you like to order another menu 
choice, which would not be added to her bill. She decided 
not to. So I decided to bring her a glass of dessert wine, 
which she was happy with. I had to pull the waitress into the 
kitchen and explain to her what had happened with her table. 
She was embarrassed. It was like a comedy of errors. For 
those in the know, you would probably understand the 
situation I was in. I told the waitress I will look after her 
table, which she was happy for me to do. At the end of the 
customer’s dining experience, she asked for the bill. I told 
her the restaurant will be taking care of the bill. She was 
surprised and said that she was more than happy to pay. Then 
in confidence the customer did say that she did not think the 
desert looked right, but that did not deter from her having 
enjoyed the entrée. Before she left, she said that she would 
be back because of the service she had been given. She left 
the waitress a tip — which the waitress felt she did not 
deserve. ‘Hey, the diner was more than happy with your 
service’, I told her.  

“Some restaurant owners are probably saying WTF 
regarding not billing her. The next morning I pulled into the 
owner’s office to explain what happened the previous night. 
I asked for the head chef to be called in, and he wasn’t 
impressed with his chef. But he was embarrassed.  

“End of story: I got things sorted so nothing would happen 
like that again. All the chefs had a lot more respect for me 
after that. Hey, I might not be a chef, but I do know what a 
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crème brûlée looks like. And not all Front-of-House 
employees are robots.”80 

  

 
80 Source: Lazyrainbowpanda, “Chefs of Reddit, what is a dish that can 
be messed up so easily?” Reddit. AskReddit. 25 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yxccjf8e>. 
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Chapter 5: Questions 81-100 

81. “What is the Nicest Thing A Stranger has Done for 
You? 

1) darkangle6 wrote this: 

“I got into a car accident once on the highway. A man and 
his son stopped and offered me a ride. I accepted, which was 
incredibly stupid and I’m lucky they were genuinely good 
people. 

“The two of them were on their way to church, but they went 
very far out of their way to bring me to my dad’s work. (I 
was 16 or 17 at the time.) I apologized for the trouble and 
the dad said, ‘We couldn’t just leave you there in the snow.’ 

“And his son, who couldn’t have been older than 13-14, 
looked at his dad like he was a superhero and then turned to 
me and said, ‘Yeah, you can’t just leave people like that.’ 

“And I knew then that this man was setting a very good 
example for his son and that the two of them were what a 
healthy parent/child relationship should look like. 

“Growing up, I didn’t see too many examples of that.” 

2) ArtisticPomegranate0 wrote, “I used to ride the train to 
school in high school. I wore a uniform, so I think that made 
me approachable to people who rode the train. There was a 
lady who always rode the same train as me in the morning. 
We would usually just acknowledge each other with a nod, 
but one day she spoke to me about my future career goals. I 
told her that I wanted to major in biology and do research. A 
few days before Christmas, she gave me some gifts. It had a 
Gray’s Anatomy book and a stethoscope. It was a short ride 
that day, and I never got her name. I wrote a thank you letter, 
but I never saw her again after that day.” 
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3) scionofnothing wrote, “Last week, I was crying in the 
restroom. A young woman entered and saw me, came up to 
me and said, ‘Can I give you a hug?’ I tried to get out of the 
hug after a polite few seconds, but she kind of kept holding 
me until I calmed down. (It really helped.)” 

4) kittyxandra wrote, “A few months ago my car broke down 
in a random little town six hours into my 12-hour drive. I am 
a small woman, and I was all alone and had absolutely no 
idea where I was. A couple of men hopped out of their trucks 
and push my car to the side. Both of them offered me a place 
to stay. A cop pulled up next and helped me tremendously. 
We got my car to a parking lot nearby. My phone died, so he 
let me use his to call my insurance and charge mine in his 
car. This was in Arizona, so it was 100° F outside. He gave 
me a bottle of water, and we sat in his car and ate donuts 
until the tow truck came. Both the tow truck guy and the cop 
took me to their mechanic. Afterward the tow trucker took 
me to a motel and got me set up with a room. The next day 
he picked me up again, so I could grab stuff from my car 
before my friends came to pick me up. I cannot describe how 
grateful I am to have met such nice people. Everyone there 
was beyond friendly. They treated me like family. I was so 
scared, and I probably would have had a mental meltdown 
without their help. Sometimes I feel like giving up on 
humanity, but experiences like this remind that there really 
are a few good people out there.” 

5) JaxGal17 wrote this: 

“At a previous job, I parked in a garage that was five or six 
blocks from my office. I worked late one day — nothing 
crazy, it was still light when I left, but the area was pretty 
empty as businesses were now closed. I exited the building, 
locked the door, and started walking. 

“I crossed the street and a man who was sitting in a doorway 
immediately got up and started following me. He started 
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talking to me, presumably to ask for money and bumped into 
me. Immediately I was on high alert. I didn’t slow down, 
kept walking, and was trying to decide if I could swing my 
purse to defend myself or maybe alert some sanitation 
workers I saw who were not too far away.  

“As we rounded the corner, I can only assume my body 
language was screaming that I was scared because a tall man 
walking down the street towards up loudly said, ‘Hello, 
ma’am’ and walked directly between me and the creeper 
guy. He kind of hip-checked the creeper without breaking 
his stride, which caused the creeper to run away in the other 
direction. 

“It happened so fast the nice man was already down the 
block before I could even try to say thank you. To this day, 
that was the only time I have truly felt unsafe downtown and 
am supremely thankful for that tall stranger.” 

6) androidis4lyf wrote, “Gave me a $200 tip in Australia 
where tipping isn’t common. I teared up because it meant I 
could register my car.” 

7) Elle_Vetica wrote this: 

“I studied abroad in Australia when I was in college in 2001. 
I traveled to Cairns with some people, and then decided to 
do a day trip up to Port Douglas (about an hour away) to do 
some horseback riding by myself. I took a bus up, but when 
the ride was over, the bus depot was closed, and I was 
stranded an hour from my group with no cell phone, very 
little cash, and no idea what to do. 

“I was just standing in this empty depot freaking out when 
the last bus driver pulled in to park his bus. I told him I was 
stranded, had almost no money, and had no idea what to do, 
so he fired the bus back up and drove me back down to my 
hostel in Cairns. He wouldn’t let me pay him anything. 
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“I don’t remember his name, but I think about him often and 
hope he knows how grateful I was. That whole situation 
really could have turned out poorly for me.” 

8) camille00023 wrote this: 

“An ex-boyfriend thought his Prius could handle crossing 
the desert. It couldn’t. 

“We got stuck — quite literally — in the middle of nowhere. 
We couldn’t even see a road. We had no choice but to spend 
the night in the car. We woke up to a sweet Mexican man 
knocking on our window, asking if we needed help. 

“It felt like a mirage. We agreed, and he said he’d be right 
back. He came back with 10+ friends, chains, and multiple 
trucks. After an hour of hard work, they finally got us out 
and took us to the main road. 

“We were so in shock and beyond thankful — we tried 
offering them cash, taking them out for dinner, one drink, 
ANYTHING. But they politely declined everything. 

“‘Someone did this for me once,’ the main guy said, ‘I’m 
just passing it on. All I ask is that you do the same one day.’” 

9) Unlucky-Human wrote this: 

“I can think of two: 

“1. I was coming home from visiting some family, it was the 
first time I was traveling alone, and I got off on the wrong 
train station since there are two that have the same name on 
each side of the border. I asked one if the workers if that was 
the right one because I needed to go to the Gate 5 and they 
had only three gates. He said the right one was the next, but 
the train was about to leave. He used his train-whistle — I 
did not know they still use them! — to prevent it from 
departing. The gates were closed but he used a key to open 
them for me. I felt like I was in an old movie!  
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“2. After a few months of waiting for some really important 
documents to arrive from overseas, I happened to forget 
them at an ATM. I came back as soon as I realized, but they 
were gone. I got a call from the girl who had found them and 
got them back.” 

10) justthegoodlife wrote this: 

“When I was pregnant with my son, a lovely lady donated 
around 10 boxes of gently used boy clothes. Being a single 
mother, I found this was such a truly kind thing for her to do 
and I am so thankful for her! 

“Another time was when I left my cellphone on the top of 
my friend’s car while getting gas, naturally I forgot about my 
phone and drove away. After freaking out for hours, I got a 
call from a stranger saying that he and his son put back 
together my phone and called me to let me know.”81 

82. “What Food or Drink Do You Usually Order on the 
First Date?” 

Discombobulated-Yam5 commented: 

“I’m a guy (yes, reading this sub [AskWomen], I think there 
are a few) but I had to comment on this. I went on a second 
date with someone: It was dinner and a drive-in movie. For 
some reason I ordered a burger that had gouda cheese, BBQ 
sauce, and red onions, and I think I got onion rings on the 
side. No idea WHY I chose that. I think that’s what it was, it 
was a few years ago, and I’m looking at the current menu for 
the pub. 

 
81 Source: Maybeiamonreddit, “What is the nicest thing a stranger has 
done for you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 26 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2kmnn7f>. 
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“Oh, yeah, and during the movie I turned down an offer of 
gum. Yeah, that was the last date with her. Don’t worry, I 
can laugh about it now.”82 

83. “What is the Nicest Thing a Stranger has Ever Done 
For You?” 

1) vampyreonitus wrote this: 

“A girl in my group therapy asked if she could hug me after 
I told everyone that my brother’s heart had stopped. She 
seemed genuinely sorry, and she was already experiencing 
so much pain herself. This was a simple gesture that really 
showed the depth of her character and gave me faith in the 
kindness of certain people. 

“Another time I sprained my ankle on vacation and the 
concierge at the airport let me choose my seat without 
charge.” 

Phojo321 commented: 

“Exactly this. When someone shows genuine emotion, it’s a 
powerful thing. 

“I’m so sorry about your brother. 

“I lost my ex-partner of 22 years (my daughter’s dad) to 
suicide, a little over two years ago. A couple of days after I 
had found him, I was out on a walk to get out of the house 
and I saw one of his friends. I knew of her but had never 
actually spoken to her. She walked up to me, hugged me for 
a good minute, and then just walked away.” 

2) Josh2k wrote, “The little sister of a friend walked up to 
me, gave me a high five, and asked if I was okay. I said, 

 
82 Source: vajarnen, “What food or drink do you usually order on the 
first date?” Reddit. AskReddit. 26 July 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3z3l7tv>. 
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‘Yes, of course,’ but I was feeling pretty low at the time and 
this really helped me.” 

3) dogist256 wrote, “Because of COVID, the small local 
shop I work at started home deliveries, so we didn’t lose too 
many customers. This one guy I made a delivery to suddenly 
calls me up like three minutes after I dropped off his delivery 
to tell me to ‘Stop in place. I can see you.’ I turned around 
and he comes running towards me and gives me what is a 
about $20 (USD) tip telling me that I needed something for 
my trouble even though in my country tipping someone is 
very unusual. I told him it was no trouble at all and I didn’t 
need it, but he insisted, saying, ‘We all need to step up a bit 
extra now in these times,’ just giving me the money and 
leaving. It wasn’t too much, but I still thought it was a nice 
gesture.” 

4) Libiteena wrote, “I was walking home from school, and it 
suddenly started pouring down rain. I didn’t have an 
umbrella and said, ‘F[**]k it! I’m just gonna get drenched.’ 
This lady came up to me and sheltered me with an umbrella 
and offered to walk me home since it was nearby. This was 
more than five years ago, and I still think about it.” 

5) 1nQoRKT wrote, “Once I was going home from a fun 
LAN party [party with computers and game consoles used 
for playing multiplayer games] at my school and had lots of 
packing with me. When I got to the bus, I was missing 4kr 
[Norwegian krone?] which is about 40 cents. There was no 
other way I could get home and there was only one person 
behind me, an old lady with a dog — she paid for my whole 
trip home.” 

6) TwoTheVictor wrote, “Once, I was in Dollar General, and 
a guy walked up to me and handed me an envelope. It had 
five $20 bills in it! He had several of them and was 
apparently handing them out randomly in the store; he’d 
come into some money (didn’t say how, just from the look 
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on his face I assumed lottery) and was sharing it with 
strangers.” 

7) thatslikemy4thaccunt wrote, “I lost my phone at a huge 
campus party. I almost had a heart attract when I (already 
drunk) found out it was gone. My friend called my number 
to see if anyone had found it, and I was lucky — someone 
did! In few minutes, I had my phone back. The girl who 
found it was super sweet about it and refused my money for 
it (already a fraction of the price of the phone and not 
counting the value of the data inside). Since my previous 
phone was stolen right from my purse a few months prior, 
her kindness seemed just unreal.” 

8) Tulemasin wrote, “I bought a three-meter long plank from 
a hardware store for my school project build. It looked much 
shorter in the shelf and I was thinking to myself, ‘Yeah, I can 
fit onto a train with this and take it home.’ After I checked 
out, I started to doubt myself and stood at the parking lot in 
rain, calling every friend I knew who owned a car, but no 
one was sober enough or at home enough to come and help. 
Suddenly, a stranger stopped his car in front of me and asked 
where I needed to go with that big plank of wood. The 
destination was on the other side of town and it was in the 
complete opposite direction of where the stranger was going 
himself, so he just made a big circle around the city to help 
out a random guy. He refused my offerings of cash, 
cigarettes, or beer as a thank-you gift. My favourite part is 
that the project I was buying this three-meter long wood was 
titled ‘What does your soul desire most?’ and at that point it 
desired a helpful stranger to give me a lift. It happened in 
Estonia, where random acts of kindness from complete 
strangers is really a rare occurrence.” 

9) Back2Bach wrote this:  

“My lost wallet was mailed back to me completely intact — 
cash, credit cards, license, photos, etc., exactly as I left it. 
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“The anonymous sender included a note that included the 
city street where it was found, and also this: ‘If ever you have 
the opportunity to do this or something similar for another 
person, please do the same.’”83 

84. “Who are Your Female Role Models, and What Do 
You Admire About Them?” 

1) kyothinks wrote, “I really admire the manager I worked 
under at my previous store. She works harder than anyone 
I’ve ever known, and she’s always so positive, upbeat, and 
caring. It must be exhausting, but she never shows it, and she 
always treats all of her employees with respect whether 
there’s anyone around to see it or not. When I started my job 
at her store, she told me that she thought my passion for the 
brand would take me far with the company if I wanted it to, 
and she helped me get the training and education I needed to 
get promoted and move into a better-paying position at a 
different store with more responsibilities. She truly believes 
that ensuring the success of her employees is vital to her 
success as a manager and I really hope that I can carry that 
lesson forward with me in my career!” 

2) SpecterZaneLitt wrote this: 

“There’s a few, but amongst the living I really admire 
Angelina Jolie for all her humanitarian work, especially in 
regard to refugees. Similarly, I admire Amal Clooney. She is 
incredibly smart, and I find her absolutely fascinating. I 
actually wish more young women would look up to women 
like her as opposed to Kim Kardashian and Kylie Jenner. 

“As for more personal, I admire my mum. She has been 
through some incredibly tough times but has always kept her 

 
83 Source: phojo321, “What is the nicest thing a stranger has ever done 
for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 30 July 20 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3btcwn2>. 
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dignity and self-respect. She’s a class act through and 
through.”84 

85. “Make-A-Wish Workers, What’s the Weirdest 
Request You have Gotten?”  

1) ZoeAdvanceSP wrote this: 

“I work for a non-profit that does Make-a-Wish fundraisers 
and we usually set up a wish wall that has a lot of pictures of 
Make-a-Wish kids getting their wishes fulfilled. I think my 
favorite one is one where a young boy around 10 wanted to 
shoot a car with an RPG [Rocket-Propelled Grenade] and 
watch it blow up. They set him up with squad of real marines 
and a ballistics team in the LA desert and he absolutely got 
to blow up cars with an RPG for a day. His picture was him 
in his specially made marine camo uniform and helmet 
posing with the RPG. 

“I honestly don’t know how they got away with it, but that 
kid knew what he wanted and he got it.” 

2) Seeking_Starlight wrote this: 

“I think that I technically count as a parental wish-influencer. 
When my son was trying to decide on his wish, he was torn 
between asking for the Nickelodeon cruise or going on a 
ghost hunt with the guys from Ghosthunters. Not gonna lie: 
When the choice is between a week on the ocean exploring 
Mexico and a night in a dark, abandoned, warehouse? 
Suddenly the parents get opinionated. 

“In the end, he chose the cruise entirely on his own. It was 
an amazing experience: he got slimed, swam with dolphins, 
met Tom Kinney, and ran amok for a solid week. Make-a-

 
84 Source: kyothinks, “Who are your female role models, and what do 
you admire about them?” Reddit. AskWomen. 3 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yxzk3wdq>. 
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Wish created some of our happiest memories during what 
was an overwhelming, terrifying time. Now that my kid is 
back on dialysis and having to start over and work towards a 
second transplant? I’m so grateful he got to have that 
experience while he could.” 

3) Wendeli wrote this: 

“I’ve done only a few. The cutest one that’s been requested 
is a trip to New York to ride the subway along the entire 
subway line and buy all of the model subways at the store. 

“When the dad heard, he rolled his eyes and said that they’d 
just gone to New York recently, and he said he expected 
either that or a visit to the zoo to feed the penguins. They 
were by far my favorite family to work with and a very 
loving, goofy one at that. We haven’t done their wish send-
offs yet due to COVID, so it’ll be nice to see them again once 
this is all over. I hope when he goes on his trip, he’ll be 
treated really well by the subway conductors.” 

4) demenieeturks wrote this: 

“I’m not a wish granter, but a parent of a Make-a-Wish kid. 

When we went to the Make-a-Wish house for my son’s star 
raising, they had a board with kids photos and their wish. 
One that made me laugh was the little girl who wanted to 
‘hear Mickey Mouse burp.’”85 

86. “When has Your Female Intuition / Gut Feeling 
Gotten You Out of a Bad Situation?” 

1) wanderingstar625 wrote this: 

 
85 Source: yatefart, “Make-A-Wish Workers what’s the weirdest 
request you have gotten?” Reddit. AskReddit. 3 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y5m5kcd3>. 
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“I was in Paris a few years ago with my sister, and we had 
an early flight. We had been taking the metro the whole trip 
and felt comfortable with taking it to the airport in the 
morning. We left ridiculously early, got on the first line, rode 
to where we needed to swap lines, did so, went a few more 
stops and the metro just stopped. An announcement came on, 
everyone cleared off, and we got off, assuming there was 
either an issue or something we didn’t understand. 

“We go up into the station, which we realized was Gare du 
Nord, and the station is PACKED. People are running 
around, screaming, total chaos. I have my train ticket in my 
hand, and Google directions to the airport pulled up on my 
phone and I started scanning the lobby for someone about 
whom my gut will say, ‘kind eyes, might work here, 
definitely not going to get you murdered’. I see a young man 
wearing a construction vest just standing around not 
contributing to the chaos and I approached him, asked if he 
spoke English. No, but because of the two items I’ve 
presented to him [train ticket and Google directions to the 
airport], he gestures for us to follow him. We go up an 
elevator, then back down, down a few different corridors, 
and he leads us to a train and gets on, gesturing for us to 
follow him. We stand on the train for maybe 10 minutes, 
then listen to another announcement and everyone clears out. 
Again, he gestures for us to follow him, and we get on 
another train — this one clearly shows that it’s going to CDG 
[Charles de Gaulle Airport], which he points out to me a few 
times. 

“People keep packing into the train, so he takes a somewhat 
protective position behind my sister and me. Time for the 
doors to close now; this takes several minutes as the train is 
overflowing with people and women are screaming as we 
somehow pack everyone in and get the doors shut. Several 
times I look back at this guy and ask ‘okay?’ and he answers 
‘okay’ every time. 
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“Finally the train gets going, folks are getting off at various 
stops and we’re able to get a little space again. He eventually 
gets off, again, pointing to the map indicating we were 
headed towards CDG. I keep thanking him over and over. 
We get to CDG and make our flights. 

“It turns out it was a workers strike that caused all the chaos 
on the metro. Truly a terrifying experience, and I have no 
idea why the guy helped us out, but we would’ve never made 
it to the airport in time if he hadn’t.” 

2) VintageDangerNoodlr wrote this: 

“I was at a small outdoor concert venue (like SMALL small, 
probably 50 people) at around age 13. I was with a group of 
seven or eight young teens, six of us being female. 

“We’re all talking / dicking around behind where the stage 
was so as not to disturb people actually listening to the music 
when I get a feeling that something’s wrong. I look around 
and spot an adult man talking to a teen girl a little older than 
our group, maybe 15. He was casually leading her away from 
the populated area, and without thinking I headed right for 
them. Every girl in my group came along, and I later found 
out that they had experienced the same intuition zing I had. 
We got her away by pretending we all knew her. I honestly 
don’t know if it would have worked had I been alone, but all 
of us together scared the guy off. What made the whole thing 
scarier is that this happened less than 15 feet from 
everyone’s parents. The stage and loud music was a mask 
for that creep, and it scares me to think of what could’ve 
happened to that girl in different circumstances.” 

3) Miraverick wrote, “That reminds me, I was leaving to go 
pick my kid up from work. I live by a handful of bars and 
there was a girl I’ve met once or twice crying and pulling 
away from a guy I’ve seen around. I know that guy’s 
girlfriend is friends with this girl, but something seemed off. 
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I got in my van and pulled up next to them, ran up to her like 
I had been looking everywhere for her. I got between them 
and put my arm around her and said, ‘There you are! Are 
you ready for that ride home now?’ She grabbed me and said, 
‘Yes.’ He was sooooo mad, yelling at me that I just didn’t 
understand. When I got in and started driving, she threw her 
arms around me and started sobbing and saying thank you. 
He was aggressively trying to get her to go home with him 
since his girlfriend was out of town. Who knows how her 
night would have ended if I hadn’t intervened.” 

4) BeachyMonkey wrote this: 

“I was nine, and my mom saw some old one-eyed guy staring 
at me and following us around the whole store. He wasn’t 
buying anything and started hanging back when she made it 
obvious she was watching him. But he still wouldn’t stop 
following us. 

“Then after like 10 minutes of this, she walks up to him, gets 
right in his face and says, ‘If you don’t stop staring at my 
daughter I’m gonna rip out your other eye.’ 

“He promptly left and I didn’t find out about this until I was 
like 16.”86 

87. “Men of Reddit: What’s Something a Woman Can 
Do to Instantly Melt Your Heart?” 

1) dyslexichunam wrote, “A compliment is enough.” 

newsensequeen wrote this: 

“Dear men, 

 
86 Source: BeckToBasics, “When has your female intuition/gut feeling 
gotten you out of a bad situation?” Reddit. AskWomen. 5 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3g7a3fq>. 
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“When you’re doing something you love and just stay so 
focused, or when you tell me about a hobby or interest, I 
adore you. I just love to see how passionate you are about 
your thing. When you’re hanging out with your boys, 
relaxed, having a good time, with that genuine smile, it 
f[**]king brightens up my day. When I see you playing with 
your pets, it melts the sh[*]t outta my heart. Bonus points, if 
you’re a cat dad. When you hold the door for ladies in your 
life, I gush on you. When you reach out to those around you 
and show the smallest contribution from your end, I love you 
even more. When you reach out to me, with some tender love 
and care during my periods, I keep wondering what I’ve 
done to deserve you. When you make a meal for me, I notice 
that proud sweat and feel secondhand proud to have you in 
my life. You try so hard to be grunt, grunt hard[*]ss, but it 
doesn’t work because I see your softness, you. It’s a timely 
reminder that you enjoy gentleness as much as we do. 

“I f[**]king love you.” 

Klown1327 commented, “This made my day. I hope you 
find someone who matches your energy and kindness if you 
haven’t already. Someone who validates you, just as much if 
not more than you validate so many random strangers. Have 
a great day!” 

LoopZoop2 commented, “I’m talking to a dude and I texted 
him, "’Hope your day is going great, lovely!’ 

“He told me nobody had ever called him that before and 
proceeded to gush like a little girl. The last time we hung out 
in person, I told him that he gave the best hugs out of 
everyone I’ve ever hugged, and this man blushed and got all 
bashful. Which is funny because he’s this tall, kinda scary 
looking (as in he looks spooky, not that he’s ugly), metal 
head dude. It was so cute.” 
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PabV99 commented, “Giving me a compliment is a surefire 
way to make me remember you for an easy 10 years. I’m not 
joking.” 

genjen97 commented: 

“Anytime my boyfriend compliments me, I compliment him 
back. He always blushes, looks away, and says, ‘Don’t 
change the subject.’ 

“I think it’s so endearing when he gets so bashful. I make 
sure to compliment him on specific things. One time, he 
wore one of my floral headbands to hold his hair back during 
his workout. I thought he looked FANTASTIC with it on 
him. He did the same bashful look and said, ‘No, I don’t.’ 

“He wears my floral headbands all the time now. I love 
complimenting him!” 

2) imraeyn wrote, “My wife and I are coming up on 30 years 
together. Romance isn’t exactly the same. I had a really bad 
day at work and I (very wrongly) took it out on her and then 
went into my office to sulk and heard the front door close. 
Immediately I felt regret and knew she had gone on a walk 
to cool off before telling me off. Twenty minutes later the 
front door open and she comes into my office and before I 
could apologize, she threw an ice cream sandwich at me. I 
said, ‘I’m sorry,’ and she said, ‘Eat your f[**]king ice cream 
sandwich,’ and the day became way better.” 

Hatofsky commented, “This is the most f[**]king romantic 
thing I’ve read in a long time. That’s what real longtime love 
looks like.”87 

 
87 Source: HORT-AlphLappen, “Men of Reddit: What’s something a 
woman can do to instantly melt your heart?” Reddit. AskReddit. 9 
August 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y63nctv8>. 
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88. “What was Your Experience Like Being at Fault for 
a Car Accident?” 

MostlyALurkerBefore wrote this: 

“On December 23rd years ago, I skidded on ice and barely 
bumped into the car in front of me at a slight angle at a red 
light. It was my first collision — I think I’d been able to drive 
on my own for a week or two and I hadn’t driven on ice 
because my hometown is not prone to snow. I didn’t make a 
dent or anything. I immediately started sobbing because I 
didn’t really know what to do. 

“The guy got out and looked at his car and then at me when 
I got out. He asked if I was okay and then said there was no 
need to worry because he was fine and the car hadn’t been 
damaged at all. He then talked me through how to handle ice 
to avoid skids in the future and asked if I needed a push to 
get my car straightened out and get going again. I told him I 
thought I would be okay and so he went back to his car, 
yelled, ‘Merry Christmas,’ and drove off. 

“I think about that man every time I’m driving on ice. I know 
the car was fine, but I was a very scared 16-year-old and he 
genuinely pushed me into being much more confident 
behind the wheel.”88 

89. What’s Something that Really Makes You Happy 
and Feel Like We’re All Going to be Okay?” 

1) Djinn7711 wrote this: 

“Today a tweet came from a local ICU [Intensive care Unit] 
doctor that came back to her car after working 56 hours over 
four days and had a $90 fine on her windshield. The basic 

 
88 Source: throwaway_boomerang, “What was your experience like 
being at fault for a car accident?” Reddit. AskWomen. 9 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y6azoazq>. 
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message was to the local council and pretty much said ‘If 
you fine people in this area, it’s almost guaranteed you are 
fining a front-line health-care worker.’ 

“My favourite response to this tweet was ‘This has now been 
paid. Your receipt number is #########. Thanks for your 
service.’ 

“There are still many MANY good people in this world, and 
they aren’t that far away from any of us.” 

2) RageingVoid wrote, “Children when they are innocent 
and their potential to improve the world. Animals and nature 
because I feel like everyone could connect in regard to 
them.” 

RandomRavenclaw87 commented, “One time when I was 
crying, my then-one-year-old niece took out her pacifier and 
gave it to me.”89 

90. “What Heartwarming Story Do You Have to Share 
that Could Cheer Up Anyone on Reddit Who’s Feeling 
Down Right Now?” 

1) quizzicaldinosaur wrote this: 

“Recently my dog slipped her collar (it was three am and I 
was regrettably too lazy to remove her cone of shame and 
thunder jacket to put her harness on). She bolted. We 
couldn’t find her. She’s not the brightest, she’s 90% anxiety 
and 10% snuggles and she’s 14 pounds. I thought she was 
gone forever and cried myself to sleep. We would reconvene 
in the daylight. 

 
89 Source: Arthouse_phantom, “Without playing into hyperbole, while 
it feels like everything is designed and directed to divide us on 
everything- what’s something that really makes you happy and feel like 
we’re all going to be okay?” Reddit. AskReddit. 11 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y23d3k6y>. 
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“At 8:15 the next morning I got a call. She’d been found! A 
woman was on her morning run and the dog ran right up to 
her like, ‘Hello, human, I have made a mistake. Please help.’ 
She took the dog to the vet, got her microchip read, called 
me, and my puppy was dropped off on her way home from 
the vet. 

“The woman has since offered to dog-sit her anytime and 
had texted to see how she is! This was a wonderful boost for 
my faith in humanity.” 

2) Thunder_bird wrote this: 

“I rescued a cat some years ago. She turned up at my farm / 
weekend retreat one sunny Sunday in late October. She was 
a sweet calico and liked people, so I thought she was 
someone’s pet, even though the nearest home is a mile away. 
I left to go to work for the week. 

“Next weekend she was still there, living under the house. It 
was getting cold and snowy, and given she had not gone 
home she would starve/freeze, I took her to my far-away 
home in the city. 

“I quickly found she was not housetrained. She also really 
liked the outdoors and was not keen to be inside a house. I 
took her to the vet, who found she had no chip and had never 
been fixed. She was in fine health and got her shots. The vet 
insisted that I wait two weeks before having her spayed. She 
didn’t like our home, but she loved the warehouse and 
offices I had at work. 

“I’m sure she was a barn cat from a nearby dairy farm. They 
have lots of cats and occasionally one get forced out. It’s 
unusual for a barn cat, but she was very warm, affectionate 
and fearless. Warehouse / construction equipment and 
machinery did not scare her; she knew to get out of the way, 
jump on a shelf and watch, as she probably did in the dairy 
barn. 
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“In that two weeks she was due to be fixed, she had a date 
with a tomcat and became pregnant. The vet was quite 
prepared to spay her and remove any kittens …. but I just 
could not do that …. so in a few weeks she had the two cutest 
little kittens you ever saw. Once they were weaned, I gave 
them to my parents (who loved them) and got mama fixed. 

“Life for my kitty was good. Our warehouse overlooked a 
ravine / wilderness / river, so she roamed the wilds during 
the day and came home before closing and slept in my office. 
During the winters, when it was cold and snowy outside, she 
was happy to roam the warehouse. 

“She never touched a bird but was the best mouser and rat-
catcher you ever saw, and she did us a big favor in keeping 
the place free of pests. She had loads of love, affection, 
smarts and personality, very interactive, more like a dog than 
a cat. She even learned to respond to commands … not 
words but hand-signs. I never met another cat quite like her. 
I’m thankful we found each other.” 

3) CorruptManatee wrote, “My dog, Daisy, has times when 
she has a really happy day. We call it a ‘Daisy Day’. So now 
when you notice you’re having a good day, you can think to 
yourself that you’re having a Daisy Day.” 

4) scream-and-gobble wrote, “My husband and I take care of 
a family of feral cats. They’re fixed, they get fed, they have 
warm sleeping places, and can climb up on the roof, but they 
prefer to keep their distance from humans. Occasionally, the 
two sisters will have a dispute and start swatting at one 
another. When this happens, the shy little brother cat will 
purposely walk between them, and they instantly stop 
fighting.” 

5) Cordero_Biggs wrote this: 

“This big, beautiful, deaf, cuddly ball of fur sitting next to 
me, was 12 hours from euthanization, and I happened to 
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notice her on my way out of the back area of the pound, after 
looking at another dog. I gave her some attention and walked 
out into the lobby to ask about the first dog, when I saw her 
name on the kill list, with a date for the next day. 

“She’s been with me for three years now, and I can’t imagine 
a day without her.”90 

91. “What is the Most Wholesome Act of Kindness You 
Have Ever Experienced / Seen?” 

1) chanacrossing wrote, “When my sister and her husband 
had COVID, all her friends set up a schedule on who would 
drop off lunch and dinner and groceries on what day. They 
filled up two weeks.” 

my_man_44 commented, “That’s really sweet.” 

chanacrossing replied, “It really was. Especially because my 
brother-in-law landed in the hospital for seven days and they 
took care of my sister from the moment they found out and 
even took care of us, too, with that schedule. We didn’t have 
to worry about food. My brother-in law-didn’t go back to 
work until almost two months because he was so weak. 
When something bad happens, everyone comes together to 
overcome it. It’s beautiful.” 

My_man_44 added this: 

“You never realized the impact of kindness until you do it. 
It could brighten someone’s day, or completely change their 
lives. 

 
90 Source: LaDeeDahDahDay, “What heartwarming story do you have 
to share that could cheer up anyone on Reddit who’s feeling down right 
now?” Reddit. AskReddit. 12 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2696bvf>. 
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“There was a comment on a post about a week ago where a 
person gave them some spare change at the store because 
they were short the day they were going to commit suicide. 
It changed their mind because it made them so happy.” 

AllAboutMeMedia asked chanacrossing, “How are they 
doing now? I hope much better with no lasting issues.” 

chanacrossing replied, “They are okay now. He’s still a little 
tired and the weakness has gone away almost completely. He 
almost got into sepsis shock in the hospital, but he made it 
through! He went in to work around two weeks ago, and he’s 
almost normal! My sister is okay, too. She didn’t need to get 
hospitalized. We just didn’t expect the recovery would take 
so long. When they discharged my brother-in-law, my father 
had to carry him from the exit of the hospital to the car, that 
was only a few steps away, because he couldn’t walk and 
was almost fainting. He also carried him up the stairs to his 
room. My father basically said screw COVID, I’m carrying 
you, not the smartest thing but it had to be done. Thank you 
all for being so nice and supportive to everyone who was 
affected by this pandemic!” 

2) 1014187912 wrote, “I was on a boardwalk and a little girl 
dropped her ice cream and was so upset but her parents were 
distracted with their other kids (handing out cones) and some 
old dude in another line just handed his fresh cone over and 
walked away smiling.” 

3) Back2Bach wrote this:  

“After the widow died in her house across the street from 
where I grew up, my parents found a loving home for her 
beautiful black & white cat, Tompkins. 

“They knew how much Miss Laney loved Tompkins and 
wanted to make sure he was provided for. It made me think 
even more highly of them that they would care enough to 
find just the right new home for him.” 
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4) theWildBore wrote, “When I was in fourth grade, I had 
pretty severe dyslexia. I had a first grader’s reading level. 
My best friend in my class was named Francis. She was the 
smartest person in our entire class. We got along so well. I 
remember her talking to our teacher after school and then 
asking me if I’d like to come to her house to read stories 
together a couple times a week. She never made me feel bad, 
never appeared to be frustrated, and always acted like we 
were having the most fun ever. We started reading stories the 
teacher had given her, but it was way over my head. I would 
leave feeling frustrated and stupid. This went on for like two 
weeks, and then she told me to bring that Shel Silverstein 
book Where the Sidewalk Ends over. That was it. Everything 
clicked. A fourth grader, taking her own time to better a 
friend struggling …. Francis, I will forever be grateful to 
you. (Icing on this cake — I ended up getting a job as an 
editor for a Hearst publication right outta college!)” 

5) The-Reddit-Giraffe wrote, “Random guy at a baseball 
game gave me an autographed baseball card of one of my 
favourite players. He wasn’t a fan of my team, so he gave 
me the card. I forever love Giants fans despite being a 
Diamondbacks fan.” 

6) badwolfmommy wrote this: 

“When I was 16, I landed myself in the ICU [Intensive Care 
Unit] after a suicide attempt. I don’t remember much about 
my time in the ICU, but I do remember the nicest thing 
anyone ever did for me. The paramedic who brought me to 
the hospital the night before came up and asked to see how I 
was doing. This perfect stranger who had known me for all 
of 45 minutes took time out of his day to see if I was doing 
okay. It was the most thoughtful thing anyone has ever done 
for me. 

“A few years ago (right around the 10-year anniversary of 
that night) I had my two kids with me at my daughter’s 
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community night at her school. I went up to him and 
introduced him to my two awesome kids and told him who I 
was. He remembered me and we shared a very special hug.” 

7) crookedeyetreefrog wrote, “When I was 15, I went to the 
hospital because my appendix burst. I got so sick I almost 
died. During a rare moment while I was awake, the cleaning 
lady came by and I smiled at her. She said something to me 
in Spanish as I drifted back to sleep. When I got discharged, 
she ran to find me and gave me a get-well card with her name 
and a smiley face inside. I still have that card. I don’t know 
who she is or even remember her face, but I’ll never forget 
her smile. That small act of kindness changed the way I 
thought about the world.” 

8) iclugluvsmemes wrote, “Well, once this guy posted a 
picture of himself smiling because he reached 200 karma. 
All the comments were people shaming him for having only 
200. I commented that I really liked his smile. He responded 
and said that he had been needing that and thanked me. I 
thought about that for a good week.” 

9) Joooooe_ wrote, “One time when I was a kid, our priest 
from school took our class to the church to rosary and I 
accidentally dropped mine and it broke so the priest gave me 
his that he got from the Pope. I still have it to this day.” 

Citadel_97E commented: 

“That’s so cool. I’m Catholic, too. 

“There’s a tradition that a lot of people follow. Basically, if 
someone needs a rosary, for whatever reason, and you have 
one yourself, you give it to them right there on the spot. 

“I was praying, and our chaplain caught me. I was using an 
Anglican style that I had fashioned myself by just tying 
knots. It looked like sh[*]t, but it got the job done. He gave 
me his without thinking. That rosary has been through 
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multiple deployments and looks beaten to hell and used. It’s 
easily one of my favorite possessions. 

“I was having a tough time: I was literally screaming a Hail 
Mary when he found me. He put his hand on my shoulder 
and said, “Son, you don’t need to scream: He can hear you 
just fine.” He took my rosary thing that I was really using to 
just count and handed me his and just said, ‘Here, this will 
be easier to use, it’s served me well for all my deployments, 
and it will serve you well too.’” 

10) BigBucs731 wrote this: 

“My mom moved us from Chicago to Florida the summer 
before I started high school. Freshman year a buddy I met in 
the neighborhood and I joined the wrestling team. My mom 
worked day shifts and we had a meet scheduled for Saturday 
morning about an hour away, so my buddy’s mom agreed to 
drive us. 

“Saturday morning comes, and my buddy is sick and decides 
not to go, but his mom still offered to take me. We drove the 
hour, I got destroyed by a senior in about 45 seconds and we 
head back home. On the way back my buddy’s mom asked 
if me and my younger brother had gotten our library cards 
yet. I said we hadn’t due to school, sports, and my mom’s 
day shifts limiting our time. She said we should get them 
soon. 

“She dropped me off at home where the neighbor was 
keeping an eye on my seven-year-old brother. Fifteen 
minutes later I was getting ready to make us some 
sandwiches when there was a knock on my door. It was my 
friend’s mom and she said she wanted to take us for library 
cards and lunch. We went to the local library, and she signed 
for our cards then took us for burgers. 

“Didn’t seem like much but 23 years later I stood as best man 
for her son at his wedding, my buddy from wrestling team 
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and told this story during my speech. She had passed on 10 
years earlier. I cried. He cried. My little brother who was also 
there cried. 

“To this day I am still best friends with my buddy. His mom 
treated me like her own anytime I was at their house, and I’ll 
never forget the day we got library cards.” 

11) femsci-nerd wrote, “I was on a plane in Chicago going 
back to Los Angeles after visiting with family. As we were 
about to pull back from the terminal to go take off, I checked 
my phone for messages one more time before turning it off. 
My mom had sent this message while the plane was loading, 
and I thought she was just saying goodbye. The message 
actually read that my Dad had just had a heart attack and was 
being rushed to the hospital. I panicked for a moment and a 
stewardess saw my face and asked me what was wrong, so I 
told her. Two minutes later the captain came on the PA and 
said we were going back to the terminal for a moment so a 
passenger can go take care of her sick father. I was surprised 
and a little embarrassed. When I got up to get off the plane, 
people clapped and shouted out good wishes. I really love 
Chicago.” 

12) whyamiawakegain wrote, “It was around November / 
December and I was in line behind a woman at the grocery 
store who did not have enough money to buy her groceries. 
She had three young kids with her, and she was having to 
pick and choose what they would buy and what they would 
return. I was living paycheck to paycheck at the time myself 
but felt so terrible for her since she had kids. A couple gets 
in line behind me and realize what’s going on. I hear them 
have a little conversation and one of them asks to get by me 
really quick. Couple behind me paid for all her groceries and 
added $200 gift card for future groceries. She started crying, 
I started crying, and the cashier got weepy. Definitely took 
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that life example and have helped others when I can now, 
too.” 

hoosier268 commented, “I was a cashier for a little over a 
year and a half. It doesn’t happen often, but it leaves a good 
feeling with everyone.”91 

92. “Who’s One Stranger You Still Remember?” 

1) yellofello_ wrote, “I met a nice old man at my retail job, 
and we had a long conversation about glass blowing and 
model making. He is one of the politest people I’ve ever met, 
and something about him made me feel I’d known him a 
long time.” 

2) FhaeShine wrote this: 

“I was trying to fill out a job application at a restaurant so I 
could find a way to stack money and get away from my 
abusive boyfriend at the time. I sat down to fill it out and 
couldn’t find my pen. A random stranger basically 
materialized next to me and said, ‘Here you go,’ and handed 
me a Paper Mate pen and walked up to the counter to order 
something. I filled out the app and went to find him to thank 
him and give him the pen back, but he was nowhere to be 
seen. Asked the people behind the counter if he left and they 
said no one like him had ordered anything from the counter. 

“It was weird, but I forgot about it until I skipped town a few 
years later to get away from the abuser and met the man 
whom I would end up falling in love with and marrying. He 
had to get glasses one day after about a year of us dating and 
when he put them on, I suddenly remembered the stranger 
with the pen because he now looked exactly like him with 

 
91 Source: my_man_44, “What is the most wholesome act of kindness 
you have ever experienced/seen?” Reddit. AskReddit. 14 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y2rdgjq9>.  
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those glasses on. I told him about the weird domino effect of 
stuff happening with me leaving my ex and it all started with 
a guy who looks exactly like he does now. 

“It wasn’t the same person at all, but they looked identical. 
Glasses, hair, face shape, ice blue eyes, collared shirt, and he 
even had the same kind of Paper Mate pen as that stranger 
on him and he said he only liked this certain brand of pen 
because they write really smoothly. All the coincidences 
were just f[**]king nuts! There’s no way that random 
stranger wasn’t a messenger to shove me in the right 
direction.” 

3) whyvy_726 wrote, “When I was going to my boarding 
school with my family and another friend’s family on a train, 
we met a Japanese guy travelling in India. He gave us his 
card so we could meet him if we ever go to Japan and some 
Japanese coins as keepsakes. He gave me a coin with a hole 
and told it was a friendship coin. I loved it so much. I still 
have photographs of us together. This was in 2004.” 

4) 3d1h1d3 wrote, “For almost any guy who gave me a 
genuine compliment.” 

Oroshi3965 commented, “I was in my teen years in a store 
and a young black girl my age walked up to me and said, ‘I 
love your eye color, it looks really pretty,’ completely out of 
the blue, and I’ve remembered it vividly for all these years 
because of how genuine she sounded.” 

5) six_dodgy_pixels wrote, “I went to Mammoth, CA, with 
my parents for New Year’s 2000 when I was about 14. My 
stepdad was an advanced skier, my mom was a beginner 
skier, and I wanted to snowboard. We were all at different 
skill levels, which left me alone on the bunny slopes. I fell, 
and a very nice gentleman on a snowboard (no idea how old 
due to goggles and what not) helped me up and spent about 
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30 minutes to give me pointers. Super nice and wholesome 
interaction that I still think about today.” 

6) ScaredBiomass wrote, “I blacked out once and a gigantic 
seven-foot transwoman carried me into a pub, bought me 
lunch to increase my sugar level, and sat with me until I was 
ok. I’ll never forget that act of kindness, and everyone I tell 
laughs at me and calls me gay, which I think is f[**]ked.” 

Note by David Bruce: No doubt the f[**]ked part is the being 
called gay. 

7) NonPinkPanther wrote this: 

“I was walking home from school one day, and a random girl 
who was walking behind me with her friends asked me for a 
hug. We ended up hugging while crossing the street, so it 
was like a 10-second hug with a complete stranger. 

“Her friends probably put her up to it. It was either an 
elaborate way of making fun of me, or she thought I was 
cute. I like to believe the latter. 

“That was a nice interaction. Certainly made my day!” 

8) KipsyCakes wrote this: 

“A few years back, I went to a poverty simulation with my 
youth group. I was friends with a lot of them and thought it’d 
be fun. The leaders assigned a random girl to our group since 
her group was too large and we needed another member. For 
some reason, I became an outcast to the group. They ignored 
me and spoke coldly to me. It was likely due to it being cold 
and not having much food, but it was horrible. I cried a lot, 
and it felt like my heart was breaking constantly. I was too 
scared to talk to them about it, so I stayed quiet the entire 
time. 

“What saved me was that random girl, who noticed almost 
immediately that something wasn’t right. She would walk 
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with me, she would comfort and talk to me, and she even lent 
me her only jacket (an army jacket) when I was freezing. I 
had run away from the group once and she tracked me down 
just to see if I was okay. She was always the first one to do 
so. She cared for me like I was her friend. 

“I don’t remember her name or her face, but I wish I had a 
chance to thank her again. 

“I’ll never forget her. She really made me realize how 
important it is to be kind to everyone, even strangers. 
Everyone deserves attention like that.” 

9) adennfox wrote, “My husband and I eloped to Vegas. On 
the day of the wedding, he went to the chapel ahead of me. 
So I walked through the hotel/casino lobby to the limo 
outside in my dress and heels alone. I was a little self-
conscious because it was like 10:30am on a Thursday and I 
was overdressed, second guessing my shoe choice and 
makeup, and overthinking the stigma around a Vegas 
wedding. There was an older gentleman sitting at the 
restaurant as I walked by and he was smiling at me and he 
got teary eyed. It was touching and it brought me out of my 
head and into the present moment.” 

10) sparragus-P wrote, “I was 17, living alone, working and 
finishing high school, so I was poor as f [**]k with also some 
rescues to feed at home. I needed some clothes, so I went to 
a nearby town to try to find some cheap ones. There was a 
man sitting in the side of the street. He was noticeable blind 
and was asking for coins. (In my country, you don’t buy 
anything with just coins.) I went to him and gave him some 
money, he touched the paper and asked how much it was, 
and then he asked me if I could use it to buy him a hot dog 
across the street. My heart broke right there. I told him to 
keep it and I got him some food with what money I had left. 
He was so nice, happy and thankful. I still think about that 
sometimes. I hope he’s fine. Some weeks later after that 
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happened, I found money in the street when I was walking 
to work; I think that was karma working.”92 

93. “Who has been the Most Charismatic Person You’ve 
Ever Met?” 

kpengin wrote this: 

“John Barrowman [comic-book writer, actor, singer, all-
around entertainer]. I didn’t really know anything about him 
at the time, but my girlfriend really wanted to see him when 
we went to a comic convention. 

“Despite that he had probably already been there for eight 
hours, he was very friendly and engaging and visited his fans 
in line while they waited to meet him individually. 

“When we met him, I hung back since it was more for my 
girlfriend, but he was insistent on shaking my hand and 
letting me know that he was happy to meet me, and he just 
had this energy that let you know that he really meant it.”93 

94. “What is the Kindest Thing a Stranger has Done to 
You?” 

1) Tyrionfirstofhisname wrote, “Just yesterday a kind 
Redditor helped me get some food because I am struggling; 
they knew nothing about me other than I needed help. 100% 
true kindness.” 

2) Lesland wrote this: 

 
92 Source: CinnamonIII, “Who’s one stranger you still remember?” 
Reddit. AskReddit. 16 August 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y52yl2a7>. 
93 Source: VermicelliNearby5566, “Who has been the most charismatic 
person you’ve ever met?” Reddit. AskWomen. 16 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4en5yt4>. 
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“I live in one of the coldest European countries. Not the 
climate, but the people. They are unhelpful and don’t look at 
each other in the eyes. 

“So there I was struggling years ago, two babies, groceries, 
the whole kit and caboodle. Out of nowhere comes an old 
Turkish grandma with a head covering and saved my [*]ss. 
“She smiled, and she helped me sort the babies and the 
groceries. Although we couldn’t speak the same language, 
she saved me this day and I will forever be thankful. 

“It’s a shame when people see someone struggling that 
they’d rather avoid the situation instead of lending a helpful 
hand. 

“I always try to be a helper. And thank you again, Turkish 
grandma.” 

3) Ae24yu9kq8 wrote, “I was abroad in Japan with three or 
four classmates and a teacher. We went for a walk to get out 
of the hotel. Ten minutes into the walk, it started pouring 
down rain. A random local stopped her car in the middle of 
the road and gave us all an umbrella each. Super nice! But 
who keeps that many umbrellas?” 

4) Happy_Fun_Ballll wrote this: 

“I had just bought a new set of Spanx and if you’re not a bit 
lumpy you may not know that Spanx are kind of silky / 
slippery prior to being washed a few times. They’re also 
tight (to smooth out the lumps), so it’s hard to feel your 
clothing over them. I had the day off from work, so I threw 
on a pair of yoga pants and a tee over my new Spanx, 
dropped my kid off at school, and went to the mall. 

“It was kind of early and most of the stores weren’t open, 
and the mall walkers were out in full force. As I was walking, 
one of the ladies walking stopped me and said very quietly, 
‘Your pants are falling down!’ and stood in front of me as I 
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pulled them up. I thanked her profusely for stopping me and 
not pulling out her phone to ridicule me, and she just said, 
‘Hey, we help each other.’ I’m honestly more grateful than 
embarrassed.” 

5) thatoneblackguy17 wrote this: 

“I bought a second car a few months ago. It was a worthy 
investment, but it cost me a significant amount of money. I 
was driving back to where I was staying, and my radiator 
and condenser fan failed. 

“I remember sitting on the side of the road as I waited for my 
engine to cool off. I felt so helpless. Here I am with a car that 
I haven’t even had for two hours, and it’s already 
experiencing a failure. I was three hours from my girlfriend, 
and two hours from home. Then a homeless man biked up to 
me and asked, ‘You need some help?’ He took a look at my 
car and told me right away what my problem was. He guided 
me to a corner store where I could get water to fill the 
radiator so I could make it to a parts store. After we filled the 
radiator, I bought him some food and we parted ways. 

“Afterwards, I Googled where the nearest parts store was 
and found that I was only a block away. I drove there and a 
friendly Haitian man helped me patch my radiator. 

“Thanks to these two strangers, I was able to get back to my 
destination safely. With the help of YouTube, I replaced the 
radiator and condenser fan.” 

6) flowersbloom wrote, “Hugged me and told me my smile 
was pretty or when someone asked a guy in my class what 
being nice meant and he pointed to me. Still makes me cry.” 

7) Cherrynotastripper wrote, “I was leaving the hospital after 
waiting around all day for someone I love getting out of an 
operation. I had to rush for my bus, and a kind stranger gave 
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me a banana. I was absolutely starving, and it just helped so 
much.” 

8) cretinofreddit wrote this: 

“I was / am living in my car (in a weird way I prefer to live 
in it even though it’s a small sedan), and due to no insurance 
and a suspended license, I had to park it at a trail head where 
long-term hikers parked. The amount of litter bothered me, 
so I started picking it up around the trail head, creek, and the 
first few miles of the trail. I filled up several shopping bags 
full of litter. 

“A hostel owner came by to pick up some hikers who were 
going to stay at her place and take a zero day (a day off from 
long-distance hiking) and asked if she could take my trash. I 
said yes and told her that almost none of it was mine — I had 
just been cleaning up around the area. She told me I could 
come to her hostel to shower and do some laundry! I can’t 
tell you how good a real shower feels after weeks of creek 
showers. Another hiker who was staying there when I 
showed up ended up paying for me to sleep in the bunk house 
that night, which was incredible. 

“I will always remember them.” 

9) applebeers wrote, “We were hiking on a mountain with a 
couple of friends and ran out of water just when we reached 
the peak. A group of hikers were just about to leave that 
place and saw us really tired and famished for refreshments, 
so they gave us some water and fruits. That was a really 
thoughtful gesture we received.” 

10) mox44ah wrote, “I got mugged while in Philadelphia, 
PA, last year and they took everything except the paper 
receipt from the garage I parked my car in. When I walked 
back to the garage to get my car, they refused to give it to 
me because I didn’t have my ID anymore. I pleaded with 
them and they finally agreed to give me my car as long as I 
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paid my bill for parking. However, I had no money on me 
because it was stolen. On top of this it was 30 degrees and I 
had no means of getting a hotel room. A stranger standing in 
the parking garage happened to overhear the entire 
conversation and told me he’d pay my bill for me so I could 
get my car out (about $30). I took down his number and 
eventually paid him back through Venmo when I was able 
to get a new phone. Dude was truly a lifesaver.”94 

95. “What’s Your ‘Let’s Never Speak of This Again’ 
Story?” 

Boston_Strong_CQB241 wrote, “I was working with a new 
temp training him to work the floor in the department. We 
had a machine that was leaking material really bad and 
making a mess dropping powder on the floor. We were 
finishing, and I was helping him lift the scale plate up to 
dump the powder in a large box. Our department is in a high-
traffic area, and a receiver driving a forklift was coming 
through with a load of large foam rolls. As he made the turn 
through the department, the roll on the back of the pallet hit 
me, threw me off balance, made me drop the plate, fall, and 
slide across the floor on my back until I slammed into our 
forklift. The driver and two other workers from a different 
machine came over to see if I was okay. I got up, a little sore 
but okay. No supervisor or the plant manager saw it happen, 
and I didn’t want the forklift operator to get in trouble. So I 
looked at everyone and said, ‘Nothing happened, nobody 

 
94 Source: UpstairsDebate, “What is the kindest thing a stranger has 
done to you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 17 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3jt3hnz>. 
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saw a f[**]king thing. Go back to work.’ We all just left it at 
that.”95 

96. “What’s the Most Thoughtful Thing Anyone has 
Done for You?” 

1) Sagastrologyhoe wrote, “I had this music box that was 
super important to me, and my crazy mom had thrown it 
away. A few years ago for my birthday, my boyfriend 
tracked down the only one left (this wasn’t easy) and almost 
flew to Washington to get it for me, but he convinced the 
lady to mail it to him and it even had the right song in it and 
everything. To this day it’s the nicest thing someone has ever 
done for me.” 

2) caramelpopcornplease wrote, “There was this one time 
where I got super drunk and my friends had to literally drag 
me back to my room. I passed out as soon as I reached my 
room and my friends lay me down on my bed next to my 
laptop. A few seconds later, I puked my guts out and my 
beautiful best friend put out her hands to save my laptop. She 
kept holding her hands out until someone came in and took 
the laptop and then she went straight into the bathroom and 
cleaned it [vomit] off.” 

3) queenoreo wrote this: 

“After my dad died, I was so very busy taking care of things 
that I didn’t have a chance to sit and process. About a week 
after he was gone, a friend called and told me to get dressed 
and we were going to brunch. I said no, I just needed to rest 
and hide at home. She called my husband, who told me to 
get up and go, I needed it. We sat in a back corner where I 
drank bloody Marys and ate beignets while I cried and 

 
95 Source: Pharaoh-Magnetic, “What’s your ‘Let’s never speak of this 
again’ story?” Reddit. AskReddit. 16 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y33mnk27>. 
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sobbed and told her everything. She knew exactly what I 
needed: just someone to listen to the daughter who had lost 
her dad. I didn’t have to be mom, sister, cousin, auntie. Just 
me. 

“Same friend. My husband had been in the hospital after 
almost dying. Somehow, we all picked up some nasty ear 
infection and at one point had seven ear infections in the 
house and multiple rounds of antibiotics. We were all soooo 
sick and the kids were nine and four, little enough that two 
grown-up sick people struggled to take care of them. She 
came by one day and texted me that she had left food on my 
porch. Containers of soups, bread, ready-made salad, fruit, 
desserts, Gatorade, and all sorts of stuff. 

“We’ve drifted in life, but she saved me more than once.” 

4) [name censored] wrote this: 

“I went to a coffee place every day and paid $5 for iced tea 
because I was obsessed with the flavor and never found 
anything like it. 

“One day I was super sick, and my boyfriend at the time 
came over and made me a tea at home. It turns out he called 
the place to figure out what brand of tea they use and how 
they brew it. 

“It was such a small, simple thing, but it meant a lot to me, 
so I married him.” 

5) Astrolozza wrote, “I have pretty bad anxiety. Back when 
I was in school, I had one class where we were writing 
answers down on white boards and my pen ran out. I was 
major stressing over having to put my hand up to ask for a 
new pen from the teacher, but the guy sat next to me just 
silently reached over and took my pen and gave me his 
working one, so that he could ask instead of me. I’d basically 
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never even spoken to the guy. Just a really nice simple thing, 
but I’m still grateful years later!” 

6) lolocatlover wrote, “When I got diagnosed with an iron 
deficiency, my dad spend hours researching causes and 
made a whole fun iron-rich diet for us to go on. Then he went 
out to the store to get me a bunch of iron-rich foods and 
whenever he gets off early, we make dinners that fit my diet 
together.” 

7) Incantanto wrote, “On the day I came down with the 
corona and had to isolate, my boyfriend I was three dates in 
with at the time turned up at my house and stood outside the 
window to deliver flowers, chocolate, and cough sweets. 
Delightful man.” 

8) PCarefulCurrency2 wrote this: 

“So let me begin by noting that I’m a straight guy and I’ve 
liked girl’s clothes since middle school. (I guess you would 
have to describe me as a crossdresser but that always sounds 
so pejorative to me.) I’m not trans and I don’t feel like I’m 
not a guy — I just like pretty sparkly clothes. There’s this 
really sweet girl I know who I was talking to for a while and 
had a crush on me for some time. We went on one date and 
decided it probably wasn’t going work, but we’re still 
friends. 

“Anyway, what happened was I ended up confessing about 
this other side of me, and she was super supportive. She 
actually came over and did my make-up one time, then took 
photos of me for our little joking ‘fashion photoshoot.’ That 
was amazing enough on its own, but that wasn’t the most 
thoughtful thing, though. What was amazing is that I 
confessed that I wished I could post the photos somewhere 
because they make me feel really cute and happy with how I 
look, even though I’m a guy and not feeling any gender 
dysphoria, but I couldn’t take the risk that anyone I know 
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would ever see them. If that happened, I can kiss my social 
life goodbye forever. 

“When I told her that, she said, without any prompting from 
me whatsoever, that if that happened she would just come 
out with a statement saying that it was entirely her idea and 
that she had roped me into helping her out with an art project 
about the blurring of gender norms — something that would 
let me save face. I d[*]mn near choked up when she said that. 
I know it’s such a tiny thing from an outside perspective, but 
I’ve never known anyone not related to me who, totally 
unprompted, offered to lie for the sake of my social 
reputation.” 

9) jemdamos wrote, “I found out I needed glasses when I 
was 21. By then everyone who knew me, family, friends, 
coworkers, etc., all knew me without glasses, and I thought 
I looked silly in them and was really nervous about wearing 
them to work for the first time. I told my coworker who is a 
close friend now about how nervous I was. The next day 
when I came into work for the first time with my glasses, he 
was wearing some, too. Turns out he normally wears 
contacts and not everyone knew he needed glasses either, 
which took some of the attention off of me. It was such a 
simple, silent act of kindness and solidarity that I am so 
grateful for.” 

10) Ok_Orchid9591 wrote, “I was in the parking lot getting 
yelled at by my insane mother. And I guess this lady saw / 
heard from her car and she legitimately got in between my 
mother and me and started berating my mother for being 
such a bad parent. The lady ended up calling the cops 
because my mom would not stop having a meltdown and she 
got me chicken nuggets as we waited. The cops couldn’t do 
much, but it really calmed my mother down. It just meant a 
lot to me because this lady was a stranger and cared a lot 
more about my wellbeing than anyone else at the time. That 
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lady had no regard for her own safety but just wanted to 
know that I would be ok, and she probably has no idea how 
grateful I am for her.”96 

97. “What’s a Secret You Can Share Only with Online 
Strangers?” 

Lampshade-Project wrote, “Due to the current plague 
(COVID), my best friend of 10+ years lost his job. He was 
going through rough times beforehand (wife cheated, left 
him, horrible divorce … etc.). Now, he’s not the sharpest 
tool in the shed, and he can be forgetful. He, however, is a 
VERY proud man and will not accept help from anybody. 
Nothing I can do, he’s always been that way (important 
later). One night while having a few beers, he mentions how 
he’s worried about making rent next month. Due to my 
decent savings and good job, I offered to help him. He 
refused saying he would never accept it. Now, I know his 
landlord as a vague acquaintance (I saw him and had talked 
to him a few times before while at my buddy’s place). So I 
went to see him while my buddy was at another friend’s 
house working on his old dirt bike. I paid his rent in full, in 
cash, for the next two months. I told his landlord to NEVER 
tell him it came from me, and to tell him that was owed to 
him due to overpayment on his rent while he lived there. 
Something about reviewing the last few years’ finances, to 
make it seem legit. He totally bought it! I saw him the next 
weekend, and he was so happy! He told me all about the 
overpayment, and how that magically saved him, for without 
it, he might be homeless. While he thinks he was saved due 

 
96 Source: tini3x, “What’s the most thoughtful thing anyone has done 
for you?” Reddit. AskWomen. 18 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y4c4a6zq>. 
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to an accounting error, I’m so happy knowing I greatly 
improved his situation, at least for a little while!”97 

98. “What is Your Harmless Conspiracy Theory?” 

1) ohno_spaghetti_o answered her own question: “Mine is 
that my grandmother is secretly a goth. Her favourite place 
to go is the cemetery, and she shows up at the funeral of 
people she doesn’t know as ‘support for the community’. 
What is your harmless conspiracy theory?” 

2) haelelr wrote, “I’m pretty sure the old man who runs the 
local farmers market is undercharging poor people for fresh 
fruits and vegetables.” 

haelelor added, “I can’t prove it but when someone walks in 
with a small Ziploc bag full of change and walks out with 
several bags of fruits and vegetables ….” 

Elisa_LaViudaNigra commented, “On the East coast, there 
are farmers markets that double SNAP [USA government 
assistance to help impoverished people buy food] benefits so 
working-class families on SNAP can get a ton of fresh food 
for half price.”98 

99. “What was the Nicest Thing Someone has Done for 
You?” 

1) NatSuHu wrote, “My mother died, and I was so stressed 
trying to find a way to give her the funeral she deserved. My 
boyfriend went down to the funeral home, made the 

 
97 Source: Chessing, “What’s a secret you can only share with online 
strangers?” Reddit. AskReddit. 19 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3tgrbl5>. 
98 Source: ohno_spaghetti_o, “What is your harmless conspiracy 
theory?” Reddit. AskWomen. 27 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/yyrvnad7>. 
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arrangements, and paid the balance. By FAR the kindest 
thing anyone has ever done for me.” 

2) Greenfireflygirl wrote this: 

“My firstborn had a severe deformity and spent a week in 
hospital before we took him off life support. I was staying at 
the Ronald McDonald House and even though one of the 
rules was that you are your own maid when you leave, 
complete with doing laundry and remaking the beds, I was a 
complete wreck. A kind stranger took care of my room for 
me even though they were going through their own stuff. 

“Another blessing from that dark time is that the funeral 
home took care of everything for me, including all bills 
associated with the service and cremation. 

“I will never not donate to the Ronald McDonald House, and 
I know what funeral home I’ll be using [and paying money 
to] when I one day need one again.” 

WhenIWish commented: 

“I’m so sorry you went through that. You are so incredibly 
strong. 

“My son was born at 27 weeks and spent three months in the 
hospital. We had Ronald McDonald housing offered to us 
but didn’t want to take it from someone who absolutely 
needed it, but it was there. I have a friend whose younger 
sister (~11 at the time, he was about 25) was diagnosed with 
a rare cancer and they lived in Ronald McDonald housing in 
another state while she received her treatment for about eight 
or nine months. 

“Because of these stories, and now yours, I also always 
donate. 

“Best wishes to you and I hope you’re doing well.” 
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Tbaggs2016 commented, “I’m very sorry for your loss. I 
hope you’re doing okay. My mom belonged to a sorority for 
50 years, and one of the organizations they raised money for 
and gave to every year was The Ronald McDonald house. 
She and my dad never needed to use their services but found 
out about them when I had open heart surgery at two years 
old. Where I currently live, we have a huge Children’s 
Hospital and not too far away from the hospital is a 
McDonald house. I’ve worked at a different large medical 
facility, near the Children’s Hospital, for the last 18 years, 
and have heard countless stories of how the local Ronald 
McDonald house enabled financially struggling family 
members to stay close to their sick children, for free. The 
Ronald McDonald house is a legitimate organization, and I 
encourage all who can to please give to them.” 

3) eternalrefgee86 wrote, “My ex-girlfriend turned me in for 
stealing opiates. Been clean a little over two years now. She 
may have saved my life.” 

4) IBelieveInSpace wrote, “I went to a local breakfast spot 
after a rough night. Totally forgot my wallet so I left my 
phone as collateral and went to my house. I came back and 
some guy had already paid for me. I know it doesn’t seem 
that big of a deal, but it was a pretty bleak week for me, so it 
meant a lot.” 

poopellar commented, “Kind of similar story where I left my 
wallet in my friend’s car before I switched back to my car 
and found out only after I filled up at the gas station. Guy 
servicing the pump knew me as a regular and said it’s all 
good and put his own money in the register. I paid him back 
the next day plus extra, and now just passing by the gas 
station gets my mood up.” 

silverteemo051125 commented, “A few years ago I was 
going down to visit my grandmother in South Carolina. I 
needed an inspection and oil change and was a single mom 
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of a five-year-old. The total ended up being 40 dollars more 
than I thought. At the time that was devastating, and I had to 
tell my daughter in the parking lot we couldn’t go and see 
her grandmother anymore. Someone heard me talking to her 
and came over to us and gave us 60 dollars. That was one of 
the nicest things someone I don’t know has done for me.” 

5) Back2Bach wrote this: 

“When I was about 13, the pastor of our family church heard 
me practicing Chopin on the piano. 

“Knowing my parents couldn’t afford it, he offered to pay 
for my music studies (organ, piano, music theory and ear 
training) so that I’d be prepared to enter music conservatory 
after high school. 

“All he asked for in return was that I’d help out with the 
church’s music program when needed (which, in itself, 
proved to be a wonderful learning experience). 

“This kind, generous man spent thousands of dollars of his 
own money to help me along the way to a rewarding career 
in music.” 

6) TenCentLucio wrote, “One of my high school bullies 
invited me to his house to hang out for a day, I was really 
nervous it might just be to screw with me, but I was desperate 
for some sort of friendship, so I went over. We’re now best 
friends, and he and his family feel like family to me and I 
have no idea how we ever disliked each other.” 

7) etariel wrote this: 

“A paramedic helping me after I was in a car crash took his 
time to come back to the car and bring me back my front 
tooth (it was really tiny, and he offered to go and look for it 
in a wreck) and at the same time found and brought back my 
partner’s phone. I don’t know his name; I was in such a state 
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of shock I can’t even remember how he looked like. But he 
put my tooth in a special liquid and the hospital team 
managed to put it back, saving me a lot of money. There was 
also a policewoman who put a blanket on me and made sure 
I kept it (the hospital only managed to take it off me right 
before I left, it was a green standard first aid blanket, I don’t 
know why I refused to let go of it, again, shock, but it 
provided a lot of comfort). 

“Thank you so much, guys.” 

8) sopranna23 wrote this: 

“I had really sh[*]tty periods when I was a teenager (they 
still kind of suck a lot, but they were at their absolute worst 
when I was about 15-17). One day, I was at school and my 
period started a few days early. I knew I didn’t have long 
before I was going to be in a world of pain, but I had one last 
class before the school day was over and I could go home. 
Because I lived about half an hour away from my school, I 
decided it was pointless to call home and have someone pick 
me up because I would’ve had to stick around for most of 
my class anyway while I waited for my ride. (My school had 
block scheduling, so it was still going to be a 90-minute 
class, but whatever.) So I just put on a pad and hoped for the 
best. 

“Not long after I went to my class, I could already feel the 
pain getting intense. I tried not to squirm or do anything else 
distracting while my teacher was giving her lecture, but 
eventually she noticed that I looked extremely distressed and 
asked what was wrong. Since I went to an all-girls school, I 
felt comfortable saying that my period had just started and 
so I wasn’t feeling well. 

“Suddenly, the whole room sprang into action. One girl 
asked if I needed a pad or tampon. Another girl got 
permission from the teacher to grab Midol from her locker. 
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At one point, I dashed out of the classroom to the nearest 
bathroom to puke, and a friend who was in my class followed 
me to the bathroom to hold my hair out of my face. 

“After all of that, I went to the office and called home to have 
someone come and get me because I knew I really couldn’t 
wait it out until the school day was over. The secretary let 
me stay in the lounge area outside the office, which was nice 
because the chairs were pretty comfy, and I was already 
really sore at that point. One of the girls from my class asked 
if it would be okay for her to stay with me as I waited for my 
ride home because she knew I lived relatively far away, so I 
was going to be there a while. She and I weren’t super close 
— I wouldn’t have said we were friends because we didn’t 
hang out in the same friend groups and we didn’t have a lot 
of classes together the entire time we were in high school, 
but she was really sweet for wanting to stay with me, and so 
we spent the next 30-40 minutes just sitting and talking, 
which was easily the longest time I had ever talked with her. 

“That day will always stick out to me. It was really touching 
how everyone in my class showed so much concern for me 
and wanted to help, even if they didn’t really know me all 
that well. We all need to look out for one another, you 
know.”99 

100. “Most People have a Living Room, Bedroom and 
Bathroom. What Non-Conventional ‘Room’ is a Game-
Changer?”  

PMForDickGraysonPics wrote, “I’d like a library.” 

MamaBear8414 commented, “My daughter asked for a 
library like Belle [in Disney’s movie Beauty and the Beast] 

 
99 Source: minimalisticbeauty, “What was the nicest thing someone has 
done for you?” Reddit. AskReddit. 21 August 2020 
<https://tinyurl.com/y3wn3w4f>. 
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when she was four! I partitioned off her bedroom and built 
her a wall-length bookshelf (7ft by 7ft), turned her toddler 
bed into a sofa, got lots of lights and put her desk in there! 
She’s either in the garden or in her library most of the time!” 

sglucke asked, “Can I be your daughter?” 

MamaBear8414 answered, “Laughing out loud. Only if you 
like gardening, wildlife. or Doctor Who books!” 

Lucas_Deziderio commented, “She’s a lady of culture, I 
see.” 

torsoboy00 commented, “A lady of horti-culture, you 
mean?” 

MamaBear8414 commented, “She has asked to move in with 
my boyfriend when she hits 16 because he lives five minutes 
away from the agricultural college!” 

R333reee requested, “Adopt me when she turns 16, please. I 
want that library!” 

MamaBear8414 answered, “Deal! See you in 10 years!”100 

 

 

  

 

  

 
100 Source: ViperFray, “Most people have a living room, bedroom and 
bathroom. What non-conventional ‘room’ is a game-changer?” Reddit. 
AskReddit. 22 Saturday 2020 <https://tinyurl.com/y5ay4uxu>. 
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APPENDIX A: FAIR USE 

This communication uses information that I have downloaded and 
adapted from the WWW. I will not make a dime from it. The use of this 
information is consistent with fair use: 

§ 107. Limitations on exclusive rights: Fair use 

Release date: 2004-04-30 

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of 
a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or 
phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for 
purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching 
(including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, 
is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made 
of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered 
shall include —  

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is 
of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;  

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;  

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole; and  

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work.  

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair 
use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors. 

Source of Fair Use information:  

<http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html>  
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APPENDIX B: SOME BOOKS BY DAVID BRUCE 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Ben Jonson’s The Alchemist: A Retelling 

Ben Jonson’s Bartholomew Fair: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s The Devil is an Ass: A Retelling  

Ben Jonson’s Volpone, or the Fox: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Complete Plays: Retellings 

Christopher Marlowe’s Dido, Queen of Carthage: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus: Retellings of the 1604 A-Text 
and of the 1616 B-Text 

Christopher Marlowe’s Edward II: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Massacre at Paris: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s The Rich Jew of Malta: A Retelling 

Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, Parts 1 and 2: Retellings 

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

The Famous Victories of Henry V: A Retelling 

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of 
Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

George Peele’s The Arraignment of Paris: A Retelling  

George Peele’s The Battle of Alcazar: A Retelling 

George’s Peele’s David and Bathsheba, and the Tragedy of Absalom: A 
Retelling 

George Peele’s The Old Wives’ Tale: A Retelling 

The History of King Leir: A Retelling 
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Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of 
Rhodes’ Argonautica 

John Ford: Eight Plays Translated into Modern English 

John Ford’s The Broken Heart: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Fancies, Chaste and Noble: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lady’s Trial: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Lover’s Melancholy: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Love’s Sacrifice: A Retelling 

John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck: A Retelling 

John Ford’s The Queen: A Retelling 

John Ford’s ‘Tis Pity She’s a Whore: A Retelling 

John Webster’s The White Devil: A Retelling 

King Edward III: A Retelling 

The Merry Devil of Edmonton: A Retelling 

Robert Greene’s Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay: A Retelling 

Tarlton’s Jests: A Retelling 

The Trojan War and Its Aftermath: Four Ancient Epic Poems 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 5 Late Romances: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 10 Histories: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 11 Tragedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 12 Comedies: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 38 Plays: Retellings in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling 
in Prose  
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William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 1: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 2: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI, aka Henry VI, Part 3: A Retelling 
in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s All’s Well that Ends Well: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Coriolanus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Cymbeline: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry VIII: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King John: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s King Lear: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Love’s Labor’s Lost: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in 
Prose  
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William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Pericles, Prince of Tyre: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard II: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Richard III: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Timon of Athens: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Gentlemen of Verona: A Retelling in 
Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Two Noble Kinsmen: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Winter’s Tale: A Retelling in Prose  

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 

Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 
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The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 
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The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 
Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 
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APPENDIX C: ABOUT THE AUTHOR 

It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot 
summer night in 1954, Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy 
— me. Unfortunately, this young married couple allowed Reuben 
Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me 
Bruce Bruce. I have gone by my middle name — David — ever since. 

Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers 
remember me very quickly, so I don’t often have to show an ID. It can 
be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a teenager at Camp 
Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for 
“sounds like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg 
twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, Bruce Bruce is the answer! 

Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. 
He cut my hair short and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my 
head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school until the bald spot grew 
out again. 

Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to 
Athens, Ohio. I was born in Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around 
Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go to Ohio 
University and have never left.  

At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English 
or Philosophy, so I got a bachelor’s degree with a double major in both 
areas, then I added a master’s degree in English and a master’s degree in 
Philosophy.  

Currently, and for a long time to come (I eat fruits and veggies), I am 
spending my retirement writing books such as Nadia Comaneci: Perfect 
10, The Funniest People in Dance, Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose, 
and William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose 

 

 

 

 


